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ABSTRACT 
To satisfy customer's demands in today's market, industry and academe have invested 
considerable effort to make production systems more efficient and competitive. The 
production systems that have been implemented in industry have their own unique 
advantages under certain conditions. In practice, once a production system is adopted in a 
shop, the operation mode of the shop will remain the same over time. However, in the face 
of facing a changing product mix environment, a shop needs an adaptable production system 
to gain the best performance possible. 
The objective was to develop a systematic procedure to construct a virtual production 
system that allows a shop to switch from one operation mode to another without physical 
reconfiguration of the shop. The machines and the material handling system of a shop could 
be logically reorganized into various patterns to obtain different versions of a virtual 
production system, which actually exists as a set of information in a computer database. A 
reconflguration of the data in the database leads to a corresponding logical reorganization of 
the physical system. Hence, on the one hand, the shop layout remains the same, while on the 
other hand, the mode of operation of the shop can be changed logically over time. 
In this thesis, the performance of virtual production systems and other production 
systems are examined with an experiment involving three different measures. The results 
obtained show that virtual production systems are superior to traditional production systems 
and are competitive to those production systems with movable machines. However, when 
considering the cost incurred to reconfigure a shop physically and the fact that movable 
machines are not usually employed in most industries, the virtual production system provides 
a feasible and reasonable means to improve a shop's performance in a dynamic changing 
product mix environment. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this research is to develop a systematic procedure that allows an existing 
batch manufacturing shop to adapt its mode of operation in response to a changing product 
mix in order to optimize some measure of performance. The mode of operation refers to the 
type of production system employed by the shop to accomplish its production objectives. It 
is assumed that the shop already exists and has a job shop type layout in which the machines 
cannot be moved to obtain a new physical layout to adapt to a changing product mix. 
However, the machines and the material handling system in the shop can be reorganized 
logically into various patterns to obtain different versions of virtual production system. 
During each production session, depending on the product mix, a decision must be made 
between operating the system as a job shop or operating it as one of various versions of 
virtual production system. The aim of the technique developed in this research is to identify 
the form of production system, under a given production scenario, that would result in the 
best performance for the shop in terms of total machine setup and material handling 
time/cost. 
A virtual production system, which is a logical rather than a physical arrangement or 
organization of the machines and material handling system in a manufactimng shop, exists as 
a set of information in a computer database. A reconfiguration of the data in the database 
leads to a corresponding logical reorganization of the physical system. A logical 
arrangement of a shop is equivalent to one virtual way to organize the shop. Thus, a logical 
arrangement corresponds directly to one view of a shop, which is how the shop is seen in a 
computer database with respect to how the production resources are organized or related to 
one another. 
1.1 Production Systems 
For many years, industry and academe have invested considerable effort to make 
production systems more efficient and adaptive to changes in demand and technology. If 
production systems are classified according to the arrangement of machines and departments 
in a plant, production systems in industry fall into four major categories: job shop, mass and 
2 
continuous production, batch production, and traditional cellular manufacturing [1]. In 
addition, virtual cellular manufacturing, which emerged in the 1980s, has become a subject 
of academic research. It is claimed that a virtual cellular manufacturing system might 
combine the advantages of job shop and traditional cellular manufacturing to produce a fifth 
category. The five production systems are described in the following sections. 
1.1.1 Job Shop 
The main characteristic of a job shop is that it produces a wide variety of products in 
relatively small volume [1,2]. Machines with the same functions are arranged together to 
form a department in a plant, as shown in Figure 1. An item being produced will jump fiom 
one department to another based on the item's operational sequence. Because a job shop 
type factory is designed to produce a variety of different products, it must have relatively 
high flexibility. In general, a job shop is very adaptive to a dynamic environment in which 
the product types and desired volimies change frequently. An estimated 30 to SO percent of 
the manufacturing systems in the United States are of the job shop type [1]. However, the 
frequency of machine set-ups and excessive material handling between departments in a job 
shop result in lower productivity. In addition, high expense may be associated with the large 
variety of tools and fixtures. 
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1.1.2 Mass Production System 
A mass production system produces few products in large volumes [1,2]. To produce a 
large volume of a product type, the machines needed for production are arranged sequentially 
and organized together to form a dedicated production line, as shown in Rgure 2. In most 
cases, the machines in a production line need to be set up only once. The flow in a mass 
production system is much smoother than that of any other production system; as a result, the 
mass production system has the highest productivity. However, because a production line is 
employed for only one or very few product types, a mass production system is relatively 
inflexible. Because, a mass production system is the least adaptive production system of all, 
it is unsuitable for a production environment that experiences a changing product mix. 
1.1.3 Batch Production System 
The batch production system lies between the job shop and mass production systems 
[1,2]. The main characteristic of a batch production system is that it produces a range of 
products, each one in medium volume. The layout of a batch production system is 
functionally similar to that of a job shop, as shown in Rgure 3. Because products are 
processed in batches, some of the recurring fixed costs between individual batches can 
Lathe 
Saw Paint 
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Mill 
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MUI 
Weld 
Grinder 
Grinder 
Assembly 
Assembly 
CO 
Figure 2. The layout for mass production 
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Shipping Receiving 
Department 
Lathes Milling machines Grinders Assembly 
Figure 3. The layout for batch production 
be shared. However, the handling of a large amount of work in progress and Hnished 
products in a shop are major concerns. Also, because products are produced in batches, a 
single product may occupy a machine for a considerable time, which might necessitate long 
delays in working on other products. Moreover, in a batch production system, the products 
and the relative sizes of batches to be produced during a period (usually a quarter) are 
generally known ahead of time, a factor that cannot be applied in a changing product mix 
environment. In general, the batch production system is most suitable for a company that 
produces and markets mature products with stable periodic demands. 
1.1.4 Cellular Manufacturing System 
The main characteristic of cellular manufacturing system is that it groups together the 
machines required to produce a family of parts [3]. The typical layout of a traditional 
cellular manufacturing system is shown in Figure 4. Jobs in the same part family could share 
the same setup, or a common setup could be designed for the whole part family. With the 
common setup, accomplishing each job in a part family needs only a minor setup, so that the 
set-up time for producing the whole part family is reduced significantly. 
5 
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Figure 4. The layout for cellular manufacturing 
Ideally, a part family is entirely completed within its own dedicated manufacturing cell. 
As a result, the productivity of a traditional cellular manufacturing system is higher than that 
of a job shop type factory. In addition, because manufacturing cells are formed and 
organized according to part families, cellular manufacturing systems are more flexible than 
mass production systems. 
Although cellular manufacturing systems offer some benefits, several issues need to be 
addressed. First, in a traditional cellular manufacturing system, a machine cannot be shared 
by multiple cells; that is, a machine resides in one cell only. When a machine is required by 
more than one cell, a decision must be made on whether to duplicate the machine or not. At 
this point, many factors must be considered, such as space, cost, machine utilization, and so 
forth. In practice, it is not unusual for a product to visit more than one cell to be finished [4]. 
Second, in a traditional cellular manufacturing system design, the operational sequences 
of parts are usually ignored. As a result, part movement must be considered. Furthennore, in 
a changing product mix environment, implementation of cellular manufacturing will call for 
frequent machine reconfiguration. As a result, the machine relocation problem is 
encountered. Again, many factors need to be considered and resolved before the machines 
6 
are physically relocated. These factors include the weight and size of machines, the cost and 
time involved in moving them, and so forth. In view of these concerns, cellular 
manufacturing does not seem to be an appropriate production system in a dynamic 
environment, .which reduces both the flexibility and the machine utilization of a shop in 
traditional cellular manufacturing [4]. 
The contrast between job shop and cellular manufacturing has been the subject of many 
discussions. Based on some controlled experiments, it has been concluded that a cellular 
manufacturing system is superior to a job shop, or vice versa, as shown in Table 1. In 
different papers, job shop and cellular manufacturing have been reported to have the same 
advantages, such as average work-in-process level and average flow time, as summarized in 
Table 1. 
In general, the job shop performs better than cellular manufacturing with regard to queue-
related variables, such as average queue length and average waiting time [5,6]. On the other 
hand, cellular manufacturing has the advantages of shorter setup time and shorter travel 
distance [5, 6, and 10-13]. In addition, some researchers have provided further insights into 
the parameter ranges or conditions in which either cellular manufacturing or the job shop 
could be superior [14-19]. 
1.1.5 Virtual Cellular Manufacturing System 
A new concept, the virtual manufacturing cell, was first proposed by McLean et al. in 
1982 [21]. The production system based on this concept. Virtual Cellular Manufacturing, is 
Table 1. Job shop production vs. cellular manufacturing 
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very similar to a traditional cellular manufacturing system; machine cells and part families 
are also applied in virtual cellular manufacturing. However, virtual cellular manufacturing 
requires different cell conflguration firom that of traditional cellular manufacturing. 
Virtual cells have three characteristics that distinguish them firom traditional machine 
cells: a) they are logical, not physical, b) they are adaptable, and c) they allow machine and 
cell sharing. Unlike a traditional cell, which is a physical entity, a virtual cell is a logical 
entity. A virtual cell defines its grouping of machines in a computer; in other words, 
machines are not physically moved but are conceptually grouped together to form a virtual 
cell. Therefore, a virtual cell is no longer identifiable as a fixed physical machine cell. 
Machines belonging to the same virtual cell during any period may not necessarily occupy 
the same geographic region of a shop floor. 
Because virtual cells are adaptable, they are very suitable for a dynamic changing product 
mix environment. Virtual cells are formed in response to the product mix released for 
production during a production session. Once a batch of jobs is completed and another batch 
is released for production, a new set of virtual cells may be reconfigured. Thus, machine set 
that constitutes a cell constandy changes as the product mix changes. 
The machine-sharing concept is applied among virtual cells. In virtual cellular 
manufacturing, connections between machines are accomplished by a highly automated 
material handling system [4, 22]. As a result, not only is it unnecessary to change a shop's 
current layout, but a machine can serve more than one virtual cell. 
An example of virtual cells is shown in Figure S. Virtual cell 1 consists of four 
machines, L, M, D, and G. Virtual cell 2 and virtual cell 3 share the same machine, machine 
G. According to McLean et al. [21], virtual manufacturing cells provide more flexibility 
than traditional manufacturing cells by sharing machines; this suggests that virtual cellular 
manufacturing might have a bright future. However, a procedure for configuring virtual cells 
has rarely been reported in the literature to date. 
The main drive in implementation of virtual cellular manufacturing is to take advantage 
of the benefits of traditional cellular manufacturing, while avoiding the disadvantage of 
locking the shop into fixed cells. Certain conditions favor the adoption of the concept of 
virtual cells; they are: 
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viitual cell 2 
virtual cell 1 virtual cell 3 
virtual cell 4 
Figure 5. The layout of virtual cellular manufacturing 
(1) production environments where the product mix is unstable or changing; 
(2) shops in which transforming the existing layout to a cell layout may be very 
expensive or disrupt operations; and 
(3) production environments with existing layouts in which the machines are too heavy 
and bulky to move or machines cannot be put together because of incompatibility. 
As previously stated, the use of each kind of production system has its own pros and 
cons. The job shop and mass production systems represent two systems at opposite ends. 
The batch production system is more suitable for a stable production environment than for a 
dynamic production environment. Cellular manufacturing is a compromise between job shop 
and mass production, but presents numerous challenging issues. Virtual cellular 
manufacturing tries to offer the advantages of cellular manufacturing in a job shop type plant. 
Unfortunately, a virtual cell formation procedure is not yet available. 
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For a changing product mix environment, it seems unlikely that, given the changing 
product mix, one particular form of production system will consistently perform at a superior 
level. What is needed is a procedure that can identify the shop arrangement or production 
system type that would yield the best system performance. The development of such a 
procedure motivated this research. In this research, it is assumed that a job shop production 
system currently exists. However, the shop can also be reconfigured into one of different 
versions of virtual production system during any production instance. A choice of 
production system during a given instance is to be made from among the job shop and the 
various forms of virtual production systems. The various forms of virtual production system 
will be presented in succeeding sections. 
1.2 Virtual Production System 
The employment of a virtual production system in operating a manufacturing shop is 
proposed. It is assumed that the shop already exists and that the machines in the shop are 
arranged according to a job shop or process layout. Because of the size of the machines or 
other operating constraints, physical reconfiguration of the layout is not feasible, i.e., the 
physical layout is fixed. It is further assumed that a mobile material handling system such as 
the automated guided vehicles system (AGVS) is used for handling parts in the shop. In the 
AGVS, the direction of traffic flow on the guidepath segments can be reversed by 
manipulating data in a database through a computer software. The tasks to be performed in 
this research are to develop a procedure for generating the possible virtual production system 
conHgurations and to select the best configuration to use in a given production scenario 
involving an instance of product mix. The existing job shop configuration and the various 
virtual production system configurations constitute the set of production systems from which 
the best system is to be selected. 
A virtual production system is composed of two modules, the processing system 
configuration module and the networking module, as shown in Figure 6. The processing 
system configuration module is concerned with how machines in the shop are organized. 
In contrast, the networking module is focused on how the material handling system is 
organized. In a dynamic production environment, both modules may need to be updated 
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Configuration Module Networking Module 
Figure 6. Virtual Production System 
frequently to ensure the best performance of a shop at every production sessions. The two 
modules are described next. 
1.2.1 The Processing System Configuration Module 
For the processing system configuration module, the altemative machine arrangements 
are as follows: 
(1) Traditional job shop (JS) 
Machines are organized or grouped according to process type. 
(2) Traditional cellular configuration with dispersed machine locations (MC) 
Machines are grouped into Hxed machine cells, except that machines in a cell 
do not necessarily occupy the same contiguous area. The cells are formed 
within an existing job shop layout and machines are assumed to be 
immovable. The cells do not change as the product mix changes. 
(3) Virtual cellular configuration with dispersed machine location (VC) 
Machines are formed into virtual cells, which are subject to change as the 
product mix changes and are formed specifically to respond to the product 
mix at hand. Machines in a virtual cell do not necessarily occupy the same 
contiguous shop floor area. A virtual cell is simply a logical grouping of the 
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machines in a computer database. Changing the grouping of the machines in 
the database also changes the grouping of the machines on the shop floor. 
In general, all three alternatives of the processing system configuration module can be 
viewed as groupings of the machines in a computer database, except that the data for the 
traditional job shop and traditional cellular configurations are fixed and unchangeable over 
time. 
1.2  ^ The Networking Module 
For the networking module, two alternative designs, the traditional flow network and 
virtual flow network, ate considered. Furthermore, a mobile material handling system such 
as an AGVS that operates on a network is assumed. 
(1) Traditional flow network (FN) 
The flow network is also referred to in this study as the guidepath. In the 
traditional flow network, the flow is unidirectional in any aisle, and the 
direction of flow is fixed over time. The direction flow is determined once at 
the beginning and is never allowed to change. 
(2) Virtual flow network (VN) 
In a virtual flow network, the guidepath is virtual, and the direction of flow is 
therefore subject to change as the product mix changes. The undirected 
network is fixed, but the direction of flow changes as needed. In a virtual 
flow network, flow direction on a segment or aisle switches firom one 
direction to the opposite as needed, provided it is possible to reach any node 
from any other node. 
Similar to the processing system configuration module, both the traditional and the 
virtual flow networks can be viewed as information in a computer database, except that in the 
traditional network the data configuration cannot be changed, whereas in the virtual network 
the data can be changed to respond to a changing product mix. Figure 6 summarizes the 
composition of the modules. 
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1.2.3 Production System Configurations 
Combining the three alternatives in the processing system configuration module and the 
two alternatives in the networking module yields six possible production system 
conflgurations. As shown in Table 2, a job shop configuration with a fixed network and a 
traditional cellular configuration with a fixed network are denoted as 'Traditional Job Shop" 
and 'Traditional Cellular System", respectively. The following four systems having at least 
one "virtual" element (VC, VN, or both) are considered as the four different editions of 
"Virtual Production System" and are described in the next sections. In the bottom of Table 2, 
three benchmark production systems, where movable machines and fixed netwoiics are 
employed, are presented. The three benchmark systems are discussed in Chapter 7. 
Virtual Production System Type I (VC/FN) 
In the Hrst type, the virtual cellular configuration with the traditional flow network, 
machines in a shop are logically organized as virtual cells in a computer database; however, 
the associated AGV guidepath network, once given, is fixed. Virtual cells change as the 
product mix changes. To form virtual cells, the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure 
presented in Chapter 3 can be applied. 
Table 2. The combinations of production system 
Processing System Configurations 
JS MC VC 
eo 
c FN Traditional Job Shop' Traditional Cellular System^ 
Virtual Production 
System (Type I)' 
s 
4J 
2 VN 
Virtual Production 
System (Type II)* 
Virtual Production 
System (Type HI)® 
Virtual Production 
System (Type FV)® 
Benchmark Job Shop' Doctor's* Ko's' 
Keys: 
1-6: Fixed machines are employed 
7-8: Movable machines and fixed networks are employed 
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Virtual Production System Type II(JS/VN) 
The second type combines the job shop configuration with the virtual AGV guidepath 
network. The job shop configuration views a shop as a regular job shop in which machines 
are organized by processes and fixed over time. However, the associated virtual AGV 
guidepath network may be updated in each production session. The proposed AGV 
guidepath network design procedure presented in Chapter 4 can be used to update the 
associated flow network. 
Virtual Production System Type III (MC/VN) 
The third type combines the traditional cellular configuration with the virtual AGV 
guidepath network. That is, machines in a shop are conceptually grouped into machine cells 
by using one of the available techniques in the literature. However, machine cells once 
created do not change as the product mix changes. Furthermore, since the number and types 
of machines are fixed in a shop, machine duplication is not considered; thus, intercell 
movements are allowed. The associated virtual AGV guidepath network may be updated as 
the product mix changes by using the proposed AGV guidepath network design procedure 
presented in Chapter 4. 
Virtual Production System Type IV (VC/VN) 
The fourth type, the virtual cellular configuration with the virtual AGV guidepath 
network, is the ultimate virtual production system. Both the machine configuration and 
network design can be updated as the product mix changes. Virtual cells and AGV guidepath 
networks are updated by using the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure (Chapter 3) and 
AGV guidepath network design procedure (Chapter 4), respectively. 
Each production system exhibits the characteristics of its components. This research is 
an attempt to develop a procedure for determining the best production system configuration 
to use in processing any given set of jobs released for production in the shop, with the 
objective of minimizing production cost or time. 
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It must also be pointed out that the traditional job shop configuration, traditional cellular 
configuration, and traditional flow network are all assumed to be determined using some 
initial product data assumed to exist at time zero, or the start of the process. 
Moreover, the three production systems with movable machines and fixed flow networks 
are also investigated in the study. The three configurations (JS, MC, and VC) are still 
employed to physically rearrange machines in a shop. The performance of a shop with 
movable machines is considered as a benchmark for evaluating the performance of a virtual 
production system. 
1.3 The Objective and Structure of the Research 
The primary objective of the research is to develop a systematic procedure to select the 
best configuration of a production system for a given product mix, given that the base layout 
for the shop is a process or job shop layout. The scenario considered in this study is as 
follows: Given a set of jobs to be processed, the machine or process routings for the jobs, an 
existing process layout of the shop, and an undirected traffic flow network, develop a 
procedure that would determine the best production system configuration that results in the 
smallest sum of setup and material handling time. 
As previously stated, a production system consists of the processing system configuration 
module and the networking module. Within these two modules, six types of production 
systems were identified in Table 2 (not include three benchmark systems). The procedures 
for designing the two traditional production systems have been well addressed in the 
literature. A design procedure for the four types of virtual production system has not been 
reported. Therefore, the task in this study is to develop a systematic procedure to configure 
such production systems. 
Once a procedure to configure all the alternative production systems is obtained, the next 
objective is to compare and analyze the performance of the different production systems 
under some given production scenarios, to determine the overall long term effectiveness of 
each system relative to the others. The structure of the modeling required consists of two 
major parts, namely, virtual cell formation and virtual networking, which are described in 
detail in the following sections. 
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13.1 Virtual Cell Formation 
Given a set of jobs to be completed, the first research goal is to create virtual cells. 
Because formation of virtual cells is based on the product mix at hand, the virtual cells are 
always updated and adapted to the production instance. Although many cell formation 
methods have been discussed and presented in the literature, few are appropriate for virtual 
cell formation. For instance, in most traditional cell formation approaches, a machine is 
restricted to serve one cell only, and intercell movements are either not preferred or not 
allowed. However, virtual cells might share the same machine, and products (or product 
families) might share the same virtual cell. 
Furthermore, to apply cell formation methods presented in the literature, users are always 
required to provide at least one of the following parameters: the number of cells, the cell 
size, or the ranges of these parameters. Without these parameters, the cell formation 
procedures that have appeared in the literature might be unable to generate the desired cells. 
This situation leads users to try many different values of the parameters in an attempt to 
obtain a better cell configuration. However, because virtual cells are updated frequently in a 
dynamic environment, it seems inappropriate to configure the cells through a trial-and-error 
process. Besides, if a relative number of cells or cell sizes were specified, then the generated 
cell configuration would be limited by the specified value. 
The ideal approach for virtual cell formation should be such that the number of cells and 
the size of a cell are namrally determined by the operation sequences of the products within a 
production session or product mix. bi view of this requirement, development of a virtual cell 
formation method is necessary. The Ko's virtual cell formation algorithm is described in 
Chapter 3. 
13.2 Virtual Networking 
The goal of the second part of the research is to develop a systematic approach to 
designing the virtual AGV guidepath network. The reason that it is called "virtual" is that 
there are no physical taps or wires on the ground to guide AGVs. AGVs could be guided by 
radio or laser beams. An associated flow network exists as a database type in a computer and 
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AGVs follow the flow network to link machines together. A virtual AGV guidepath network 
changes once the product mix changes. 
Several guidepath network design methods have been discussed in the literature, from 
mathematical approaches [22-25] to heuristic approaches [27,28]. A proposed mathematical 
model with a modified Branch and Bound method [24] was claimed to yield good network 
solutions. However, the modified technique was a partial search method and therefore 
cannot guarantee the optimality of the network obtained. For a larger problem, even 
mathematical programming mi^t be unable to generate a solution within a reasonable time; 
it can be very time consuming to formulate and solve such a mathematical model. When the 
requirement of quickly and frequently redesigning the transport network is considered, as in 
the case of a changing product mix environment, the use of mathematical programming is 
inefficient. 
On the other hand, although heuristic approaches can generate solutions very quickly, 
optimal solutions cannot be guaranteed because a heuristic approach is usually developed on 
the basis of intuition, insight, and experience. Without being carefully examined and 
discussed, a heuristic algorithm might even fail to produce feasible solutions for some cases, 
even though a feasible solution exists, as reported in the literature [28]. 
In this research, in view of the frequency at which the network design may be updated, 
the use of a heuristic procedure rather than an exact procedure is reconmiended in spite of the 
inability to guarantee optimality; a method that can quickly generate an acceptable network 
solution that is near optimal is preferred. It is thus necessary to develop a more robust 
heuristic approach for the AGV guidepath network design problem in this work. 
1.4 Research Assumptions 
In the design and operation of a virtual production system, the following assumptions are 
made: 
(1) The product types and desired volume to be produced change over time. However, 
during any given period or instance of job release, the production volume as well as the 
machine routings for the jobs are known. 
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(2) A base job shop or process layout is given, and the machines in the shop are not 
movable. 
(3) There is only one unit of each type of machine in the shop, and all machines work 
perfectly. 
(4) Constraining of production to be completed within a time interval is not considered in the 
research. Thus, the issue of machine capacity is not considered. 
(5) An undirected AGV giudepath network exists and it is eventually converted into a 
unidirectional network. 
(6) The pick-up and drop-off points for machines are given, and they are not located on any 
network intersection, so as to avoid traffic congestion. 
(7) The comparison between job shop, cellular manufacturing, and virtual production 
systems are based on the same resource level; that is, the number and type of machines 
are the same among the alternatives. Therefore, for the traditional cellular manufacturing 
system, intercell movements are allowed in this study if necessary. 
1.5 Research Tasks 
The following tasks are performed in the research. 
(1) Develop a virtual cell formation algorithm such that virtual cells can be reformed and 
updated as the product mix changes. 
(2) Develop a robust AGV guidepath design algorithm with the objective of minimizing total 
material handling time. 
(3) Implement the proposed algorithms on a UNIX operating system by coding them in C 
language. 
(4) Analyze the effectiveness of the algorithms. 
(5) Construct virtual production systems with the two proposed algorithms. 
(6) Expand the study by allowing free ranging machines in a shop and develop an 
appropriate procedure for machine allocations. 
(7) Compare and analyze the performance virtual production systems with other production 
systems in a changing product mix environment by using three measures: total setup 
time, total material handling distance, and weighted performance value. 
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1.6 Benefits of the Research 
The expected benefits from the research are as follows: 
(1) Virtual production system provides an feasible solution for a shop with Gxed machines to 
improve its performance in a changing product mix environment. 
(2) A systematic technique is provided for transforming the production type of a shop into 
virtual production system modes. 
(3) Through the processing system configuration module, a shop might enjoy the best 
production configuration in terms of the lowest setup time possible under a given 
production scenario. 
(4) Through the networking module, the material handling travel distance might be 
minimized under a given production scenario. 
(5) Without specifying any artificial parameters, the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure 
can readily reconfigure machine cells in response to the changes in product mix. By 
involving the sharing concept, the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure can reduce the 
machine duplication problem and improve the intercell movement problem in traditional 
cellular manufacturing. 
(6) The AGV guidepath network design procedure can produce a feasible and good quality 
network in a reasonable time and therefore can be updated easily in response to a 
changing product mix enviroimient. 
(7) The performance comparisons are made among virtual production systems, traditional 
production systems, and production systems with movable machines. Based on the 
results shown in the thesis, a shop could identify the production system type that is 
suitable for its needs. 
1.7 Organization of the Dissertation 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the relevant literature 
on traditional cellular manufacturing, virtual cellular manufacturing, and the guidepath 
design for the AGV system are reviewed. The Ko's virtual cell formation algorithm is 
described and demonstrated in Chapter 3. The AGV guidepath network design procedure is 
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presented and examined in Chapter 4. In addition, an example of virtual cellular 
manufacturing is presented in Chapter 5. Some virtual production systems are constructed 
and compared with the job shop and traditional cellular manufacturing systems under 
conditions of a changing product mix envirotmient in Chapter 6. The study is expanded by 
allowing free ranging machines and observations are made among different production 
systems in Chapter 7. Finally, the works of the study are summarized in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER!. LITERATURE REVIEW 
As stated in Chapter 1, the research subject of this study is composed of multiple 
components of production system types and AGV guidepath types, and builds upon the 
foundations of those components. This chapter reviews some of the earlier work related to 
the current research and points out differences between the current research and studies 
reported earlier. 
2.1 Cellular Manufacturing 
A manufacturing system based on the philosophy of group technology (GT) is called 
cellular manufacturing [29,30]. In cellular manufacturing, the parts to be produced are 
grouped into part families based on characteristics such as their design, process, geometric 
shape, and required fixtures and set ups. In addition, the machines required to produce a part 
family are located together to form a cell. A part family is expected to be processed entirely 
within its own dedicated cell. 
Many beneflts of the use of cellular manufacturing have been reported, such as shorter 
setup times, shorter lead times, reduced work-in-process inventories, and improved product 
quality [31]. The problem of determining part families and machine cells is called the cell 
formation problem (CFP) [30]. Several approaches to solving the CFP have been presented 
in the literature. Basically, these methods can be classified in five categories, as shown in 
Figure 7 [32]. The techm'ques related to each category are reviewed and discussed in the 
following sections. 
Graph 
Partitioning 
Manual 
Techniques 
Mathematical 
Programming 
Novel 
Approaches 
Cluster 
Analysis 
Cell Formation Techniques 
Figure 7. The classification of the CFP approaches. 
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2.1.1 Manual Techniques 
Manual techniques require the analyst to make a series of judgments during the cell 
formation procedure such that part families and manufacturing cells are iteratively 
established by use of these manual approaches. Several manual techniques presented in the 
literature are reviewed as follows. 
In Production Flow Analysis (PFA), first developed by Burbidge in 1963 [29, 33-35], the 
routing information of parts is used to simultaneously identify part families and their 
corresponding manufacturing cells [36]. Basically, PFA consists of three sequential steps: 
(1) Factory Flow Analysis is employed to partition the problem and to obtain the simplest 
possible material flow system, i.e., both major groups of department size and major 
families of parts are analyzed and identified by using this analysis. 
(2) Group Analysis is used to identify manufacturing cells so that the entire part family is 
completed within a cell. 
(3) Line Analysis is applied to arrange machines within the same cell in order to optimize 
the material flow within a cell as nearly as possible. 
In 1972, El-Essawy and Torrance proposed another cell formation procedure. Component 
Flow Analysis (CFA), in which three major steps are involved [37]. First, parts are sorted 
into groups based on their manufacturing requirements. Second, the groups are manually 
analyzed to generate manufacturing cells. Third, a detailed flow analysis is performed and 
appropriate adjustments are made to obtain an acceptable design. Although CFA and PFA 
are very similar, PFA first partitions the problem, whereas CFA does not [38]. 
Various other manual procedures have been reported in case studies. For instance, the 
Langston Company Division of the Harris-Intertype Corporation groups parts into families 
by visual examination. When Polaroid pictures of approximately 21,000 parts were 
inspected, over 93% of the parts could be classified into five families by using this technique 
[39]. Other study cases are available in the literature [40,41]. 
Two major drawbacks of manual techniques should be addressed. First, because these 
techniques heavily depend on human judgement, they do not lend themselves to being 
implemented on a computer [37]. Furthermore, the premise underlying use of manual 
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techniques is that the various parts should be clearly defined, and this makes these techniques 
very difficult to apply [42]. 
2.1.2 Mathematical Programming 
Several mathematical approaches have been used to identify part families and their 
conesponding manufacturing cells. Among them, the most basic and most popular are linear 
progranuning, non-linear programming, integer programming, and mixed integer 
programming [38,43]. 
The CFP is usually formulated by incorporating an objective function and a set of 
constraints in a precise format. A variety of objectives that have been presented in the 
literature have been summarized [43]. Among the objectives, the six used most often are: 
(1) Minimizing the number of exceptional parts [44,45] 
(2) Minimizing machine setup times [46,47] 
(3) Minimizing the inter-cell movements or the material handling cost [48-50] 
(4) Minimizing investments in new machines [51-53] 
(5) Maximizing the sum of similarities [54, 55] 
(6) Maximizing the machine utilization levels [56-58]. 
These objectives could either be applied individually or be combined for a specific 
mathematical model. When several objectives are consolidated into one objective function, 
the mathematical programming is goal programming [47, 59]. 
Another key component of using mathematical programming is defining the system 
constraints, which can be classified into five types: logical constraint, which ensures that 
each machine and parts will be assigned to only one cell; cell size constraint, which 
guarantees that the number of machines in a cell will not exceed a specified upper bound; 
physical constraint, which includes limitations of factors such as budget, space, capacity; 
modeling constraint, which provides additional required connections among decision 
variables, objective functions, and parameters; and intuitive constraint, which confirms the 
non-negative and integrality properties of decision variables. 
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As an example of mathematical programming, a model [44] is presented and illustrated as 
follows: 
M P 
MESr 
Subject to 
z = S S 
i=i  j=i  
Cc ^ 
S p^iifc - y jk 
k=\ 
S = 1 
k=l 
i =1 
k=l 
M 
^  Xy, < m 
i = l 
AT^^elO, 1} Vi,A: 
yjk e {O, 1} Vy, k 
I = 1 ~ M 
7 = 1 ~ P 
it = 1 - C 
where. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
i = machine index; 
j = part index; 
k = cell index; 
M = number of machines; 
P = total number of parts; 
C = number of manufacturing cells; 
m = maximum number of machines allowed in a cell; 
Uij = volume of part j required to be processed on machine /; 
Xik = binary vanable indicating whether or not machine i is assigned to cell k; 
yjk = binary variable indicating whether or not part j is assigned to cell k. 
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The objective of this mathematical model is to minimize the number of exceptional parts. 
Exceptional parts are those parts that must visit more than one cell to be completed. 
Constraints (1) and (2) ensure that each machine or part is assigned to one and only one cell. 
Constraint (3) ensures that the upper bound of the cell size holds; the bound is m in the 
example. Constraints (4) and (5) guarantee the required integrality and non-negative 
properties. Note here that the number of cells needs to be specified by users, which is C in 
the model. 
The mathematical model developed for the CFP is a variation of an assigimient 
optimization problem that is known to be NP-hard [60]. To solve the mathematical models, 
algorithms such as branch and bound, branch and cut (for small-size problems), and heuristic 
approaches are suggested [38,61]. 
Several weaknesses of mathematical programming for the CFP should be mentioned. 
First, to develop a mathematical model successfully, either the cell size or the number of 
ceils should be previously assigned by users. However, it is very difticult for one to know a 
priori how many cells are needed. Second, with regard to number of decision variables and 
constraints, it is very time consuming to formulate and solve a mathematical model, even for 
a small-size problem. Third, mathematical progranmiing is suitable only for a stable 
environment; once the mix of products is changed, a mathematical model needs to be 
reformulated. Furthermore, for a large-size problem, it is almost impossible to find an 
optimal solution within a reasonable time period, a phenomenon known as NP-complete or 
NP-hard [43]. Therefore, mathematical progranmiing is not widely used in practice [38]. 
2.1.3 Graph Partitioning Metiiods 
Several graph-partitioning methods for the CFP have been published in the literature. 
These techniques treat the machines and/or paits as nodes, and the material flows as arcs. 
The intention of these graph-partitioning approaches is to obtain disconnected subgraphs 
from a machine-machine or machine-part graph [32], thereby identifying manufacturing 
cells. 
The first use of graph theory to solve the CFP was proposed by Rajagopalan and Batra in 
1975 [62]. The objective is to minimize the movements of parts between machine cells [32], 
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using a measure called Jaccard's similarity coefficient [63,64], which is calculated for each 
machine pair. The arc between a machine pair is introduced only if the similarity value of 
the pair is greater than a predefined threshold value. When all qualified arcs are established, 
the graph is completed. Next, the cliques of the graph that represent machine groups are 
identified, analyzed, and merged together to create manufacturing cells. The same approach, 
with different similarity coefficients to design primary, secondary, and tertiary cells, was 
proposed by De Witte [65]. 
In 1988, Kusiak and Chow presented three graph types that could be used for the CFP 
[66]: the bipartite graph, transition graph, and boundary graph. A bipartite graph consists of 
two node sets, one for parts and the other for machines. An arc between a machine-part pair 
is introduced if the part must visit the machine. The task is to determine how to cut the graph 
into disjoint subgraphs such that the production flow in each subgraph is maximized [66, 67]. 
In a transition graph, a node represents a machine, while an arc represents a part. An arc 
connects two nodes if there is a part that needs to be operated on by the two machines. The 
transition graph is useful in detecting bottleneck machines. The third type, the boundary 
graph, consists of a hierarchy of bipartite graphs. It is employed to determine bottleneck 
parts/machines, and then generate disjoint subgraphs. However, determining the bottleneck 
parts/machines in a graph in order to identify disjoint graphs is very complex [66]. A 
heuristic algorithm for solving this problem was presented by Lee et al. [67] and further 
extended by Vannelli and Kumar [69,67]. 
Other approaches in this category [70] include (1) network techniques, proposed by 
Vohra et al. [71], Wu and Salvendy [72], and Lee and Garcia-Diaz [73-75]; (2) minimizing 
spanning tree, presented by Ng [76]; and (3) a heuristic graph partitioning approach, 
developed by Askin and Chiu [77]. 
The major drawbacks inherent to these approaches are that practical issues such as 
production volumes and alternate process plans are not addressed [43, 78]. Furthermore, the 
clique identiflcation problem is NP-complete [75]. 
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2.1.4 Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis assigns objects into clusters such that individual elements within a 
cluster have a high degree of relationship, while the relationship between clusters is very 
slight. A common feature of cluster analysis is that it sequentially rearranges columns and 
rows of the machine/part matrix based on an index, until diagonal blocks are generated [79]. 
Basically, the procedures in this category could be further divided into three types: (1) array-
based clustering techniques; (2) hierarchical clustering techniques; and (3) non-hierarchical 
clustering techniques [32]. 
Array-Based Clustering 
Array-based clustering requires a two-dimensional machine/part incidence array. The 
machine/part matrix. A, consists of elements ay = 1 if part j needs to visit machine i; 
otherwise, aij = 0. By using the machine/part matrix, an array-based clustering procedure is 
employed to produce small cluster blocks along the diagonal of the matrix. The process is 
accomplished by performing a series of rows and columns manipulations; ideally, each ai] 
within a cluster block is expected to have the value of 1, and all elements outside the cluster 
block are expected to have the value of 0. In this way, part families and machine cells are 
generated simultaneously. At least eight array-based algorithms are found in the literature 
[32]; they include; 
(1) Bond Energy Analysis, BEA, by McCormick et al. [80] 
(2) Rank Order Clustering, ROC, by King [81, 82] and King and Nakomchai [83] 
(3) Modified Rank Order Clustering, MROC, by Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan [84] 
(4) Direct Clustering Analysis, DCA, by Chan and Milner [850] 
(5) Occupancy Value method, by Khator and Irani [86] 
(6) Cluster Identification methods by Kusiak and Chow [87] and Longradan[88] 
(7) The Hamiltonian Path Heuristic by Askin et al. [89]. 
Among them, the three most popular algorithms are BEA, ROC, and DCA, which were 
compared and analyzed by Chu and Tsai [79]. The comparison showed that BEA is 
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significantly superior to the other two algorithms, whether the problems were with or without 
exceptional elements and bottleneck machines. 
The drawbacks of these techniques are as follows. First, most approaches consider only 
binary routing information and ignore other important factors such as operational sequence, 
and machine capacity. Next, in most cases, bottleneck machines must be removed before 
any machine/part cluster block can be clearly identified [43]. Furthermore, to identify cluster 
blocks requires human judgment, and that is difficult when a problem is large. Finally, these 
techniques generally ignore the production volume of parts. 
Hierarchical Clustering 
Unlike array-based techniques, hierarchical clustering methods do not produce machine 
cells and part families simultaneously. Instead, hierarchical clustering techniques operate on 
an input data set described in terms of a similarity/dissimilarity or distance function and then 
create a hierarchy of clusters or partitions [70]. At each partition, it is possible to have a 
different number of clusters with different numbers of machines. 
Hierarchical clustering approaches can be further separated into two basic types, the 
divisive type and the agglomerate type. Divisive type algorithms create a series of partitions 
until each machine/part belongs to only one cluster. In contrast, agglomerate type algorithms 
start with single machine/part and proceed to merge them into larger partitions until the 
whole data set is involved in one partition. The only divisive algorithm in the literature was 
presented by Stanfel [89], while most hierarchical clustering uses agglomerate type 
algorithms. 
Hierarchical clustering techniques consist of two steps. The first step is to calculate 
similarity/dissimilarity coefficients for every machine (part) pair. The various 
similarity/dissimilarity coefficients available in the literature include: 
(1) The Jaccard's similarity coefficient [63, 64] 
(2) The additive similarity coefficient [91] 
(3) The multiplicative similarity coefficient [91] 
(4) Production volume based similarity coefficient [92,93] 
(5) Operation based similarity/dissimilarity coefficients [94-98] 
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(6) Capability based similarity coefficient [99] 
(7) Routing based similarity coefficients [100,101] 
(8) Weighted similarity/dissimilarity coefficients [102-104] 
(9) Commonality score [105] 
(10) Other similarity/dissimilarity coefficients [106-108]. 
Among these, the Jaccard's similarity coefficient has been found to be the most popular and 
most suitable for analyzing the groupability of matrices [67]. 
The second step involves determining how to combine or merge the machine (pait) pairs 
together. Several algorithms have been proposed for this purpose. The Single Linkage 
Clustering Algorithm, SLINK, was first used by McAuley [64]. The major problem of 
SLINK is the chaining problem; that is, two clusters may join together based on the similarity 
of two members, while most other members remain apart because of lack of similarity [103]. 
To reduce the chaining problem, Seifoddin [109] developed the Average Linkage Clustering 
Algorithm, ALINK, Gupta and Seifoddini [93] presented the Weight Average Linkage 
Clustering Algorithm, WALCA, which is also known as WALINK, Moiser [110] developed 
the Complete Linkage Clustering Algorithm, CLINK, and Wei and Kem proposed the Linear 
Cell Clustering Algorithm, LCC. The first four algorithms were compared and evaluated 
with respect to their chaining effect by Gupta [111], who concluded that the chaining 
problem is increasingly severe in order of CLINK, WALINK, ALINK, and SLINK. 
Because of their flexibility with regard to incorporating manufacturing data, the 
techniques are better in hierarchical clustering than in array-based clustering. However, 
several disadvantages exist. One is that the designer must decide on an appropriate similarity 
for groups. If the problem is too large, other methods for storing the hierarchy are required. 
Another disadvantage is that most algorithms do not handle the problem of machine 
duplication [70]. Furthermore, the problems of how to select the cluster criteria and the 
performance measure and how to determine the number of clusters remain to be solved [44]. 
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Non-Hierarchical Clustering 
Non-hierarchical clustering methods are iterative approaches. Basically, a non-
hierarchical clustering technique operates on an input data set by prespecifying the number of 
clusters to be formed using a similarity fimction. The input data set could be either an initial 
partition of the data set or the choice of a few seed points [32]. The major difference 
between hierarchical clustering and non-hierarchical clustering is that a similarity matrix 
does not need to be computed and stored in most non-hierarchical clustering algorithms [70]. 
However, because of the predefined number of clusters, some clusters may be forced to be 
consolidated or split, in order to meet the specified cluster number. Several non-hierarchical 
clustering techniques are reviewed in the sections that follow; 
A technique named the Ideal Seed Non-Hierarchical Clustering algorithm, ISNC, was 
developed by Chandrasekharan and Rajagpoalan [112]. It is used in three stages. Rrst, the 
CFP problem is represented as a bipartite graph, and the upper limit of the number of clusters 
is derived as A modified MacQueen's it-means method is then employed by choosing the 
last k data units or vectors as initial seed points [112,113]. Second, the remaining data units 
are assigned to the cluster with the nearest centroid. After each assignment, the centroid is 
updated to include the current data unit. Third, the output of the second stage is improved in 
terms of both utilization and intercell movement by introducing "ideal seeds". The ideal 
seeds are generated for columns and used as fixed seed points for further clustering. 
Moreover, an evaluation criterion called "grouping efficiency", ti, is used to measure the 
intercell movements and the machine utilization in a cell. 
Another technique proposed by Chandrasekharan and Rajagpoalan, named ZODIAC 
(zero-one data; ideal seed algorithm for clustering) [114], is an expanded and improved 
version of ISNC. A new concept of "relative efficiency" was developed as a stopping rule 
for the iterations. Moreover, for the initial seed choice, four options are introduced; arbitrary 
seeds, artificial seeds, representative seeds, and natural seeds. 
Srinivasan and Narendran in 1991 revealed their non-hierarchical technique GRAFICS 
(grouping using assignment method for initial cluster seeds) [IIS]. GRAFICS can generate 
initial seeds from an assignment problem that maximizes the similarity between machines, 
with a maximum density rule used as the cluster criterion. 
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When a clustering algorithm for sequence data, CASE, was presented recently by Nair 
and Narendran [104], a new similarity measure and new seeding techniques were introduced. 
In addition, the number of clusters to be formed is based on a threshold affinity level, TAL. 
At the beginning, the TAL is set equal to "0" and the similarity measure is computed for 
every machine pair. Any pair of machines belonging to different clusters will have the 
similarity measure of "0," and therefore, the first two clusters are formed relative to the two 
machines. The procedure is terminated if the bond efficiency of a new solution is worse than 
that of the existing best one. Otherwise, the TAL is updated and the procedure is continued 
to the next iteration. CASE differs from other non-hierarchical clustering algorithms in that 
the similarity matrix must be computed and stored. Furthermore, the number of clusters to 
be formed is controlled by the measure of bond efficiency with TAL. 
Several comparisons of these techniques have been reported in the literature. For 
instance, that GRAFICS outperformed ZODIAC in grouping efficiency and grouping 
efficacy was reported in [116]. A comprehensive comparison of nine well-known 
algorithms, including array-based clustering techniques, hierarchical clustering techniques, 
and ISNC, has been reported [117]. It showed that ISNC outperformed the other eight 
algorithms. The major drawback of non-hierarchical clustering is related to selection of the 
seed. Arbitrariness in the choice of seed points could lead to unsatisfactory results [32]. 
2.1.5 Novel Approaches 
The category of "novel approaches" consists of relatively new approaches to the CFP. 
The major features of these methods are the use of artificial intelligence and/or pattern 
recognition techniques, and search approaches to form machine cells or part families. These 
approaches can be further classified into six types: expert system, fiizzy logic, neural 
network, genetic algorithm, simulation, and other search techniques. 
Expert System 
Knowledge-based rules and pattem recognition techniques are the two necessary 
components of expert systems. Although few papers have been presented in the literature, 
use of the expert system for the CFP is a promising area to explore [78]. 
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In 1986, Wu et al. presented an algorithm for using syntactic pattern recognition for the 
CFP [118]. According to Tam [119], the advantages of syntactic pattern recognition include 
cell formation that takes into account material flow patterns, operation precedence relations, 
and non-uniform importance of machines. 
In 1988, Kusiak [120] introduced a knowledge-based system that takes advantage of 
expert system techniques and optimization in which machine capacity, material-handling 
capabilities, technological requirement, and cell dimensions are considered in forming cells. 
About the same time, ElMaraghy and Gu presented a system that considered knowledge rules 
and syntactic pattern recognition techniques to form part families [121]. The basic di^erence 
between these two approaches is in the degree of automation [32]. 
In another algorithm proposed in 1991 by Singh and Qi [122], the concept of multi­
dimensional similarity coefficient using syntactic pattern recognition was introduced to form 
part families. 
Fuzzy Logic 
Although some objects obviously belong to certain clusters, in other cases it is not clear 
which cluster is most appropriate. Fuzzy logic techniques are used to deal with the issues of 
vagueness and uncertainty in the CFP. 
Fuzzy approaches can be divided into two types, classical and modem [123]. The 
classical fuzzy clustering techniques include techniques such as fiizzy c-means clustering and 
fuzzy mathematical programming. The modem fiizzy clustering techniques include 
techniques such as fiizzy neural networks. 
The purpose of fuzzy c-means clustering, which is a modification of the it-means 
clustering method, is to minimize the Euclidean distance between the data set and the relative 
cluster center with specified degree fuzziness. The techniques proposed in the literature 
include those of Chu and Hayya [124], Gindy et al. [125], Wen et al. [126], and Leem and 
Chen [127]. 
In fuzzy mathematical programming, conventional mathematical programming and fiizzy 
logic are married together for solving the CFP. In 1995, Tsai [128] proposed a fiizzy 
mathematical programming model to form machine cells and at the same time minimize the 
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cost of eliminating exceptional elements. Later, the proposed model was extended to a multi-
objective model. Most recently, the CFP was formulated as a fuzzy mixed integer-
programming model by Tsai et al. [129], who presented a new fuzzy operator and examined 
the impact of different membership functions and operators on solving the model. Other 
classical fiizzy clustering techniques include fuzzy single linkage clustering and fiizzy rank 
order clustering. In 1992, two fiizzified clustering techniques were proposed by Zhang and 
Wang [130]. 
Another type of fuzzy clustering is to combine fuzzy logic and neural networks for 
solving the CFP. Adaptive Resonance Theory Model, ART, is one of the most popular 
neural networks employed in this area. The hybrid model (Fuzzy ART), which was first 
developed by Burke and Kamal in 1992 [131,132], was investigated and extended by several 
other workers [133,134]. According to Venugropal [123], because fiizzy models' 
capabilities are not fully exploited in the work to capture the fiizziness in part features and 
machining processes, this is a promising area for fiuther research. 
Neural Networks 
Use of neural networks to solve problems has been reported successfiilly in many Helds 
[135, 136], Neural networks can mimic the operation of neurons to learn from experience, 
adapt to new situations, generate decisions, and provide reliable classifications and 
approximations of data. Basically, neural networks could further be classified into two types, 
unsupervised or supervised, some models of which are reviewed as follows. 
To use a supervised neural network, a training data set including a series of input/output 
pairs is required to train the network by adjusting the weights between the individual nodes, 
neurons. The network with the trained weights is then employed as the basis for classifying 
new inputs. The most popular technique of this type is the back propagation algorithm [137-
140]. 
Another technique of this type is the stochastic neural network model. As has been 
shown, [141], the CFP is first formulated as an integer-programming model; a stochastic 
neural network is then used to solve the model. However, the drawback of stochastic neural 
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network models is that specifying the values of various parameters and weights is more 
complicated than in the deterministic neural network model [123]. 
The other type of neural network, the unsupervised neural network, is able to self-
organize the presented data to discover common properties without using any classified 
output data. Because the manufacturing environment is dynamic, it is difficult to know the 
patterns of existing parts and processes, and the unsupervised neural network is therefore 
more appropriate than the supervised neural network for the CFP [142]. Unsupervised neural 
network models reported in the literature include the following: 
1. Competitive Learning (CL) models [143-147] 
2. Interactive Activation and Competition (lAC) models [142,148-150] 
3. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) models [151-155] 
4. Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART-1) models [156-161] 
To solve the CFP, a NP-hard problem, what is needed is an approach that can generate a 
good quality solution within a reasonable time. Application of neural networks to cell 
formation problems promise as one such approach [78]. 
Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic Algorithm, GA, mimics the evolutionary process by combining the survival of 
the fittest among solution structures with a structured, yet randomized, information exchange 
and creation of offspring [162]. GA solves linear and nonlinear problems by exploring all 
regions of the state space and exponentially exploiting promising areas through mutation, 
crossover, and selection operations [163]. Actually, GA has been applied successfully in 
many areas [164-167]. Some of the published work using GA for the CFP is reviewed as 
follows. 
Venugopal and Narendran in 1992 proposed a GA-based approach to solve the CFP 
[168]. The objectives of the model are to minimize the intercell movements and the total 
within-cell load variation; limitations of machine capacities, production amounts, and 
processing times of parts are considered in the paper. In 1995, Gupta et al. presented a 
similar GA to minimize a weighted total number of intercell and intracell movements [169]. 
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Later, their study was extended by adding one more objective that minimizes the total within-
cell load variation [170]. 
Most recently, Hsu and Su developed a GA approach to solving the CFP by considering 
transportation cost, machine investment cost, intracell machine loading imbalance, and 
intercell machine loading imbalance. About the same time, a solution obtained by using two 
chromosomes was proposed by Cheng et al. [172], whose objectives were to minimize 
intercell and intracell moves. In another paper presented by Cheng et al. [108], the CFP is 
Hrst formulated as a travelling salesman problem (TSP), after which a GA is developed to 
solve the TSP. 
There are two major differences between GA and traditional search algorithms. First, 
instead of improving a single solution, GA simultaneously examines and modifies a 
population that is a set of solutions. Second, GA is able to extract information from a 
population and then direct the search; by so doing, GA may avoid the problem of local 
optimal. With these two features, GA can handle even NP-hard problems successfiilly, 
which makes GA another choice for solving the CFP. 
Simulation 
Unlike the literature on other techniques, there are very few papers on research using 
simulation approaches to solve the CFP. The only such paper found, published by Kamrani 
et al. in 1998 [183], was the first report on use of mathematical programming techniques to 
form part families and machine cells. A simulation model was then developed to adjust the 
Hnal design by incorporating other real world data into it. 
Because it considers a higher degree of realism, the simulation-based model makes more 
pessimistic projections than other techniques do. The major drawback of using simulation 
techniques is the heavy computational load, such as more than 400 hours computation time 
reported by Kamrani et al. 
Other Search Techniques 
Because the CFP is NP-hard, it is difficult to obtain the optimal solution for a large 
problem within a reasonable time, which is the reason why so many heuristic search 
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approaches has been developed. In the literature, the two most popular general search 
algorithms are Simulated Annealing (SA) and Tabu search. The two techniques try to obtain 
the optimal or near-optimal solution based on an initial solution, which is usually generated 
by using mathematical models. The major drawback of these techniques is that users need to 
set some parameters before initiating the search. No doubt these parameters influence the 
quality of generated solutions. How to determine the parameters' values for different search 
algorithms is another interesting area of research. 
S A is a heuristic method based on iterative improvement. The basic idea is to generate 
random displacements from any current feasible solution and to accept as a new current 
solution not only solutions that improve the objective function, but also some that do not 
improve it. The worse solution is accepted based on the probability, exp (-/^T), where -^is 
the amount of deterioration of the objective function and T is a tunable parameter, the 
temperature. Several papers report using SA for solving the CFP [173-176]. 
In Tabu search, another common search method reported in the literature, as in SA, an 
initial solution is required before the search is used. Tabu search uses memory functions of 
various time spans, such as the short-term memory (the Tabu-list size), to intensify the 
search, and the long term memory to diversify the search into new regions. In this way. Tabu 
search is able to overcome the local optimal problem. Several papers using Tabu search have 
appeared in the literature [177-182]. 
The techniques for solving the CFP have been classified into five categories, and have 
been briefly described. Basically, most techniques share the same weaknesses. First, they 
were developed for a stable environment, and few of them address the CFP in a changing 
product-mix enviroimient. Second, human judgment must be involved in some methods to 
determine values such as the cell size, the number of cells, the required parameters, and so 
forth. Third, the part operation sequence is often disregarded. In addition, the concept of 
machine sharing is not allowed in these traditional cellular manufacturing design techniques. 
However, these traditional approaches do provide some basic ideas and information for 
developing virtual cells. 
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2.2 Virtual Cellular Manufacturing 
Virtual cellular manufacturing differs from cellular manufacturing in two respects: the 
sharing concept and the physical location of machines in a cell. With regard to these 
characteristics, virtual cellular manufacturing can provide the advantages of cellular 
manufacturing in a job shop type plant. 
In a traditional cellular manufactunng system, a part family is expected to be processed 
entirely in its dedicated machine cell. Any movements of parts between cells are not 
encouraged; hence, machine duplication and utilization problems will incur. Fortunately, 
applying the machine-sharing concept can reduce these problems. In a virtual cellular 
manufacturing system, machine cells can share the same machine on a different time 
schedule. Therefore, the duplication cost of machines could be saved, and machine 
utilization could be improved. 
The other concern is the physical locations of machines within a cell. In cellular 
manufacturing, machines must be physically reorganized whenever machine cells are 
reformed, to ensure that machines belonging to a cell occupy the same area or zones on the 
shop floor. The reason for locating machines in one zone is to minimize material handling 
time. Such area location is justified if the part family intended for a cell is stable over time 
and has suf^cient production volume. Unfortunately, such joint area location is unjustified 
for a shop with an unstable product mix, because the need for a particular cell configuration 
does not last long. In some production situations with existing layouts, traditional cells may 
not be feasible because of the cost of machine relocation or incompatibility of processes 
(e.g., welding and painting) required by parts in the same family. Where traditional cells are 
unjustified because of changing product mix, high cost of moving and relocating machines, 
or the incompatibility of processes, virtual cells offer the best alternative if the benefits of 
cellular manufacturing are to be realized. 
In virtual cellular manufacturing, machines belonging to the same cell do not necessarily 
occupy a given zone or area on the shop floor, cells in a virtual cellular manufacturing 
system exist in a logical state instead of a physical state. Thus, they can easily be 
reconfigured in response to changing characteristics of the job mix on the shop floor. To 
ensure that material handling time is reduced or controlled, machines and cells in a virtual 
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system are linked together by an automated material handling system through a virtual 
material flow path or network. In a virtual material handling flow path, the direction of 
material flow in an aisle is not fixed but changes in response to changing product mix. 
Therefore, the task of operating a virtual cellular manufacturing system is not just the 
fomiation of the virtual cells but also the design of a virtual material flow network that links 
machines and cells, to minimize the total material handling distance or time. 
Because of these characteristics, virtual cellular manufacturing might be expected to 
perform better than traditional cellular manufacturing in a dynamic environment. Unlike 
cellular manufactunng, virtual cellular manufacturing is in its infancy. The reported work is 
reviewed in this section. 
The virtual cell concept, flrst proposed by McLean et al. in 1982 [21], extends the 
concept of the traditional machine cell by allowing the time sharing of workstations with 
other virtual cells that produce different part families but that have overlapping resource 
requirements. Machine cells are no longer identiflable as a flxed physical group of machines, 
but dynamically regrouped in a computer. A shop based on virtual cells is believed to 
provide greater flexibility than traditional machine cells do. The evolution of machine cells 
and the required control stmctures were also addressed in the paper. Because McLean et al. 
were pioneers in this area, the paper tended to be conceptual and introductive. The 
discussion of virtual cells was more control-oriented than design-oriented. 
In the papers by Drolet et al. [3, 22], a production system with virtual cells was for the 
first time called a Virtual Cellular Manufacturing System, VCMS. The decision elements or 
design factors (the variety of machine types, the number of machines of each type, and 
machines' physical distributions throughout the shop) were presented for use in planning 
virtual cellular manufacturing layout. According to the paper, simulation study suggests that 
VCMS performs as well as or better than traditional cellular manufacturing. However, the 
overall design scheme of VCMS remains to be explored. 
Rheault et al. [181,182] proposed a fi-amework. Dynamic Cellular Manufacturing System 
(DCMS), to reconfigure virtual cells physically if workstations are movable. An integer-
programming model was developed to obtain the optimal location of all workstations within 
the shop, with the objective of minimizing overall handling costs. However, the difference 
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between DCMS and traditional cellular manufacturing still remains to be investigated. The 
design issue of virtual cell was not addressed, either. 
Another simulation approach to analyzing the performance of Virtual Cellular 
Manufacturing, VCM, was presented by Kannan and Ghosh [20]. Five different VCM 
configurations were employed in the investigation. According to the paper, VCM 
configurations physically resemble the process layout, but differ in how they allocate 
machines to families to form virtual cells. The authors concluded that the benefits of cellular 
manufacturing could be achieved by dedicating machines to families on a temporary rather 
than a permanent basis, and allowing cells to respond to changes in the shop. By using the 
same simulation model, Kannan provided further analysis and comparison [183,184]. 
In 1993, Irani et al. [42,185] investigated the machine-sharing problem in VCM by 
exploiting layout design and intercell flows. A flow-based approach for the formation of 
virtual manufacturing cells was developed. However, in using the proposed scheme, a shop 
still needs to be physically reorganized in order to configure virtual cells. 
Although several papers have appeared in this area, most are control-oriented or 
simulation-oriented. When physically moving machines is infeasible, systematic design of a 
virtual cellular manufacturing system that involves the machine-sharing concept has not been 
discussed. Once virtual cells are realized, the next concern in use of virtual cellular 
manufacturing is effective design of a network to connect the required machines together. 
The network design issue is discussed and reviewed next. 
2.3 AGV Guidepath Network Design 
To apply the virtual cell concept in a shop, an appropriate material handling system is a 
must. AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicle) will be adopted in this research because of their 
many advantages, such as flexibility, reliability, and safety. Several important issues need to 
be addressed when AGVs are employed. These issues include the fleet size, control system, 
unit load specification, locations of pick-up/drop-off points, and guidepath design issues. 
Because a network is needed for AGVs to link up machines, the research will concentrate on 
the unidirectional AGV guidepath network design issue. 
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Several unidirectional guidepath design techniques have been discussed in the literature. 
The approaches employed can be grouped into two categories. The flrst is the mathematical 
programming technique, while the other consists of heuristic approaches. 
2.3.1 Mathematical Programming 
The first mathematical model formulated for the AGV guidepath problem was presented 
by Gaskins and Tanchoco in 1987 [25]. The problem is formulated as an integer-
programming model in which the nodes represent pick-up or drop-off points and aisle 
intersections, and the arcs represent the paths between the nodes. The objective of the 
mathematical model was to find an optimal unidirectional network such that the total flow 
distance is minimized. Moreover, two types of constraints are given. The first is a 
connectivity constraint used to ensure that a node will have at least one entering arc and one 
leaving arc. The other is a reachability constraint to ensure that each node is reachable from 
any other node. 
The key issue in using mathematical programming is how to formulate all feasible paths 
between nodes in the objective function and constraints. In practice, the number of feasible 
paths for each pick-up/drop-off pair will increases greatly when the number of machines 
increases. Therefore, for a large size problem, it is hard to consider all possible paths in a 
mathematical formulation. In view of this, Gaskins and Tanchoco considered only the 4 
shortest paths for each node pair in their model; the clockwise and counter-clockwise 
considerations for the pick-up point and the drop-off point, respectively. Thus, the 
mathematical model was able to solve the AGV guidepath design problem. However, the 
reduction of feasible paths renders the proposed model unable to guarantee the optimum 
network design. For a larger problem, it is highly possible that even a feasible network could 
not be obtained because none of the 4 paths are available for some node pairs. Furthermore, 
solving the mathematical model was very time consuming. These drawbacks make the 
approach unsuitable for solving larger size problems [28]. 
Goetz and Egbelu modified Gaskins and Tanchoco's integer-programming model by 
considering only major flows [23]. Because of this consideration, the number of constraints 
in the modified mathematical model is considerably reduced. However, the issue in their 
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model became one of detennining which flows constitute the major flows. In addition, like 
its predecessor, the proposed model cannot assure finding the optimal solution, and it is valid 
only for small size problems. 
In 1990, Kaspi and Tanchoco proposed an alternative integer-programming model for the 
AGV guidepath design problem [24]. A modified branch-and-bound approach with depth-
search first and backtracking was employed to obtain the optimal solution. The proposed 
search procedure explores a pair of arcs at a time and fixes the direction of the arc that yields 
the lower objective value; then, the procedure branches and investigates another pair of arcs, 
until the best result is obtained or no more branches are available. However, because the 
proposed algorithm will not evaluate all the undirected arcs at the same level, it is not an 
exhaustive search method, and the optimality of the generated solution therefore could not be 
guaranteed. Moreover, to solve the problem by using the proposed branch and bound 
technique was very time consuming. 
Another branch and bound algorithm was presented by Venkataramanan and Wilson in 
1991 [26], Initially, the shortest paths are found for each pick-up and drop-off point pair. If 
any conflict exists, that is, if an arc has different directions in two shortest paths, the 
objective values will be evaluated for each direction. Then, the searching tree will be 
branched from the node with the lower objective value. However, the test problems used in 
the paper are not generalized. The test problems can be easily separated into two groups, one 
having all pick-up points and the other having all drop-off points. Therefore, to validate the 
proposed approach, more generalized examples need to be examined. Furthermore, the 
computational load needs to be addressed. Because they are exhaustive searching 
algorithms, branch and bound techniques are suitable only for small-size problems [28]. 
The formulation of the AGV guidepath design problem has been discussed in the 
literature. As has been described, each proposed mathematical approach has major defects. 
Moreover, how to solve the formulated mathematical model is an issue to be discussed. 
Usually, the computational load is the main concern. As a result, the use of heuristics as an 
alternative solution approach was undertaken. 
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23 .^ Heuristic Approaches 
While several mathematical models have appeared in the literature, Kouvelis et al. 
proposed Hve heuristic unidirectional guidepath design approaches in 1992 [28], claiming 
that a solution could be generated in a very short time by using their heuristic methods. 
However, the solutions obtained were not highly accurate. Further, the presented heuristic 
procedures do not guarantee finding feasible solutions to problems, even if feasibility can be 
demonstrated. 
In 1995. Seo and Egbelu presented a paper in which the AGV guidepath design problem 
was formulated as a mixed integer-programming model and then solved by the branch and 
bound technique and a heuristic algorithm [27]. In their model, the concept of flow link was 
introduced. While a path is deflned as a physical route from a pick-up point to a drop-off 
point, a flow link is a logical connection between the node pair that has material flow 
exchange. According to the paper, the branch and bound method will produce a partial AGV 
network and the heuristic algorithm will then complete the network design. 
Another heuristic approach for solving the AGV guidepath design problem was presented 
by Sugiyama er a/. [188]. An integrated technique employing Genetic Algorithm (GA) and 
Simulated Annealing (SA) was proposed, and good performance was reported for it. 
However, considering the computation time required, the proposed approach is efficient for 
only small and medium size problems [188]. 
Using heuristic approaches might generate an AGV network very quickly; however, the 
quality of solutions obtained is not very good. Mathematical progranmiing, on the other 
hand, could produce better quality solutions than heuristic algorithms, but the computational 
load is the major concern. Therefore, a robust heuristic algorithm based on mathematical 
considerations is preferred in this study. 
Although some work has been reported in the literature, the virtual cell formation 
procedure and a robust AGV guidepath network design procedure need to be developed. In 
the next chapter, the proposed procedures for virtual cell formation and AGV guidepath 
network design are presented. 
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CHAPTERS. VIRTUAL CELL FORMATION 
The scenario considered in this study has the following known characteristics: a shop 
layout with an undirected AGV guidepath network, a set of jobs with known 
machine/process routings, and the desired demand for each job. The primary objective is to 
apply the available data to construct a virtual production system. A virtual production 
system consists of two modules, namely, the processing system conHguration module and the 
networking module. The processing system configuration module is focused on identifying 
the best way to organize the machines to obtain the lowest total machine setup time. The 
process or machine configurations considered are the job shop configuration, the traditional 
cellular configuration, and the virtual cellular configuration. Of the three process 
configurations, the procedure for constructing or forming virtual cells has not appeared in the 
literature and therefore needs to be developed. The Ko's virtual cell formation procedure is 
presented in this chapter. 
Just as the process system configuration module is focused on process layout, the 
networking module is concerned with the design of the AGV guidepath. The development of 
a procedure to construct the AGV guidepath, traditional or virtual, is presented in Chapter 4. 
3.1 Introduction 
The major differences between a traditional cell and a virtual cell are in the concept of 
machine sharing and the non-permanency of the cell configuration. That is, multiple virtual 
cells can share the same machine, and virtual cells are reconfigured in response to the 
product mix. In this study, the sharing concept is also applied to parts or part families as 
well. In other words, a virtual cell can serve multiple parts or part families if necessary. 
With the concepts of sharing in mind, the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure is presented. 
The chapter is organized as follows: Fundamental concepts relevant to the developments 
in the chapter are briefly described in Sections 3.2 - 3.4. Next, the required input data, 
terminology, and related techniques are presented in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. The Ko's virtual 
cell formation procedure is presented in Section 3.7. Finally, test results and discussion of 
the results are given in Sections 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. 
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3 J. Machine Pattern 
In this study, the machine-sharing concept is applied to virtual cells, so that a virtual cell 
could serve multiple paits or part families if necessary. Actually, the cell-sharing concept 
has its roots in machine patterns. When one looks through the operational sequences of 
parts, some machine patterns might exist. That is, a machine pattern consisting of at least 
two machines could be used to produce multiple jobs. Figure 8 shows an example of the 
routings for three jobs. In the figure, the numbers in the upper part of the blocks represent 
workstation identities, while the identities of machine patterns are represented in the lower 
part of the blocks. As shown in the figure, to finish job 1, eleven machines are required, 
machines 2, 5, 8,11, 12, 3,6, 1,4,7, and 9, visited in that sequence. When one carefiilly 
examines the three routing sequences, some machine patterns do emerge. For example, job 1 
and job 3 visit the same machine cluster/pattern, parrem 3, consisting of machines 1,4, 7, 
and 9, for production. Furthermore, using the concept of machine patterns, the operational 
sequences of jobs could equally be represented in pattern format. For instance, to produce 
job 1, three machine patterns, pattern 1, pattern 2, and pattern 3, should be visited in that 
order. 
From another perspective, a machine pattern is a compact cell. To complete a job, such 
compact cells may be linked together in a specified order. On the one hand, the process can 
J I 2-5-8 I I 11-12-3-6 I I 1-4-7-9 
° j pattern I j j pattern 2 j i pattern 3 
I 11-12-3-6 I I ^^8 1 I 10-13-14 Job 2: I ^ -I 1 „ 1 I ! „ ^ I pattern 2 | j pattern 1 1 pattern 4 
i 2-5-8 1 I 1-4-7-9 I I 10-13-14 JOD 3r ! » I : o I t ^ i pattern I I i pattern 3 i pattern 4 \ 1 1 i i 
Figure 8. An example of machine routings 
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be seen as the separation of a traditional cell into several compact cells. On the other hand, a 
traditional cell can be viewed as consisting of several sequential compact cells. A series of 
linked compact cells is very similar to a train, each bogie of which has its own function and 
capacity. A train just needs to link the correct number of bogies required to satisfy 
customers' demands. The same idea applies to the work undertaken in this research. 
The advantages of compact cells are as follows. First, a compact cell can be used to 
produce multiple jobs/products, thereby reducing the problem of duplicating machines, as is 
done in a traditional cellular manufacturing system. Second, because a compact cell is 
smaller than a traditional cell, unnecessary intra-cell movements are decreased. Third, 
compact cells are linked according to the operational sequence of a product, thus decreasing 
the routing problem encountered in traditional cellular manufacturing. Furthermore, because 
a compact cell is a cell, the advantages of a traditional cell are still believed to hold. 
The concepts of sharing machines and sharing cells will be integrated in this work. The 
definition of virtual cellular manufacturing is modified from Drolet [22] in that not only can 
a machine serve multiple cells, but a virtual cell can also serve several part families (or 
parts). In other words, machine cells can share the same machine, and virtual cells can be 
linked together to produce a product in a specified sequence. 
3.3 Graph Theory 
A graph G(V, £) consists of a set of vertices, V, and a set of edges, E. The vertices in a 
graph represent points, while the edges represent line segments connecting pairs of vertices. 
A vertex i is represented as Vj, and the edges between Vj and vj is represented as ejj oreji. 
Figure 9, there are 4 vertices and 10 edges, where V(G) and E(G) represent the vertex set and 
the edge set in the graph, G, respectively. When edges are assigned directions as shown in 
Figure 10, they are called arcs. The direction of an arc points in the direction of the arrow. 
An arc pointing from Vj to vj is denoted as Arc i,j. For example, the arc pointing from V2 to vi 
in Figure 10 is represented as Arc 2.1-
The number of edges connecting to a vertex, Vj, is called the in-degree of v,, while the 
number of edges connecting from the vertex is called the out-degree of Vi. Obviously, the in-
degree is equal to the out-degree for any vertex in an undirected graph where the directions 
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ei2 = ®2i 
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»n 
n 
o 
V(G): {v,, vz. V3, V4} 
E(G): {ei2,621,613,631,632,623.624, 642,634,643} 
Figure 9: An example of a graph with vertices and edges 
Figure 10: An example of a directed graph 
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of all edges are not specified. For instance, as shown in Figure 9, three edges (ei2, C32, and 
042) connect to V2 and three edges (e2i, e23, and e24) connect from vz. Therefore, the in-degree 
of V2 is 3, and the out-degree of the vertex is also 3. 
However, in a directed graph in which the directions of edges are assigned as shown in 
Figure 10, the two degrees are not necessarily equal. For example, there is only one arc 
leading away from V2, so the out-degree of V2 is 1, but there are two arcs leading to V2, so the 
in-degree of V2 is 2. The concepts of in-degree and out-degree are employed in the study to 
indicate relationships between machines. 
3.4 Set Theoiy 
A set might include many elements or might be empty. In this research, elements 
represent machines, and a set includes several machines. A virtual cell could be extracted 
from one set or from two or more sets. Several related concepts in set theory are employed 
in the development of the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure. 
Subset 
If a set. A, includes all elements in another set, B, then set B is called a subset of set A 
and is represented as B c A. An illustration of a subset is shown in Figure 11. 
Union 
Two sets could be united or merged together to form a new set. The union of set A and 
set B is represented by A B. As shown in Figure 12, set C is the union of set A and set B. 
Intersection 
The intersection of sets is the elements shared by the sets at the same time. The 
intersection of two sets is represented by A n B. An example is shown in Figure 13. 
3.5 Input Data 
The required input data of the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure is a set of jobs in 
which the machine/process routing and the production volume for each job are known. 
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Figure 11. An example of Subset 
sctC 
Figure 12. An example of Union 
setB set A 
Figure 13. An example of Intersection 
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Consider the production situation shown in Figure 14 [61], in which 4 parts are to be 
produced. The machine routings and desired demand of parts are also described in the input 
data. For example, Hgure 14 shows that part 2 must sequentially visit 12 machines 
(machines 11, 10, 12,7,13,14,15,16, 17,1, 2, and 3) to be finished, and the desired 
demands is ISO units. Using the data of Figvire 14 as a production scenario, the layout of the 
facility as well as the locations of the machines are represented in Figure 15. 
3.6 Terminology and Techniques 
The terminology and the techniques used in the study are defined and presented in this 
section. 
3.6.1 Dummy Machine 
Machine 0 is used in this research as a dummy machine, which is not a real machine but 
which is used to represent the beginning and the end of a machine routing for a part. 
Therefore, two dununy machines will be employed to expand the machine routings of jobs in 
the first and last positions. For example, after being expanded by the two dunomy machines, 
the machine routing for part 2 is modified to 0-11-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17-1-2-3-0, as 
shown in Figure 16. Machine 0 is also used to represent candidate cells in the part routings. 
Part 1: 9-7-8-5-4-18-5-6-10-1-2-3 Demand: 200 units 
Part 2: 11-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17-1-2-3 Demand: 150 units 
Part 3: 9-7-8-5-11-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17 Demand: 325 units 
Part 4: 9-7-8-5-4-18-5-6-10-13-14-15-16-17-1-2-3 Demand: 405 units 
Figure 14. An example of a set of jobs with machine/process routings 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 11 10 9 8 7 
13 14 15 16 17 18 
Figure 15. An illustrative shop layout with 18 machines as given in Figure 13 
Part 1: 0-9-7-8-5-4-18-5-6-10-1-2-3-0 Demand: 200 units 
Part 2: 0-11-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17-1-2-3-0 Demand: 150 units 
Part 3: 0-9-7-8-5-11-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17-0 Demand: 325 units 
Part 4: 0-9-7-8-5-4-18-5-6-10-13-14-15-16-17-1-2-3-0 Demand: 405 units 
Figure 16. An example of a set of jobs with dummy machines 
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For instance, if a candidate cell consists of machine 12 and machine 7, then the routing of 
part 2 is modified to 0-11-10-0-13-14-15-16-17-1-2-3-0. Note that, the original positions of 
machines 12 and 7 are updated to one dummy machine only. The definition and method of 
creating candidate cell ate given later in this section. 
3.6.2 Exceptional Position Machine 
An exceptional position machine is a machine that is directly bounded by two dummy 
machines in the routing for a part or job. During the application of the Ko's virtual cell 
formation procedure, candidate cells might be produced. The part routings will then be 
updated by dummy machines to represent these candidate cells. Hence, when a machine is 
isolated by two dummy machines in a part's routing, the machine is considered to be an 
exceptional position machine. For example, consider an updated part routing, 
0-11-10-0-15-0-16-17-0; because it is bounded by two dummy machines, machine 15 is an 
exceptional position machine in the job routing. 
3.63 From-To Table 
In a From-To Table, the input data is represented by machine pairs and listed 
sequentially. The "From-To" means the link order between the machines in a machine pair. 
For example, the From-To Table for the jobs shown in Figure 16 is represented in Table 3. 
To produce part 1, the first machine visited is the dummy machine, machine 0, and the 
second machine visited is machine 9. Therefore, in Table 3, machine 0 is in the "From" 
column, and machine 9 is in the 'To" column. In this way, the input data is logically 
decomposed to smaller pieces in the From-To Table so as to provide more useful information 
for use in developing virtual cells. 
3.6.4 Nondecreasing-From Table 
The Nondecreasing-From Table is a table in which the From-To Table is further modified 
and simplified. In a Nondecreasing-From Table, the machines in the 'Trom" column are 
arranged in a nondecreasing order and the desired demands of parts using the same machine 
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Table 3. An example of From-To Table 
Pans From To Demand 
parti 0 9 200 
part 1 9 7 200 
pait1 7 8 200 
parti 8 5 200 
part 1 5 4 200 
part 1 4 18 200 
part 1 18 5 200 
part 1 5 6 200 
paitl 6 10 200 
part 1 10 1 200 
part 1 1 2 200 
part 1 2 3 200 
parti 3 0 200 
part2 0 11 150 
part 2 11 10 150 
part 2 10 12 150 
part 2 12 7 ISO 
part 2 7 13 150 
part 2 IS 14 150 
part 2 14 15 150 
part 2 15 16 ISO 
part 2 16 17 ISO 
part 2 17 1 ISO 
part 2 1 2 150 
part 2 2 3 150 
part 2 S 0 150 
parts 0 9 325 
parts 9 7 325 
parts 7 8 325 
parts 8 5 325 
parts 5 11 325 
parts 11 10 325 
parts 10 12 325 
parts 12 7 325 
parts 7 13 325 
parts 13 14 325 
parts 14 15 325 
parts 15 16 325 
parts 16 17 325 
parts 17 0 325 
part 4 0 9 405 
part 4 9 7 405 
part 4 7 8 405 
part 4 8 5 405 
part 4 5 4 405 
part 4 4 18 405 
part 4 18 5 405 
part 4 S 6 405 
part 4 6 10 405 
part 4 10 13 405 
part 4 13 14 405 
part 4 14 15 405 
part 4 15 16 405 
part 4 16 17 405 
part 4 17 1 405 
part 4 1 2 405 
part 4 2 3 405 
part 4 3 0 405 
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pair are summed together in the 'Total" column. Furthermore, the dummy machines 
exhibited in a From-To Table are not shown in a Nondecreasing-From Table. An example of 
a Nondecreasing-From Table is shown in Table 4, in which the machines in the "From" 
column are listed in a nondecreasing order. In addition, because parts 1, 3, and 4 use the 
same machine pair, consisting of flow from machine 9 to machine 7, the desired volume of 
flow between the two machines is 930 units, which is the sum of the production volumes of 
the three parts. 
3.6  ^ Nondecreasing-To Table 
Like the Nondecreasing-From Table, the Nondecreasing-To Table is derived from the 
From-To Table. In a Nondecreasing-To Table, the machines in the 'To" colunm are 
arranged in a nondecreasing order and the desired demands of parts using the same machine 
pair are summed together in the 'Total" column. Also, the dummy machines are not shown 
in a Nondecreasing-To Table. 
Table 4. A Nondecreasing-From Table 
From To Total 
1 2 755 
2 3 755 
4 18 605 
5 4 605 
5 6 605 
5 11 325 
6 10 605 
7 8 930 
7 13 475 
8 5 930 
9 7 930 
10 1 200 
10 12 475 
10 13 405 
11 10 475 
12 7 475 
13 14 880 
14 15 880 
15 16 880 
16 17 880 
17 1 555 
18 5 605 
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An example of a Nondecreasing-To Table is shown in Table 5, in which the machines in 
the 'To" colunrm are listed in nondecieasing order. Again, the desired volumes between 
machine pairs are summed and shown in the 'Total" column. 
3.6.6 In-degree, Out-degree, and Difference 
The terms In-degree and Out-degree, borrowed firom graph theory, are redefined here. In 
this research, the In-degree of machine k is defined as the total number of machines 
succeeded by machine k in a Nondecreasing-From Table, that is, the count of machines in the 
"From" colmnn with the machine k in the 'To" column in a Nondecreasing-From Table. 
The Out-degree of machine k is defined as the total number of machines preceded by 
machine k in a Nondecreasing-To Table, that is, the count of machines in the 'To" colunm 
with the machine k in the 'Trom" colunm in a Nondecreasing-To Table. 
The Difference is the difference between the In-degree and Out-degree of a machine and 
is calculated by the equation: In-degree - Out-degree = Difference. 
Table 5. A Nondecreasing-To Table 
From To Total 
10 1 200 
17 1 555 
1 2 755 
2 3 755 
5 4 605 
8 5 930 
18 5 605 
5 6 605 
9 7 930 
12 7 475 
7 8 930 
6 10 605 
11 10 475 
5 11 325 
10 12 475 
7 13 475 
10 13 405 
13 14 880 
14 15 880 
15 16 880 
16 17 880 
4 18 605 
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For example, the In-degree and Out-degree of the machines in Figure 14 can be counted 
by using Tables 4 and 5, as shown in Table 6. In the table, the In-degree of machine 1 is 
equal to 2, since there are two machines (machines 10 and 17) that link to machine 1 in Table 
5; the Out-degree of machine 1 is equal to 1, because only one machine (machine 2) is linked 
from machine 1 in Table 4. Therefore, the Difference for machine 1 is equal to 1 (2-1=1). 
3.6.7 Candidate First Macliine and Candidate Last Machine 
A candidate first machine is a machine that might be located at the first position of a cell. 
Similarly, a candidate last machine is a machine that might be located at the last position of a 
cell. To identify candidate first machines and candidate last machines among all machines, 
the From-To Table is required and the following rules are applied. 
Table 6. An example of In-degree and Out-degree 
Machine # In-degree Out-deRree Difference 
1 2 1 1 
2 1 1 0 
3 1 1 
4 1 1 0 
5 2 -1 
6 1 I 0 
7 2 0 
8 1 1 0 
9 0 1 -1 
10 2 -1 
11 1 1 0 
12 1 1 0 
13 2 1 1 
14 1 1 0 
15 1 1 0 
16 1 1 0 
17 1 1 0 
18 1 1 0 
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Rule 1: If Difference >= 1, and the machine is not succeeded by machine 0, 
then the machine is a candidate first machine. 
Rule 2: If Difference <= -1, and the machine is not preceded by machine 0, 
then the machine is a candidate last machine. 
Rule 3: If Difference >= 1, and the machine is succeeded by machine 0, 
then the machine is a candidate last machine. 
Rule 4: If Difference <= -1, and the machine is preceded by machine 0, 
then the machine is a candidate first machine. 
Rule 5: If Rules 1 and 4 cannot produce any candidate for the first position, then the 
Hrst machines (without considering the dummy machine) in all part routes 
will be candidate first machines. 
Rule 6: If Rules 2 and 3 cannot produce any candidate for the last position, then the 
last machines (without considering the dummy machine) in all part routes will 
be candidate last machines. 
For the sake of illustration, machine 1 may be used as an example to demonstrate how to 
apply these rules. First, the Difference of machine 1 is equal to 1 in Table 6. Next, as shown 
in Table 3, machine I is not succeeded by machine 0. Therefore, Rule I is activated, and 
machine 1 is a candidate first machine. Similarly, machine 9 and machine 13 are also 
candidate first machines. By using the same technique, one can obtain machines 3, 5, and 10 
as candidate last machines. 
These candidate first machines and candidate last machines will be used to initiate the 
creation of a virtual cell. For the sake of convenience, all candidate first machines are 
arranged in ascending order and given an index, k. For example, there are three candidate 
first machines, machines 1,9, and 13, as shown in Table 7. In this case, machine 9 is the 
second candidate first machine. Therefore, machine 9 has k equal to 2, as shown in Table 7. 
Moreover, the indicator, K, is employed to indicate the number of candidate first machines. 
In this case, there are three candidate first machines; therefore, K is equal to 3. Similarly, all 
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Table 7. An illustration of Candidate first and last machines 
k Candidate first machine j Candidate last machine 
1 Machine 1 1 Machine 3 
2 Machine 9 2 Machine 5 
3 Machine 13 3 Machine 10 
K=3 J=3 
candidate last machines are arranged in ascending order and each candidate last machine is 
given an index,], which indicates the number of candidate last machines. 
3.6.8 The Candidate Cell Creation Algorithm 
A candidate cell is a cell that has the potential to be a virtual cell itself. The candidate 
cell creation algorithm is developed to produce candidate cells used in the Ko's virtual cell 
formation algorithm described in the next section. A candidate cell always has only one 
candidate first machine and only one candidate last machine among its members. To create a 
candidate cell, a Nondecreasing-From Table is used to trace the connection between 
machines. A candidate cell is successfully generated if it starts with one of the candidate first 
machines and ends with one of the candidate last machines, and if none of its members 
appears more than once in the cell. The parameters used in candidate cell creation algorithm 
are given below: 
k: the index of candidate first machine 
K: the number of candidate first machines 
j- the index of candidate last machine 
J: the number of candidate last machines 
M: the index of counting number 
U: the universal machine pool. 
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C: the cuirent machine pool. 
T: the temporary machine set. 
TL: the temporary label set. 
CC: the candidate cell. 
Set_flag: the index for a temporary machine set 
1, a candidate ceil exists; 0, otherwise. 
Number_cell: the number of candidate cells which have been created 
Cell_memben the number of machines in CC. 
Current_machine: the index of machine. 
The candidate cell creation algorithm is presented as follows: 
Step 1: Use Rules 1-6 to identify all candidate first machines and candidate last 
machines. Let k and K be the index and the number of candidate first machines, 
respectively. Let j and J be the index and the number of candidate last machines, 
respectively. 
Step 2: Set k = 1 and Number_cell = 0 
Step 3: Setj = L 
Step 4; 4.a. Store all machines in a universal machine pool, U. 
4.b. Ignore all candidate first machines and candidate last machines 
except the k*** candidate first machine and the j'*' candidate last machine 
in the universal machine pool, U. 
4.C. Initiate a temporary machine set, T. That is, set T = 0. 
4.d. Initiate the Set_flag of T. That is, set Set_flag = 0. 
4.e. Store the k"* candidate first machine in the temporary machine set, T. 
4.f. Deactivate the k"* candidate first machine in the universal machine pool, U. 
4.g. Initiate a temporary label set, TL. That is, set TL = {0}. 
4.h. Initiate a current machine pool, C. That is, set C=^. 
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4.i. Store the k'*' candidate first machine in the current machine pool, C. 
Step 5: S.a. Identify all machines that succeed the machines in the current machine 
pool, C, and are active in the universal machine pool, U. 
5.b. For each machine X* identified in Step (S.a), place its direct predecessor in 
the temporary label set, TL. 
S.c. Place each identified machine X' found in Step (S.a) in the temporary 
machine set, T, with the position of X' in T corresponding with the position 
of its predecessor machine in TL. 
S.d. SetC = ^ . 
S.e. Place each identified machine X' found in Step (S.a) in the current machine 
pool, C. 
5.f. Deactivate each identified machine X' in the universal machine pool, U. 
Step 6: Evaluate each machine in the current machine pool, C, as follows: 
6.a. If the machine is the j"* candidate last machine, 
then set the Set_flag = 1 and go to Step 7. 
6.b. If there is no machine in the current machine pool, C, 
then set the Set_flag = 0 and go to Step 8. 
6.C. If Step (6.a) and Step (6.b) are not applied, then go to Step S. 
Step 7: 7.a. Obtain the candidate cell by using T and TL at hand as follows: 
7.a. I Initiate a candidate cell, CC. That is, set CC - 0. 
7.a.2 Set Cell_member = 0. 
7.a.3 Extract the j''* candidate last machine from 
the temporary machine set, T. 
7.a.4 Set the j"** candidate last machine as the Current_machine 
7.a.S Store the Current_machine in the candidate cell, CC, and 
Set Cell_member = Cell_member + I. 
7.a.6 Identify the machine Y' that directly precedes the Current_machine 
in the temporary label set, TL. 
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7.a.7 If the machine Y' identified in Step (7.a.6) is machine 0, then 
output the candidate cell, CC, with the associated Cell_member and 
go to Step (7.b). 
7.a.8 Extract the machine Y' identified in Step (7.a.6) from the temporary 
machine set, T. Set the machine Y' as the Current_machine. 
Go to Step (7.a.5). 
7.b. Set Number_cell = Number_cell + 1. 
Step 8: If j = J, then go to Step 9. Otherwise, set j = j + I and go to Step 4. 
Step 9: If k = K, then go to Step 10. Otherwise, set k = k + I and go to Step 3. 
Step 10: Terminate. The number of candidate cells created is equal to Number_cell. 
For the sake of illustration, machine 1 and machine 3, which in Table 7 are the first 
candidate first machine and the first candidate last machine, respectively, are employed to 
demonstrate how to operate the candidate cell creation procedure. With machine 1 and 
machine 3 on hand, the procedure starts fi-om Step 3. The detailed illustration is given in 
Appendix A. The generated candidate cell is [ml, ml, iii3]. 
In fact, if there are K candidate first machines and J candidate last machines, the creation 
procedure will repeat K * J times. However, it is possible that not all the K * J combinations 
can produce a candidate cell. 
Intersection Rule 
The concept of the intersection rule is borrowed from set theory, and the situation is 
described as follows: Suppose several candidate cells have the same two machines at their 
first two positions or at their last two positions. Then the two machines are the intersection 
of these candidate cells. Therefore, the intersection rule is applied to extract the two 
machines. Then, a new candidate cell is created with the two machines, and the original 
candidate cells are eliminated. 
For example, suppose there are three candidate cells, [m4, m7, m8, m9, m3], 
[m4, m7, mS, mlO, mS], and [m4, m7, ml2, mil, ml3] on hand. Obviously, the three 
candidate cells have the same machines, machine 4 and machine 7, at their first two 
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positions. Therefore, the intersection rule is applied and a new candidate cell, [iii4, m7], is 
created. Then, the original three candidate cells are eliminated. 
Subset Rule 
The concept of the subset rule is borrowed from set theory, and the situation can be 
described as follows: If two candidate cells exist, and one is a subset of the other, then the 
larger candidate cell eliminates the smaller one. 
For example, suppose there are two candidate cells, [mil, ml3] and 
[mil, mi2, ml3]. If the subset rule is applied, the smaller candidate cell, [mil, ml3], is 
eliminated by the larger candidate cell, [mil, ml2, inl3]. 
Union Rule 
The concept of the union mle is also borrowed from set theory. Three situations are 
considered in this rule. The first is for those candidate cells that are the same size and whose 
number of machines is greater than or equal to 3. If two such candidate cells are di^erent 
from each other in only one machine, then the two candidate cells could be combined to form 
a new candidate cell. The new candidate cell will therefore replace the two original 
candidate cells. For instance, suppose there are two candidate cells, [m3, m2, m5] and 
[m4, ml, m5]; then the new candidate cell [iii3, m4, m2, m5] is created to replace the two 
original candidate cells. 
The second situation is for the two-machine candidate cells. Suppose two such candidate 
cells share one machine but differ with regard to the other machine. In addition, there is a 
candidate cell that consists of the two other machines only. Then, the three two-machine 
candidate cells are merged to form a new candidate cell, which will replace the three original 
candidate cells. For instance, suppose there are two candidate cells, [m2 m5] and [m6 m5], 
and another candidate cell, [m2 m6], exists. Then, the three candidate cells are merged to 
form a new candidate cell, [m2 m6 m5], which replaces the three original two-machine 
candidate cells. 
The third situation considered in the rule is with regard to the job routings represented by 
candidate cells. If a pair of candidate cells is observed to have the same sequence pattern in 
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the job routings, the two candidate cells could be married together. In other words, suppose 
candidate cell A' always precedes candidate cell B' and B' always succeeds A'. Then, the 
two candidate cells will be married together to form a new candidate cell, which consists of 
all machines of its parents and replaces its parents in the job routings. For instance, suppose 
it is observed that cell 5 always precedes cell 2 and cell 2 always succeeds cell 5 in the job 
routings. Then, a new candidate ceil consisting of all machines in cell 5 and cell 2 is created 
to replace cell 5 and cell 2 in the job routings. 
Split Rule 
The split rule is employed to decompose a candidate cell into several two-machine 
candidate cells. The rule is activated when no block of consecutive machines in the job 
routings can fully match any of the newly created candidate cells. Under this condition, the 
job routings could not be updated; as a result, no more candidate cells would be produced. 
The problem might be solved by activating the split rule; that is, the candidate cells are 
further decomposed into several two-machine candidate cells. In this way, it is guaranteed 
that at least one of the two-machine candidate cells could update the job routings. 
For instance, suppose the candidate cell creation algorithm generates only a candidate 
cell, [ml, m4, m6] that no block of consecutive machines in the job routings can fully match. 
If the split rule is activated and the candidate cell is further separated into 2 two-machine 
candidate cells, [ml, m4] and [m4, m6], at least one of the two-machine candidate cells can 
update the job routings. 
3.7 The Ko's virtual cell Formation Algorithm 
The Ko's virtual cell formation algorithm could be represented by a flow chart as shown 
in Figure 17. The proposed algorithm is described below. 
Step 1: Input the required data (that is, a set of job routings with the desired demands 
for the jobs). 
Step 2: Create the From-To Table, Nondecreasing-From Table, and 
Nondecreasing-To Table by using the current job routings. 
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Yes 
Step 7. Activate the 
split rule? 
No 
No 
Step 8. All exceptional 
machines? 
Yes 
Step 11. Terminate and Output virtual cells. 
Step 10. Update candidate cells and job routings. 
Step 9. Resolve exceptional machines. 
Stepl. Input the required data. 
Step 4. Generate candidate cells by using the 
Candidate Cell Creation Procedure. 
Step 5. Evaluate candidate cell by using the 
intersection rule. 
Step 6. Update the current part routings and desired 
demand of each candidate cell. 
Step 2. Create From-To, Nondecreasing-From, and 
Nondecreasing-To Table. 
Step 3. Compute the In-degree, Out-degree, and 
Difference for each machine. 
Figure 17. Flow chart of the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure 
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Step 3: Compute the In-degree, Out-degree, and Difference for each machine, 
except the dummy machine (machine 0). 
Step 4: Generate candidate cells by invoking the Candidate Cell Creation algorithm. 
Step 5: Evaluate candidate cells by using the intersection rule-
Step 6: Update the current job routings and the desired demand of candidate cells as 
follows: 
6.a. Let K be the number of newly created candidate cells and 
let J be the number of jobs. 
6.b. Arrange the candidate cells on hand in a nonincreasing order based on their 
sizes. Assign each candidate cell an index, k, according to the order. 
Assign an index, j, for each job. 
6.C. Setm = 0. 
6.d. Set k = 1. 
6.e. Set j = 1. 
6.f. If there is a block of consecutive machines on the routing of job j that is 
fully contained in candidate cell k or matches candidate cell k: 
6.f.l. Replace the matching block of machines by a dummy machine. 
6.f.2. Update the volume of production for candidate cell k by adding the 
volume of production for job j to the volume of production for 
candidate cell k. 
6.f.3. Set m = m + I 
6.g. If two or more dummy machines consecutively appear in a job routing, 
then reduce these consecutive dummy machines to one dummy machine 
only. 
6.h. If j = J, go to Step (6.i); otherwise, set j = j + 1 and go to Step (6.f). 
6.i. If k = K, then go to Step 7; otherwise, set k = k + 1 and go to Step (6.e). 
Step? 7.a. If m is equal to 0, then; 
7.a.l Activate the split rule to produce two-machine candidate cells. 
7.a.2 Set K equal to the number of candidate cells created in Step (7.a.l). 
7.a.3 Go to Step 6. 
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7.b. Otherwise, go to Step 8. 
Step 8: Evaluate the updated job routings as follows: 
S.a. If the machines existing in the updated job routings are all exceptional 
machines, then go to Step 9. 
8.b. Otherwise, go to Step 2 with the updated job routings. 
Step 9: Resolve the exceptional machines as follows: 
9.a. Evaluate all candidate cells for each exceptional machine Z'. 
9.a. 1 Identify all the candidate cells that contain the exceptional machine 
Z'. 
9.b.2 Of the candidate cells identified in Step (9.a.I), replace the 
exceptional machine Z' by the candidate cell with the least total 
production volume. 
9.b. If Step (9.a) is not applied, then follow the procedure below: 
9.b. 1 Identify candidate cells that the exceptional machine Z' either 
directly precedes or directly succeeds on the job routings. 
9.b.2 Choose the candidate cell C with the least production volume from 
the identified candidate cells in Step (9.b.l). 
9.b.3 Expand the candidate cell C to include the exceptional machine Z' 
as its first machine if the exceptional machine Z' directly precedes 
C. Otherwise, expand the candidate cell C to include the 
exceptional machine Z' as its last machine if the exceptional 
machine Z' directly succeeds C. 
Step 10: lO.a. Update all candidate cells by using the subset rule and union rule. 
10.b. Update the job routings that are represented by candidate cells by using 
the union rule. 
lO.c. Update the production volumes of candidate cells. 
Step 11: Terminate. The candidate cells on hand are the virtual cells and the job routings 
have already been represented by candidate cells. 
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Through use of the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure, five virtual cells are generated for 
the example in Figure 14. The five virtual cells are shown in Figure 18. Note that no 
exceptional position machine is produced during the process. As shown in Figure 18, the 
sharing concept has been well demonstrated in the cell formation procedure. For example, 
cell 2 and cell 4 share machine 5, and virtual cell 2 serves parts 1, 3, and 4. The detailed cell 
formation procedure for this example is presented in Appendix B. In addition, the shop 
layout with these virtual cells is conceptually represented in Figure 19. As shown in the 
figure, some machines belonging to the same cell are close to each other while others are noL 
For example, machines 1,2, and 3 in virtual cell 1 are neighbors in the shop, but machine 7 is 
far from the other machines in virtual cell 5. 
3.8 Test Results 
The Ko's virtual cell formation algorithm has been applied to some test problems that 
have appeared in the literature. The first example is shown in Figure 20 [186]. There are 
five jobs to be produced, and sixteen machines in the shop. After Step 8, there were two 
exceptional machines (machine 7 in part 2 and machine 1 in part 4), as shown in Figure 21. 
part 4: cell 2-cell 4-cell 3-ccll 1 
parts; cell 2-cell S-eelf 3 
part 2: cell S-cell 3-cell 1 
part 1: cell 2-cell 4-cell 1 cell 1: [12 3] 
cell 2: [9 7 8 5] 
cell 3: [13141516 17] 
cell 4: [418 5 610] 
cell 5: [11 1012 7] 
Figure 18. The generated virtual cells 
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: Represents cell 1. / \ = Represents cell 4. A' 
: Represents cell 2. 
o = 
Figure 19. The shop layout with 5 virtual cells 
] I : Represents cell 3. ( ) • Represents cell 5. 
Part 1: 1-6-16-11-5-7 Desired demand: 34 
Part 2: 7-12-8-3-4-15 E>esired demand: 20 
Part 3: 15-14-3-12-8 Desired demand: 45 
Part 4: 1-2-11-6-14-4-10 Desired demand: 25 
Part 5: 1-6-2-9-13-15 Desired demand: 15 
Figure 20. The machine routes and desired demands of the first example 
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Part 1: cell 1-cell S-cell 6 Cell1:[1 6] Cell 6: [5 7] 
Part 2: 7-cell 2-cell 8 Cell 2: [12 8] Cell 7: [6 14 4 10] 
Part 3: cell 9-cell 2 Cell 3: [2 9 13 15] Cell 8: [3 4 15] 
Part 4: 1-cell 4-cell 7 Cell 4: [2 11] Cell 9: [15 14 3] 
Part 5: cell 1-cell 3 Ceil 5: [16 11] 
Figure 21. The intermediate result of the first example with exceptional machines 
Because machines 7 and 1 appear in cells 6 and 1, respectively, the two cells now replace the 
two exceptional machines in the job routings, as shown in Figure 22. The figure shows that 
cell 4 precedes cell 7 only and cell 7 succeeds cell 4 only, so the two candidate cells are 
married together to form a new candidate cell. The candidate cells and the job routings are 
then updated again, as shown in Figure 23. 
The second example [97] is shown in Figure 24. There are 16 parts and 12 machines. 
The intermediate result with exceptional machines is shown in Figure 25; the exceptional 
machines are machines 1, 6, 7,9,10, and 12. Based on Step (8.a), each exceptional machine 
in the job routings is replaced by an associated candidate cell, as shown in Figure 26. 
Moreover, the candidate cells and job routings in the figure can be further updated by using 
the subset rule and union rule. The final result of this example is as shown in Figure 27. In 
the figure, there are nine cells, and these nine virtual cells represent the job routings. 
3.9 Discussion 
In this chapter, a virtual cell formation procedure was presented. The sharing concepts in 
virtual cellular manufacturing were considered in the algorithm development. The 
performance of the proposed procedure was demonstrated. With the virtual cell formation 
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Part 1: cell 1-cell &«eil 6 Cell 1:[1 6] Cell 6: [5 7] 
Part 2: cell 6-cell 2-ceil 8 Cell 2: [12 8] Cell 7: [6 14 4 10] 
Parts: cell9-cell2 Cell 3; [2 9 13 15] Cell 8: [3 4 15] 
Part 4: cell t-celi 4-cell 7 Cell 4: [211] Cell 9: [15143] 
Parts: cell 1-cell3 Cell 5: [16 11] 
Figure 22. The intermediate result of the Orst example without exceptional machines 
Parti: cell 1-cell5-cell6 Cell 1:[1 6] 
Part 2: cell 6-cell 2 Cell 2: [128 3 41415] 
Part 3: cell 2 Cell 3: [2 9 13 15] 
Part 4: cell1-ceil4 Cell 4: [2 11 614 410] 
Part 5: cell 1-cell 3 Cell 5: [16 11] 
Cell 6: [5 7] 
Figure 23. The final result of the first example 
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Part 1: 1-4-8-9 Desired demand: 200 
Part 2: 1-4-7^.8-7 Desired demand: 300 
Part 3: 1-2-4-7-8-9 Desired demand: 100 
Part 4: 1-4-7-9 E)esired demand: 300 
Part 5: 1-6-10-7-9 Desired demand: 200 
Part 6: 6-10-7-8-9 Desired demand: 100 
Part 7: 6-4-8-9 Desired demand: 200 
Part 8: 3-5-2-6-4-8-9 Desired demand: 100 
Part 9: 3-5-6-4-8-9 Desired demand: 100 
Part 10 4-7-4-8 Desired demand: 200 
Part 11 11-7-12 Desired demand: 100 
Part 12 11-12 Desired demand: 100 
Part 13 11-7-10 Desired demand: 300 
Part 14 1-7-11-10-11-12 Desired demand: 300 
Partis 11-7-12 Desired demand: 100 
Part 16 6-7-10 Desired demand: 300 
Figure 24. The machine routings and desired demands of the second example 
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Part 1: 1-cell 3 Cell 1:[1 6 10] 
Part 2: 1-eall 7-cell 9-7 Cell 2: [3 5] 
Part 3: cell 15-cell 7-cell 14 Cell 3: [4 8 9] 
Part 4: 1-cell 7-9 Cell 4: [11 10] 
Part 5: cell 1-cell 12 Cell 5: [11 12] 
Part 6: cell 8-cell 13 Cell 6: [1 7] 
Part 7: 6-cell 3 Cell 7: [4 7] 
Part 8; cell 2-ceil 16-cell 3 Cell 8: [6 10] 
Part 9: cell 2-6-cell 3 Cell 9: [4 8] 
Part 10: cell 7-cell 9 Cell 10: [6 7] 
Part 11: cell 11-12 Cell 11: [11 7] 
Part 12: cells Cell 12: [7 9] 
Part 13: cell 11-10 Cell 13: [7 8 9] 
Part 14: cell 6-cell 4-cell 5 Cell 14: [8 9] 
Part 15: cell 11-12 Cell 15: [1 2] 
Part 16: cell 10-10 Cell 16: [2 6] 
Figure 25. The intermediate result of the second example with exceptional machines 
Part 1: cell 15-celi ? Cell 1:[1 610] 
Part 2: cell 1-cell 7-cell 9-cell 13 Cell 2: [3 5] 
Part 3: cell 15-cell 7-cell 14 Cell 3: [4 8 9] 
Part 4: cell 6-ceil 7-cell 14 Cell 4: [11 10] 
Part 5: ceil 1-cell 12 Cell 5: [11 12] 
Part 6: cell 8-cell 13 Cell 6: [1 7] 
Part 7: cell 8-cell 3 Cell 7: [4 7] 
Part 8: cell 2-cell 16-cell 3 Cell 8: [6 10] 
Part 9: cell 2-cell 16-cell 3 Cell 9: [4 8] 
Part 10: cell 7-ccll 9 Cell 10: [6 7] 
Part 11: cell 11-cell 5 Cell 11: [11 7] 
Part 12: cell 5 Cell 12: [7 9] 
Part 13: cell 11-9eil 4 Cell 13: [7 8 9] 
Part 14: cell 6-cell 4-cell 5 Cell 14: [8 9] 
Part 15: cell 11-cell 5 Cell 15: [1 2] 
Part 16: cell 10-cell 8 Ceil 16: [2 6] 
Figure 26. The intermediate result of the second example without exceptional machines 
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Part 1: cell 9-cell 3 Cell 1:[1 6101 
Part 2: c<ll1-c«ll3 
Part 3: call9-c«H3 Cell 2: [3 526] 
Part 4: cell 6-c«ll 3 
Part 5: cell1-c«ll3 Cell 3: [4 7 8 9] 
Part 6: cell 1-cell3 
Part 7: eell1-cell3 Cell 4: [11 10] 
Part 8; cell 2-cell 3 
Part 9: cell2cell3 Cell 5: [11 12] 
Part 10: cell 3 
Part 11: cell 8-celi 5 Cell 6:[1 7] 
Part 12: cells 
Part 13: ceH>-cell4 Cell 7: [6 7] 
Part 14: cell 6-cell S 
Part 15: cell 8-cell 5 Cell 8: [11 7] 
Part 16: cell 7-cell 1 
Cell 9: [1 2] 
Figure 27. The final result of the second example 
procedure, virtual cellular configuration is ready to be used in the processing system 
configuration module. 
The other module in a virtual production system, the networking module, helps minimize 
the material handling distance traveled in a production session. Under the assumption that 
machines are not movable in a shop, the machine connections would be performed by a 
material handling system. In this study, automated guided vehicles (AGVs) are chosen as the 
preferred mode of material handling. AGVs not only connect machines in a shop, but also 
play a role in linking machines belonging to the same cell. The following chapter will 
discuss the AGV guidepath network design that has the objective of minimizing material 
handling distance. 
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CHAPTER 4. AGV GUIDEPATH NETWORK DESIGN 
The second required module in a virtual production system is the networking module. 
Because the frozen position of machines is assumed, the networking module performs the 
task of linking the machines by the material handling system through an efficient network 
design. The material handling system employed in the networking module is an AGVS 
(Automated Guided Vehicle System) within a virtual AGV guidepath network. It is called 
"virtual" because there are no physical taps or wires on the ground and the flow network 
exists as a database type in a computer. In practice, AGVs are guided by using radio or laser 
beams, and follow an associated guidepath network to link machines together. In a virtual 
AGV guidepath network, the direction of traffic flow on an aisle segment is not fixed, but 
can be changed from one production session to another. In any given production session, the 
traffic fiow directions are set to respond to changes in product mix and routing pattern. 
In this chapter, an AGV guidepath network design procedure is proposed. The objective 
of the procedure is to design a network that minimizes the total material handling cost in 
terms of distance traveled for a production instance. Under a dynamic production 
environment, the AGV guidepath network needs to be updated in response to product mix 
changes over time. 
4.1 Introduction 
A network consists of two components, nodes and arcs. Two nodes are neighbors if and 
only if an arc in the network connects them. An arc is considered to be an input arc if it 
points to and terminates at the node. In a similar manner, an output arc starts at and points 
away from the node. An example of a node with its input arcs and output arcs is as shown in 
Figure 28. In the figure, node i has two input arcs and one output arc. 
In a feasible network, each node must have at least one input arc and one output arc. An 
example of a feasible network is as shown in Figure 29. In addition, a path (a chain of 
several arcs that connects two nodes in the network) can be seen in Figure 29; the path that 
connects node 1 and node 3 consists of two arcs. Arc i, 2 and Arc 2.3- In this research, AGVs 
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Two input arcs to node i One output arc firom node i 
Figure 28. An example of input and output arcs 
Figure 29. An example of a feasible network 
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are employed as the material handling system, while the network is used to guide the 
movement of the vehicles. This is how the name "AGV guidepath" originated. 
A shop floor can be represented as a set of nodes and undirected arcs (edges), as shown in 
Figure 30 [27]. A continuous space is partitioned into non-overlapping blocks that represent 
machines or workstations. Edges represent the boundaries between blocks, and nodes 
represent pick-up and drop-off points of workstations (machines) and intersections between 
edges. The pick-up and drop-off points of a workstation are the load and unload points of 
materials for the workstation. An example of a directed AGV guidepath network of a shop is 
represented in Figure 31, in which there are 4 workstations (machines), 14 nodes, and 17 
arcs. 
An AGV travels through a guidepath to connect a pair of points or locations in a shop. 
For example, in Figure 31, one possible path linking the pick-up point of machine 1 and the 
drop-off point of machine 2 involves six arcs and is represented as: Arc i. o ^ Arc o. 2 —> 
Arc 2,10 —> Arc lo. 3 —> Arc 3.12 —> Arc 12,4. The guidepath starts from the pick-up point of 
e> 
Machine 1 
Machine 3 
O 
o 
\ 3 1 
Machine 2 
002 
o 
7 DO 4 Machine 4 • PU4 
DOt prKMnutfeop^panioraadmci. 
PUk pRMBtf pKfc««|>pontaf mritaocL 
Figure 30. A shop represented as a set of nodes and undirected arcs 
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Machine 2 Machine 1 
DO 2 
Machine 3 Machine 4 
DOt: pmcBUctry^pomtofaMdunet. 
nfc tauunipKt-mpBBttcfBMtoaaei. 
Figure 31. An AGV guidepath network 
machine 1, that is, node 1, passes five intermediate nodes (nodes 0, 2,10, 3, and 12), and 
terminates at the drop-off point of machine 2, that is, node 4. 
The chapter is organized as follows. The required input data, terminology, and 
techniques are described and prepared in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Then, the proposed AGV 
guidepath design procedure is presented in Section 4.4. Finally, the initial test results and 
discussion are presented and discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. 
4.2 Input Data 
To design an AGV guidepath network, two types of input data are needed: a distance 
matrix file and a flow volume file. The distance matrix file represents a shop layout and 
provides information about the distances between nodes. In a distance matrix file, if two 
nodes i and j are directly connected by an edge, then the matrix entry (i, j) is filled with the 
distance between the two nodes. Otherwise, the symbol "°o" is entered. Here, "<»" implies 
that no direct connection exists between the two nodes. 
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For example. Table 8 might be the distance matrix file of the shop in Rgure 30. Because 
node 2 and node 10 are directly connected by an edge, the distance measure, 1 unit, is entered 
as shown in Table 8. 
The other needed input data, a flow volume file, provides two kinds of information. One 
is the flow between machines, while the other is the priority of all flows. Usually, the flow 
with the largest volume is listed first and has the highest priority in a flow volume file. For 
example, as shown in Table 9, the flow volume between machines 2 and 4 is 545 units and 
has the 5*** priority in the file. The volume of flow represents the number of material 
handling moves between two machines. If the volume of flow is not given directly in 
number of moves, it must be converted to moves before it is entered in the matrix. 
4.3 Terminology and Techniques 
The terminology and techniques employed in the proposed procedure are defined in this 
section. 
Table 8. An example of a distance matrix file 
Nodes 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
0 - 1 2 oo oo oo oo oo oo oo oo oo oo oo 
1 1 - oe oo oo oo oo oo oo 1 oo oo oo oo 
2 2 oo - oo oo oo oo oo oo oo 1 oo oo oo 
3 OO oo oo . oo oo oo oo oo oo 2 oo 4 oo 
4 oo oo oo oo - oo oo oo oo oo oo 2 2 oo 
5 OO oo oo oo oo - oo oo oo 2 oo 1 oo oo 
6 oo oo oo oo oo oo - oo oo 4 oo oo oo 2 
7 oo oo oo oo oo oo oo - oo oo oo 2 oo 1 
00 
oo oo oo oo oo oo oo oo - oo oo oo 2 5 
9 oo oo oo oo oo 2 4 oo oo - oo oo oo oo 
10 oo oo 1 2 oo oo oo oo oo oo - 2 oo oo 
11 oo oo oo oo 2 1 oo 2 oo oo 2 - oo oo 
12 oo oo oo oo 2 oo oo oo 2 oo oo oo - oo 
13 oo oo oo oo oo oo 2 1 5 oo oo oo oo -
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Table 9. The flow volumes between workstations 
Flow# From Machine # To Machine # Volume Priority 
1 2 1 835 1 
2 3 2 780 2 
3 1 3 777 3 
4 3 4 558 4 
5 2 4 545 5 
6 4 1 389 6 
4.3.1 Terminology 
Vi:: 
5: 
Arc i. j: 
Dij:  
FD i.j: 
AFD j.j: 
E(i,j): 
TotaI_FIow_Distance: 
In-degree of node i: 
Out-degree of node i: 
Total-degree of node i: 
Heavy node; 
Heavy arc: 
the node i. 
the set of arcs with fixed directions. 
the directed arc that starts at node i and ends in node j. 
the distance measure of the Arc i, j. 
the flow distance of Arc i. j for each flow. 
FD i.j = the flow volume from v; to vj * D ij . 
the accumulated flow distance of Arc i. j for all flows. 
AFD i.j = AFD i.j + FD i, j 
the difference between AFDj and AFD j, i, that is, 
E(i, j) = AFD i.j - AFD j. i 
the total flow distance based on a network and 
the associated flow volume file. 
the number of input arcs into a node i. 
the number of output arcs from a node i. 
the sum of the In-degree and Out-degree of node i. 
a node having a Total-degree of 3 or more. 
an arc connecting two heavy nodes. 
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For example, in Rgure 31, the arc that leads from node 2 to node 10 is represented as Arc 
2,10 and D 2.10 is equal to 1 unit, as shown in Table 8. The In-degree of node 10 is equal to 1, 
because of the input arc. Arc 2,10- The Out-degree of node 10 is equal to 2, because of the 
two output arcs. Arc 10.3 and Arc 10, n- Because the total-degree of node 10 is equal to 3, 
node 10 is a heavy node. Because node 11 is also a heavy node. Arc n. 10, is a heavy arc. 
43.2 Dijkstra's Algorithm 
Dijkstra's algorithm [187] is employed in the research to find the shortest path between a 
pair of machines or nodes. Given a distance matrix for a graph G(V, A) (a graph is defined in 
Chapter 3), the shortest path from a node Vp to another node Vq is obtained by using this 
algorithm. Here, A represents the set of directed arcs in a graph. 
The set of vertices in V is partitioned into two subsets T and W. The subset T is a vector 
containing vertices that have permanent labels associated with them. A permanent label of a 
vertex is the minimum distance of the vertex from Vp, the starting node. The distance is 
stored in the vector PL. Thus, associated with T is a distance vector PL. The set W is simply 
(V-T). The vector P contains the vertices adjacent to the nodes in T along the minimum 
path. The set TL defines the temporary labels associated with vertices in W. 
Dijkstra's Algorithm is presented as follows [187]: 
Step 1. Initially T = {Vp}, PL - {0}, and P={0}. A temporary label ofis associated 
with all vertices in W. 
Step 2. Using the distance matrix, determine the vertices in W that are adjacent to any 
vertex in T. Assign each of these vertices a temporary label equal to the 
distance of that vertex from Vp. The distance of vertex Vj in W adjacent to vj in 
T is its new temporary label given by: 
Temporary label of v. = min [permanent label of v + D : j ] j 
Step 3. Make the smallest temporary label permanent. Transfer the corresponding 
vertex v, from W to T. Include in P the vertex vj (in T) that is adjacent to it. 
Reset all temporary labels to <». Repeat Step 2 and 3 until Vq is included in T or 
there are no vertices in W that are adjacent to those in T. 
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Step 4. If Vq is included in T, go to Step 5; otherwise, the desired path does not exist; 
stop. 
Step 5. The permanent label of Vq gives the distance of the shortest path from Vp to Vq. 
To trace the shortest path, start from Vq in T, and identify the corresponding adjacent 
vertex Vm in P. Next, check Vm in T, and read out the corresponding preceding adjacent 
vertex Vn in P. Repeat this process until Vp is reached. The traced sequence is the path from 
Vp to Vq. 
The network shown in Figure 31 and the distance matrix in Table 8 are used to 
demonstrate the operation of Dijkstra's Algorithm. The task is to find the shortest path from 
the pick-up point of machine 1 to the drop-off point of machine 3; that is, the shortest path 
from node 1 to node 5. The detailed procedure for applying Dijkstra's Algorithm is 
presented in Appendix C. According to the solution, the shortest path passes through nodes 
1, 0, 2, 10,11, and 5. The shortest path can be identifled as: Arc i.o —> Arc 0,2 —> Arc 2,10 —> 
Arc 10.11 —> Arc n, 5, represented as boldface lines in Figure 32. In addition, the shortest 
PU2 DOI 
Machine 2 Machine 1 
00} 
Machine 3 Machine 4 PU4 CX>4 
OOK |?imauc>B|M><rpopuofBMdua«L 
nji: twiii(acfc-«ypOMiflf BM i^aoci. 
Figure 32. The operation of Dijkstra's Algorithm 
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distance between nodes 1 and 5 is the sum of D i,o, D 0.2. D 2.10. D 10, u, and D 11.5, which is 
7 units. 
43.3 The Pre-process Algorithm 
The Pre-process algorithm is employed to evaluate all segments of an undirected network by 
use of the flow volume file before the execution of the Complete algorithm, which will be 
presented later in this section. An undirected network is a network in which no segment is 
assigned a direction, as shown in Figure 30. The purpose of the Pre-process algorithm is to 
fix a segment in the direction that ensures that the total flow volume of the flows with lower 
priority exceeds the flow volume of a flow with higher priority. Thereafter, a preprocessed 
network is ready for further use in the Complete algorithm. Ultimately, the objective is to 
convert the undirected network to a directed network. The input data for the Pre-process 
algorithm are the distance matrix file and the flow volume file. 
The Pre-process algorithm is presented as follows; 
Step 1: Let K be the number of flows in the flow volume file and k be the priority index 
of flows. 
Step 2: Initiate S, a set of arcs with fixed directions. That is, set 5 = ^. 
Step 3: Fix the directions of all arcs in S on the current network. 
Step 4: Set FD i,j = 0 and AFD i,j = 0 for all edges, 
except the edges represented by arcs in 5. 
Step 5: Setk=l 
Step 6: Find the shortest path for the flow with priority k on the current network. 
6.a. Use Dijkstra's Algorithm to find the shortest path 
for the flow with priority k. 
6.b. If the shortest path has at least one heavy arc, then try to find alternative 
paths with the same shortest distance by inactivating one of the heavy arcs 
in the path already found. 
6.b.l If the alternatives have fewer heavy arcs, then choose the alternative 
with the fewest heavy arcs as the shortest path for the flow. 
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6.b.2 If no alternative exists or Step (6.b.l) is not applied, then use the 
original shortest path as the shortest path for the flow. 
6.C. For each arc on the shortest path that has not been used by an earlier flow, 
assign the priority k to the arc. 
6.d. Calculate FD j, j for all arcs in the shortest path of flow k based on the flow 
volume of k, where FD i.j = flow volume of k * D y. 
6.e. Accumulate AFD i. j for all arcs in the shortest path, where 
AFD i,j = AFD i,j +FD uj 
Step 7; If k = K, then go to Step 8. Otherwise, set k = k + 1 and go to Step 6. 
Step 8: Evaluate E(i, j) for all edges (except the edges represented by arcs in S). That 
is, 
E(i, j) = AFD;^. - AFDj. i, Vej^ and e^; 
If Arc i. j has higher priority than Arc j. i, then E(i, j) should be greater than or 
equal to 0. Otherwise, a violation exists. 
8.a. If no violation exists, then go to Step 9. 
8.b. If Step (8.a) is not applied, then 
8.b.l Initiate a set, V. That is, set 0. 
8.b.2 Place all the arc pairs with violation in the set, V. 
8.b.3 Choose the pair of arcs with the largest difference between the 
accumulated flow distances in V. That is, 
E(m, n) = maxj|E(i, j)|}, VE(i, j) in V 
8.b.4 If AFD nun > AFD n.ni, then store Arc nun in S. 
8.b.5 Otherwise, store Arc n. m in S. 
8.b.6 Go to Step 3 
Step 9: Output the pre-process network. The output of this algorithm is used by the 
Complete algorithm. 
An example using the distance matrix in Table 8 and the flow volume file in Table 9 
might have the pre-processed network shown in Figure 33. Note here, the arcs including 
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Figure 33. An example of a pre-processed network 
Arc 9.5 and Arc 5,11 are fixed in the figure. The pre-processed network is ready for the 
application of the Complete algorithm, which is discussed next. 
4.3.4 The Complete Algoritiim 
The pre-processed network is completed by applying the Complete algorithm. The 
required input data of the Complete algorithm are the pre-process network and the flow 
volume file. The output should be a feasible network in which any node on a flow path could 
be reached from any other node. 
The Complete algorithm is presented as follows: 
Step 1: Let K be the number of flows in the flow volume file and k be the priority index 
of flows. 
Step 2: Set k = 1 
Step 3: Initiate S, a set of arcs with fixed direction. That is, set 5 = ^ . 
Step 4: Find the shortest path for the flow with priority k on the current network 
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4.a. Use Dijkstra's Algorithm to find the shortest path for the flow with the 
priority k on the current network. 
4.b. If the shortest path includes at least one heavy arc, then try to find 
alternative paths with the same shortest distance by inactivating one of the 
heavy arcs in the path already found. 
4.b-l If the alternatives have fewer heavy arcs, then choose the one with 
the fewest heavy arcs as the shortest path of the flow. 
4.b.2 Otherwise, if no alternatives exist or Step (4.b.l) is not applied, then 
use the original shortest path as the shortest path of the flow. 
4.C. Expand the shortest path. 
4.C. 1. If the Total-degree of the first node in the path equals 2, expand the 
shortest path to include the arc that leads to the first node. 
4.C.2. If the Total-degree of the last node in the path equals 2, expand the 
shortest path to include the arc that leads away from the last node. 
4.C.3. If Step (4.C.1) produces a new first node that has a Total-degree of 
2, repeat Step (4.C.1) until a new first node with a Total-degree of 3 
or more is obtained. 
4.C.4. If Step (4.C.2) produces a new last node that has a Total-degree of 
2, repeat Step (4.C.2) until a new last node with a Total-degree of 3 
or more is obtained. 
4.d. Store all arcs in the shortest path in S. 
Step 5: Fix the direction of arcs in S on the current network. 
Step 6: If k = K, then go to Step 8. Otherwise, set k = k + 1 and go to Step 4. 
Step 7: Evaluate the current network. That is, each node on a flow path should have at 
least one input arc and one output arc on the current network. 
Step 8: The network is completed. Note that even though some edges and/or nodes are 
not used, the network obtained is feasible. 
After being processed by the Complete algorithm, the pre-processed network in Figure 33 
is completed as shown in Figure 34. In the figure, every node on a flow path has at least one 
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Figure 34. An example of a completed network 
input arc and one output arc and the completed network is therefore feasible. Note that the 
edge bounded by nodes 10 and 11 is not used in this example. 
4.3.5 The Pairwise-Interchange Algorithm 
To swap the priorities of a pair of flows one at a time, the study employs the Pairwise-
Interchange algorithm. In fact, the concept of the Pairwise-Interchange algorithm is 
embedded in the proposed AGV guidepath design procedure. The Pairwise-Iiterchange 
algorithm used in this study is briefly described as follows: 
Step 1. Let K be the number of flows in the flow volume file, k be the priority index of 
the flow k, and j be the priority index of the flow j. 
Step 2. Set the Total_Flow_distance = <» 
Step 3. Setk=l 
Step 4. Initiate j; that is, set j = 0 
Step 5. 5.a. Invoke the Pre-process algorithm. 
5.b. Invoke the Complete algorithm. 
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5.C. Compute the Total_Flow_Distance associated with the resulting 
completed network. 
Step 6. Update the best network to the one with the minimum Total_Flow_Distance. 
Step 7. 7.a. If j = 0, set j = k + 1 and go to Step 9. 
T.b. If 1 < j < K-1, set j = j + 1 and go to Step 9. 
I.e. If j = K, go to Step 8. 
Step 8. 8.a. If 1 < k < K-2, then 
8.a.l Setk = k+1 
8 . a . 2  S e t j  =  k + I  
8.a.3 Go to Step 9 
8.b. If k = K - 1, then go to Step 11. 
Step 9. Recover the original priority of flows in the flow volume file. 
Step 10. Set the priority k to the flow j and the priority j to the flow k; 
go to Step 5. 
Step 11. Terminate the procedure and output the best network with the minimum 
Total_Flow Distance. 
For an illustration, consider the flow volume file in Table 9. Originally, the priorities of 
flows are assigned according to their volume of flows, so that the flow with the largest 
volume has the highest priority. Suppose the first and the fifth flows exchange their priorities 
relative to each other. Then, the first flow will have the 5"* priority and the fifth flow will 
have the l" priority in the flow volume file, as shown in Table 10. Furthermore, according to 
K ( K  —  1) the algorithm, the procedure will be executed —^ times. 
4.4 The Proposed AGV Guidepath Network Design Algorithm 
The guidepath design involves converting an undirected network to a directed network. 
Thus, the design process involves making decisions on what should be the flow direction on 
each undirected network segment between two nodes. An undirected segment becomes an 
arc when it is assigned a flow direction. The proposed procedure consists of three 
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Table 10. An example of interchanging 
Flow # From Machine # To Machine # Volume Priority 
1 2 1 835 5 
2 3 2 780 2 
3 1 3 777 3 
4 3 4 558 4 
5 2 4 545 1 
6 4 1 389 6 
components, the Pre-process algorithm, the Complete algorithm, and the improvement stage. 
The improvement stage is carried out using pairwise interchange. 
Among the three components, the Complete algorithm is the core procedure. The 
Complete algorithm searches and fixes the shortest path for the flow with the highest priority 
in a flow volume file. This procedure is then repeated for the next highest priority flow and 
continued until the network is completed or until no more flow remains unconsidered. The 
shortest path of a flow on the network is heavily dependent on the shortest paths of higher 
priority flows, because the shortest path of a flow cannot be designed to violate the paths of 
other flows that have higher priorities. Each time a flow path is fixed, the succeeding flows 
must consider these earlier paths as constraints that cannot be violated. 
Based on the Complete algorithm, the flows with higher production volume dominate 
the entire network construction procedure because of their higher priorities. Although the 
Complete algorithm is able to produce a feasible network, two things need to be considered. 
The first consideration is with regard to the process of fixing the direction of segments. The 
direction of a segment in a network is fixed because a flow with a higher priority uses the 
segment in its shortest path. However, it is possible that the sum of production volumes of 
some other flows with lower priorities may be larger than the production volume of the flow 
with a higher priority. In the meantime, these flows with lower priorities require that the 
segment be set in the other direction. Thus, a better network that has a smaller total flow 
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distance could be neglected. To avoid the situation, the Pre-process algorithm is employed in 
the proposed AGV guidepath design algorithm. In the Pre-process algorithm, the situation is 
improved by evaluating the flow volume for each arc individually, after which a pre-
processed network is produced. As a result, the flows with lower priorities might benefit 
from the Pre-process algorithm. 
The other consideration is with regard to the priority of flows. Originally, the flows are 
arranged in a non-increasing order based on their size. According to the order, the priorities 
of flows are assigned. However, when the production volumes of some flows are tied, or the 
differences between the production volumes of flows are negligible, the priority order of 
flows might prevent the design of a better network. To reduce this possibility, the concept of 
the Pairwise-Interchange algorithm is embedded in the proposed AGV guidepath design 
procedure. Through use of this concept, the priorities of pairs of flows are swapped one at a 
time. Then, the flow volume file with the swapped priorities is employed to obtain a new 
network design. If the new network design yields an improvement, the current best network 
is updated. If no improvement occurs, a new interchange is generated and used to design an 
associated network. The procedure is continued until no further improvement is observed; 
then the best network design with the minimum total flow distance is generated. The 
proposed AGV guidepath design algorithm can be represented by a flow chart, as shown in 
Figure 35. 
The proposed AGV guidepath design algorithm is as follows: 
Step 1: Input the distance matrix and the flow volume file. 
Initiate a set, A. That is, store the flow volume file in A. 
Initiate a set, B. That is, set B=A. 
Step 2: In set A, let K be the number of flows, k be the priority index of the flow k, and 
j be the priority index of the flow j. 
Step 3: Initiate the current best network, N. Initiate the total flow distance associated 
with the best network, N. That is, set Total_Flow_Distance = «>. 
Step 4: Set k = 1 
Step 5: Initiate]. That is, set j = 0 
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No Step 9: 
j = K? 
Yes 
Yes Step 10; 
lc = K-I? 
No 
Step 1; Input data 
Step 4: Set k = I 
Step 5: Set j = 0 
Step 2: Set K, k, and j 
Step 3: Set Total_Flow_Distance = 
Step II: Recover the original flow volume file. 
Step 6: Invoke the Pre-process algorithm 
Step 13; Output the best network on hand and 
the minimum Total_Flow_Distance 
Step 8; Update the best network to the network 
with the minimum total flow distance. 
Step 12: Exchange the priorities of the flow k 
and the flow j. 
Step 7: Invoke the Complete algorithm and 
compute the Total_Flow_Distance of the 
obtained network 
Figure 35. The flow chart of the proposed AGV guidepath design procedure 
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Step 6: Taking set B as input, pre-process the network by invoking the Pre-process 
algorithm. 
Step 7: Taking set B as input, complete the network by invoking the Complete 
algorithm and return the total flow distance of the resulting network. 
Let the returned total flow distance equal TF. 
Step 8: 8.a. If TF < Total_Flow_Distance, then, 
S.a. 1 Set Total_Flow_Distance = TF 
8.a.2 Update the current best network, N, to the network that yielded TF 
and go to Step 9. 
8.b. Otherwise, go to Step 9. 
Step 9: 9.a. If j = 0, set j = k + 1 and go to Step 11. 
9.b. If 1 < j < K-1, set j = j + 1 and go to Step 11. 
9.C. If j = K, go to Step 10. 
Step 10: IO.a. If 1 < k < K-2, then 
ll.a.l Setk = k+1 
ll.a.2 Set j = k+ 1 
ll.a.3 Go to Step 11 
10.b. If k = K - 1, then go to Step 13. 
Step 11: SctB = A. 
Step 12: In set B, switch the priority of the k*** flow to the priority of the flow and the 
priority of the j''' flow to the priority of the k''' flow. Go to Step 6. 
Step 13: Terminate the procedure and output the best network, N, and the associated total 
flow distance, Total_Flow_Distance. 
For the sake of illustration, the proposed AGV guidepath design procedure is tested by 
using the distance matrix of Table 8 and the flow volume of Table 9. The best network 
obtained is as shown in Figure 36. Note that no direction is assigned to the edge bounded by 
node 10 and node 11, because no flows passed through either Arc lo. u or Arc u. lo- The total 
flow distance is equal to 23101 distance units, which is exactly the same as was reported 
[27], 
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Figure 36. The best network obtained by the proposed procedure 
4^ Test Results 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, two more examples drawn from the 
literature are employed as a test. The first example is taken from Kaspi and Tanchoco's 
paper [24]. The associated flow volume file is shown in Table 11, the network generated by 
their approach is shown in Figure 37, and the network obtained by using the proposed 
procedure is shown in Figure 38. The total flow distance is equal to 10165 distance units, an 
improvement over the 10170 distance units obtained by Kaspi and Tanchoco [24]. The 
differences between the two networks are marked by the use of dotted lines in Figure 37 to 
highlights Arc u, 2» Arc 2.13, Arc 13, u. Arc 14.3, Arc 3.23, and the edge bounded by nodes 10 
and 18. In addition, the computational time of 90 seconds to solve the problem is 
significantly lower than the 27.5 minutes reported by Kaspi and Tanchoco [24]. However, it 
should be noted that the computer environments used in the two studies might be different. 
The proposed procedure was implemented on a DEC Alpha workstation running of 
300MHZ. 
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Table 11. A flow volume file [24] 
Flow# From node# To node# Volume Priority 
I I 7 50 1 
2 1 4 30 2 
3 5 8 30 3 
4 6 8 30 4 
5 7 8 30 5 
6 7 5 25 6 
7 1 2 20 7 
8 1 9 20 8 
9 4 5 20 9 
10 5 7 20 10 
II 7 6 15 11 
12 2 3 10 12 
13 3 8 10 13 
14 3 9 10 14 
15 4 6 10 15 
16 9 3 10 16 
17 9 4 10 17 
18 9 6 10 18 
19 2 6 5 19 
20 2 9 5 20 
21 9 5 5 21 
Figure 37. The network obtained in [24] 
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Figure 38. The network obtained by using the proposed procedure 
In the second example, which is smaller and which is taken from a published paper [23], 
the associated flow volume file is given in Table 12 and the network is shown in Figure 39. 
The network produced by using the proposed procedure is exactly the same as in Figure 39. 
The total flow distance is 12400 distance units, and the time taken to generate the solution is 
5 seconds. 
4.6 Discussion 
AGV guidepath network design procedure has been presented in this chapter. The 
performance of the algorithm was tested by using some examples from the literature. The 
networks generated by the algorithm were equal to or better than the published results. 
Furthermore, the computational time required by the procedure is far less than that of its 
competitors. The AGV guidepath network design procedure is robust and able to produce a 
feasible network within a reasonable time. 
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Table 12. The flow volume file in [23] 
Flow# From machine # To machine # Volume Priority 
1 2 3 100 1 
2 3 1 80 2 
3 1 2 70 3 
4 1 3 70 4 
5 2 1 50 5 
6 3 2 30 6 
S 
DO 
5 
S 
DO 
i 
Figure 39. The obtained network, the same as in [23] 
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In a virtual production system, the networking module performs the machine connection 
and plays a role in linking together machines belonging to the same machine cell. With the 
AGV guidepath network design procedure developed, the networking module can be updated 
in response to a changing product mix, thereby minimizing the material handling distance. 
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CHAPTER 5. A VIRTUAL CELLULAR MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 
In the processing system configuration module of a virtual production system, virtual 
cellular configuration is one possible production conHguration. A shop with virtual cellular 
configuration and an associated virtual AGV guidepath network is a complete virtual cellular 
manufacturing system in the strong sense. If either the production system or the network 
system but not both is virtual, the entire system can be termed a virtual system in a partial 
sense. Combinations of the production systems ctesign and network design generate multiple 
variations of virtual production systems, as identified in Chapter 1. In Chapters 3 and 4, the 
Ko's virtual cell formation procedure and the AGV guidepath network design procedure 
were presented. These procedures for constmcting a virtual cellular manufacturing system 
and virtual guidepath provide the basis for constructing various virtual production systems. 
However, before the construction of a virtual production system is discussed, a virtual 
cellular manufacturing system is first described in this chapter. 
For the sake of illustration, consider the job routings in Figure 14 and the associated shop 
layout in Figure 15. The related flow volume file for the data in Figure 14 could be provided 
as shown in Table 13. If each workstation (machine) in Figure 15 occupies a 10 by 10 block 
on the shop floor and has the pick-up point and the drop-off point at the same location, the 
shop could be represented by a set of nodes and undirected arcs, as shown in Figure 40. 
Application of the developed AGV guidepath network design algorithm to interconnect 
the machines in each virtual cell, as shown in Figure 18, yielded the directed virtual network 
of Figure 40. The network of Figure 41 is based on the workstation layout of Figure 19. The 
AGV network links together machines or workstations belonging to the same cell. The 
network construction tends to minimize the total material handling time. Based on the 
material flow requirement between cells as well as within cells, the total travel time for the 
guidepath of Figure 40 is 45970 distance units. It takes 4.5 minutes on DEC Alpha 
workstation running 300MHZ to solve the model. The machine cell network for each of the 
six virtual cells in Figure 19 and later in Figure 41 might be individually presented as shown 
in Figures 42 - 46. 
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Table 13. The related flow volume file in Figure 13 
No. From node # To node # Flow volume Priority 
1 7 8 930 1 
2 8 5 930 2 
3 9 7 930 3 
4 13 14 880 4 
5 14 15 880 5 
6 15 16 880 6 
7 16 17 880 7 
8 1 2 755 8 
9 2 3 755 9 
10 4 18 605 10 
11 5 4 605 11 
12 5 6 605 12 
13 6 10 605 13 
14 18 5 605 14 
15 17 1 555 15 
16 7 13 475 16 
17 10 12 475 17 
18 11 10 475 18 
19 12 7 475 19 
20 10 13 405 20 
21 5 11 325 21 
22 10 1 200 22 
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: the pick-up and drop-off point of workstation i 
0 : the intersection corresponding to node j 
Figure 40. The shop in Figure 15, represented by a set of nodes and undirected arcs 
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Figure 41. The network generated by the proposed AGV guidepath design procedure 
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Figure 42. The virtual AGV network of virtual cell 1 
consisting of workstations 1,2, and 3 
Figure 43. The virtual AGV network of virtual cell 2 
consisting of workstations 9, 7, 8 and 5 
Figure 44. The virtual AGV network of virtual cell 3 
consisting of workstations 13,14,15,16, and 17 
27 
Figure 45. The virtual AGV network of virtual cell 4, 
consisting of workstations 4, 5, 6,10, and 18 
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U 35 
Figure 46. The virtual AGV network of virtual cell 5, 
consisting of workstations II, 10, 7, and 12 
As shown in this chapter, a job shop is converted into a virtual cellular manufacturing 
system. First, virtual cells were formed by using the developed virtual cell formation 
procedure. Then, machines belonging to the same virtual cell were linked together by using 
the proposed AGV guidepath network design procedure. As shown in this chapter, with the 
two proposed procedures, a job shop type plant layout is converted into a virtual cellular 
manufacturing system. 
A virtual production system consists of a processing system configuration module and a 
networking module. The processing system configuration module determines the best 
production configuration for a shop. The networking module helps redesign an associated 
AGV guidepath network in order to minimize the material handling distance. A virtual 
production system provides an alternative in operating a shop in which physical relocation of 
the machines is impractical or infeasible. 
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CHAPTER 6. VIRTUAL PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
In this research, application of the virtual production system concept is presented as an 
alternative approach to operate a factory that was initially designed as job shop but that later 
encountered a changing product mix. Sample production data are generated, planned for, and 
analyzed in this chapter, and the performances of alternative production system designs are 
compared. 
6.1 Introduction 
The production environment examined in this research is a job shop in which the 
machines or workstations cannot be physically rearranged to obtain a more efGcient layout 
because of the nature of the machines. The material handling tasks are performed by free 
ranging AGVs in the shop; this makes it possible to reconfigure the AGV flow network quite 
readily as needed. The shop experiences a changing product mix, which points out the 
shortcoming of employing the fixed machine grouping and AGV guidepath layout. 
Application of the virtual production system concept is to be used to allow the shop to adapt 
its operation to the changing product mix. The focus of this research is to develop an 
algorithmic procedure for constructing such a virtual production system, using the existing 
job shop and the routing of the product as inputs to the algorithms, which can be used during 
each production session to select the best production system configuration. 
The four types of virtual production system were described in Section 1.2.3. In addition, 
two traditional production system designs are considered in this research: the job shop and 
the traditional cellular manufacturing system. During any production session, one of these 
six production system types can be selected to operate the shop. The production system type 
that best adapts to the product mix on hand is selected. The objective is to operate the shop 
under the most efficient production situation during each production session as the product 
mix changes from one session to another. 
In this chapter, the relative performances of production systems using the same set of 
product mix and production resources are compared. The experimental design for making 
the comparisons is described in the following section. 
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6.2 Experimental Design 
One form of production system is selected over competing alternatives for a given 
product mix on the basis of performance of the shop. If the target shop performs better under 
production system type P than under any other production systems, with a given product mix 
and resource level, then production system type ^ is selected and the target shop is then 
operated as a production system type ^ for that particular instance. To arrive at a decision 
regarding performance, the expected performance under each production system scenario 
would be computed and compared with performance under other competing production 
system scenarios. In this chapter, the experimental design used in making the comparisons is 
illustrated with some examples. The measures of performance are machine setup time, 
material handling time, and weighted performance value. 
The experiment consists of five examples, each of which covers ten production sessions. 
Each example has a fixed number of machines: 12, 8, 5,11, and 8 machines in Examples I, 
2, 3,4, and 5, respectively. The product mix data, except for Example 1, which is modified 
from the literature, is generated randomly. To create a product mix for each production 
session, three parameters need to be given: the number of machines in the shop, the number 
of parts to be completed, and the largest length of the part routings (in terms of machines). 
With the three parameters, the product mix data is then created randomly. As shown in Table 
14, for Production Session 2 in Example 2, the values for the number of machines, the 
number of part routings, and the largest length of part routings are arbitrarily assigned the 
values 8, 12, and 5, respectively. The created product mix data is presented in Appendix D. 
The jobs in a production session of each example can be further classified into several 
part families/groups; for instance, the jobs of Production Session 1 in Example 1 can be 
divided into three groups (Groups 1, 2, and 3), as shown in Appendix D. Note that the 
product mix changes as the production session changes. 
For each example, it is assumed that a corresponding basic job shop layout exists, as 
shown in Figures 47-51. It is also assumed that the corresponding AGV guidepath network 
exists. However, to operate the shop as any production system other than a job shop, the 
given production data would have to be analyzed and subjected to the design procedures of 
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Table 14. The parameters used to generate the product mix data 
Example Production Session The number of 
machines 
The number of part 
routings 
The largest length 
1 8 11 4 
2 8 12 5 
3 8 8 4 
CN 4 8 13 5 
O 
CL 5 8 10 3 £ cs 6 8 7 4 
X U3 7 8 15 5 
8 8 9 4 
9 8 11 4 
10 8 15 5 
1 5 7 5 
2 5 10 4 
3 5 12 5 
en 4 5 9 4 
a. 5 5 16 5 E 
a 6 5 11 4 
X HI 7 5 15 6 
8 5 12 5 
9 5 10 4 
10 5 14 5 
1 11 9 5 
2 11 9 5 
3 11 12 4 
4 11 14 4 
CL 5 11 8 5 
E 
C3 6 11 10 5 
X U 7 11 8 6 
8 11 18 6 
9 11 10 4 
10 11 9 5 
1 8 10 4 
2 8 12 4 
3 8 8 6 
in 4 8 10 4 
a. 5 8 10 4 
E a 6 8 12 5 
X U 7 8 11 4 
8 8 5 6 
9 8 9 4 
10 8 14 4 
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M 5 M 12 M 11 M 3 
Figure 47. The layout and network of Example 1 
as it exists as a job shop 
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M 6 
M 8 M 5 
•0 
M 2 
M 4 
M 3 
Figure 48. The layout and network of Example 2 
as it exists as a job shop 
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M 3 
M 4 
M 2 
M 5 
22 
Figure 49. The layout and network of Example 3 
as it exists as a job shop 
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M 11 
M 6 M 10 
M 4 M 2 
M 9 
M 3 
24 
M 8 M 5 M 7 
27 
Figure 50. The layout and network of Example 4 
as it exists as a job shop 
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Figure 51. The layout and network of Example 5 
as it exists as a job shop 
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the processing system configuration module and the networking module, as described in 
Chapters 3 and 4. The formation of the other production system alternatives using the data 
provided is illustrated in the sections that follow. 
6.2.1 The Construction of Traditional Cellular Manufactiiring 
With the default layouts for the five examples (Figures 47-51), the construction of 
traditional cellular manufacturing systems is subject to how machines are grouped into 
machine cells. Once designed, machine cells remain the same throughout the example. 
Machines belonging to the same machine cell are linked by AGVs using the given flow 
network for the example. 
To form machine cells for the five examples, a mathematical model from the literature 
[44] and Section 2.1.2 is employed. In this technique, the number of machine cells must be 
assigned artificially. The numbers of machine cells are specified as 3,2,1,3, and 2 for 
Examples 1, 2, 3,4, and 5, respectively. Cell formation for each example is based on the 
product mix of its first production session. Once machine cells are formed, the same cell 
configuration is used through the ten production sessions in an example. In forming machine 
cells, LINGO, a conmiercial mathematical software program, is employed, except for 
Example 3, which has only one machine cell. An example of the LINGO program (for 
Example 1) is as shown in Appendix E. The cell formations obtained for the five examples 
are summarized in Table 15; for instance, in Example 4, Machine Cell 2 consists of machines 
6, 7, 10, and 11. 
Table 15. The cell formations in traditional cellular manufacturing 
Machine 
Examples Machine Cell 1 Machine Cell 2 Machine Cell 3 
Example 1 1,4. 7, 8, 9 2,3.5,6 10,11,12 
Example 2 1,4, 5, 6, 8 2,3,7 
Example 3 1, 2, 3,4, 5 • • • • •  
Example 4 3, 8,9 6,7,10,11 1, 2, 4, 5 
Example 5 2.6, 7,8 1,3.4,5 
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6.2.2 The Construction of Virtual Production Systems 
The layouts employed for the virtual production systems are the same as for the job shops 
(Figures 47-51). However, the associated AGV guidepath networks might be updated by the 
proposed AGV guidepath network design procedure (see Chapter 4) from one production 
session to another. Furthermore, although machines remain in their fixed locations as in the 
job shops, they are grouped or orgam'zed differently from those of the corresponding job 
shops. 
Each of four types of virtual production system has its own characteristics, as described 
in Section 1.2.3. Type I (VC/FN) updates virtual cells in every production session, while the 
associated AGV guidepath network remains the same. Type n (JSA^ works the same as a 
job shop, but the associated AGV guidepath network is updated as the product mix changes. 
Type m (MCA^ uses the same cell conflguration as traditional cellular manufacturing (in 
Section 6.2.1), but the associated AGV guidepath network is updated as the product mix 
changes. Type IV (VCP/tf) can update both the virtual cells and the associated AGV 
guidepath network as the product mix changes. 
With the product mix data in Appendix D, virtual cells generated by using the Ko's 
virtual cell formation procedure for each production session are shown in Appendix F. To 
illustrate, virtual cells in Production Session I of Example 1 are presented in Figure 52, in 
which five virtual cells (Virtual_Cells 1, 2, 3,4, and 5) are created for the production session. 
As can be seen, Virtual_Cell 1 consists of machines 4,7, 8, and 9. In addition, job routings 
can be represented by using virtual cells; for instance. Job 1 must sequentially visit 
Virtual_Cell 3 and Virtual _CeII 1 to be completed. 
After the production systems are constructed, they are compared on the basis of their 
machine setup time and material handling distance requirements, as described in Sections 6.3 
and 6.4, respectively. In addition, a composite performance value is computed, as presented 
in Section 6.5. 
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EXAMPLE 1 Production Session 1 
There are 11 
Job[ 1](size= 
Job[ 2](size= 
Jobt 3J(size= 
Job[ 4}(size= 
Job[ 5](size= 
Job[ 6](size= 
Job[ 7J(size= 
Job[ 8](size= 
Job[ 91(size= 
Job[10](size= 
Job[11]{size= 
VirCual_Cell[ 
Vircual_cellt 
Vircual_cell[ 
Vircual_cell( 
Virt:uai_Cell ( 
Jobs in Che file 
6. <lein£knd= 
9, demetnd= 
6, deinand= 
6,demand^ 
7, dein£uid= 
5, denicmd= 
4, deinand= 
7, dein2uid= 
100) 14 7 4 
120) 12 4 8 
200} 4 7 9 
50) 4 7 4 8 
90) 3 5 2 6 
80) 3 5 7 8 
70) 2 6 3 5 
75) 3 5 4 7 
70) 11 7 12 
50) 11 12 
70) 11 7 10 11 
II 
21 
3] 
41 
5] 
{size= 4, 
(size= 4, 
(size= 2, 
(size= 2, 
(size= 2, 
deinand= 
demands 
demands 
demands 
demands 
715) 
190) 
220) 
315) 
160) 
4 7 8 9 
11 7 12 10 
1 2 
3 5 
2 6 
Job[ 1] (sizes 2 ,  demands 100 : 03 CI 
Job[ 2] (sizes 2 ,  demands 120): C3 CI 
Job[ 3] (sizes 1. demands 200 : CI 
Job( 4] (sizes 1, demands 50) CI 
Job[ 5] (sizes 3. demands 90) C4 C5 CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2, dem£uid= 80) 04 CI 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2, demeuids 70) 05 04 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2 ,  demands 75) 04 01 
Job[ 9] (sizes 1. demeuids 70) 02 
Job[10] (sizes 1, demands 50) 02 
Job[11] (sizes 1, demands 70) 02 
Job routings represented 
by machines 
. The configuration of 
generated virtual cells 
Job routings represented 
by virtual cells 
Figure 52. The virtual cell configuration in 
Production Session 1 of Example 1 
6.3 Comparison of Setup Time 
As described in Section 1.2.1 and Figure 6, three alternatives for machine arrangements 
in a shop are the traditional job shop configuration, traditional cellular configuration, and 
virtual cellular configuration. With different configurations, different setup times might be 
incurred, even with the same product mix. 
The job shop configuration treats jobs individually and assumes that no relationship 
exists between jobs, so that a machine setup must change entirely between jobs. However, in 
traditional cellular and virtual cellular configurations, jobs are classified into part 
families/groups, based on shapes, required processing procedure, and so forth. Jobs 
belonging to the same part family/group share the same major setup, or a common setup can 
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be designed. A major change in machine setup is necessary only when a machine/virtual 
cell's production changes from one part family/group to another. Within the same part 
family/group, different jobs require only minor changes of machine setup, such as swapping 
a fixture or changing an NC code. Creation of related setup-time tables is described in the 
following section. 
63.1 Creation of Setup-Time Tables 
By use of Microsoft Excel, the required setup-time tables are created automatically. The 
setup-time tables needed for Production Session 1 in Example 1 are shown in Tables 16-55; 
setup-time tables for the other production sessions in the experiment are available from the 
author upon request. 
The setup-time tables in Tables 16-27 are used for job shop configuration; each machine 
has a unique setup-time table. For example. Table 16 is the setup-time table for machine 1, 
which machine produces two jobs (Job 1 and Job 2). In a setup-time table, the setup time is 
randomly generated by RAND(6,10), one of the functions provided in Microsoft Excel, in 
which a value between 6 and 10 is randomly produced by the function. For example, when 
the production of machine 1 switches from Job 1 to Job 2, the required setup time is 6 time 
units, as shown in Table 16. 
Tables 28-40 show the major setup-time tables for traditional cellular configuration. As 
shown in Table 15, there are three machine cells for Example 1. Table 28 is the major setup-
time table for the three machine cells. Empty slots in the table mean the job group will not 
visit the machine cell. The major setup time is computed by multiplying the number of 
machines required to process a part family/group in a machine cell and the number generated 
by RAND(6, 10). For example, when employment of Machine Cell 1 is changed from Group 
1 to Group 2, a major setup time (32.1 time units) is incurred, as shown in Table 28. Because 
Group 2 requires only four machines (machines 4, 7, 8, and 9) in Machine Cell 1, the value 
(32.1 time units) is obtained by 4*RAND(6,10). 
Tables 29-40 are minor setup-time tables for machines in machine cells. The minor setup 
time is obtained by the function RAND(0.5,2.5); that is, a value between 0.5 and 2.5 is 
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Table 16. The setup-time table for 
machine 1 in Job Shop 
Job 1 2 
0 9 6 
i 0 6 
2 10 0 
Table 17. The setup-time table for 
machine 2 in Job Shop 
Job 2 5 7 
0 8 9 8 
2 0 10 7 
5 8 0 9 
7 10 7 0 
Table 18. The setup-time table for 
machine 3 in Job Shop 
Job 5 6 7 8 
0 10 10 6 9 
5 0 7 8 7 
6 9 0 6 10 
7 6 7 0 10 
8 9 9 9 0 
Table 19. The setup-time table for 
machine 4 in Job Shop 
Job 1 2 3 4 5 8 
0 6 6 7 10 10 9 
1 0 9 8 7 6 7 
2 6 0 8 9 9 8 
3 9 7 0 10 8 7 
4 9 9 10 0 8 10 
5 8 7 10 10 0 6 
8 9 8 10 6 9 0 
Table 20. The setup-time table for 
machine 5 in Job Shop 
Job 5 6 7 8 
0 7 7 9 10 
5 0 9 7 7 
6 9 0 9 8 
7 9 8 0 7 
8 9 7 6 0 
Table 21. The setup-time table for 
machine 6 in Job Shop 
Job 5 7 
0 7 10 
5 0 10 
7 6 0 
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Table 22. The setup-time table for 
machine 7 in Job Shop 
Job I 3 4 6 8 9 11 
0 9 8 7 6 8 8 7 
1 0 6 10 9 7 8 10 
3 6 0 9 6 6 6 6 
4 10 7 0 7 9 8 8 
6 9 6 8 0 6 6 8 
S 6 10 8 8 0 10 6 
9 10 8 8 8 8 0 6 
11 10 9 7 7 9 7 0 
Table 23. The setup-time table for 
machine 8 in Job Shop 
Job 1 2 4 5 6 8 
0 7 9 10 6 6 7 
1 0 6 10 8 7 6 
2 7 0 8 6 8 7 
4 6 10 0 7 7 10 
5 9 6 6 0 10 7 
6 6 8 7 9 0 10 
8 10 6 6 6 10 0 
Table 24. The setup-time table for 
machine 9 in Job Shop 
Job 1 3 5 
0 10 6 10 
1 0 8 9 
3 9 0 6 
5 7 7 0 
Table 25. The setup-time table for 
machine 10 in Job Shop 
Job 11 
0 9 
U 0 
Table 26. The setup-time table for 
machine 11 in Job Shop 
Job 9 10 11 
0 9 9 6 
9 0 6 7 
10 9 0 10 
11 9 8 0 
Table 27. The setup-time table for 
machine 12 in Job Shop 
Job 9 10 11 
0 7 6 10 
9 0 7 8 
10 9 0 7 
11 9 9 0 
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Table 28. The major setup-time table for machine cells in tra^tional celluliff configuration. 
Machine Cell 1 Machine Cell 2 Machine Cell 3 
Group 1 2 3 I 2 3 1 2 3 
0 49.2 38.6 9.2 8.1 30.5 23.8 
1 0.0 32.1 8.2 0.0 26.3 
2 48.0 0.0 9.9 15 0.0 
3 34.9 25J 0.0 0.0 
Table 29. The minor setup-time table for 
machine in Machine Cell 1 
Job I 2 
0 0.7 1.0 
1 0.0 2.1 G1 
2 1.9 0.0 
Table 30. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 4 in Machine Cell 1 
Job 1 2 3 4 5 8 
0 1.7 2.1 2.1 2.1 
1 0.0 1.2 2.2 2.4 
2 2.0 0.0 1.4 1.6 GI 
3 2.2 2.2 0.0 0.7 
4 0.5 0.6 1.7 0.0 
0 I.O 1.8 
5 0.0 1.8 G2 
8 2.2 0.0 
Table 31. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 7 in Machine Cell 
Job 1 3 4 6 8 9 11 
0 2.1 0.7 1.5 
1 0.0 2.4 13 
Gl 
3 0.9 0.0 2.0 
4 0.6 1.9 0.0 
0 1.5 OJ 
6 0.0 2.1 G2 
8 1.5 0.0 
0 0.6 1.7 
9 0.0 0.9 G3 
11 0.5 0.0 
Table 32. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 8 in Machine Cell I 
Job 1 2 4 5 6 8 
0 l.l 2.2 1.4 
1 0.0 1.9 1.9 
Gl 
2 2.0 0.0 1.9 
4 2.2 2.2 0.0 
0 2.1 1.1 1.3 
5 0.0 2.3 2.1 
G2 
6 1.2 0.0 0.6 
8 1.6 0.6 0.0 
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Table 33. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 9 in Mac 
Job 1 3 5 
0 1.7 1.3 
1 0.0 1.9 G1 
3 1.1 0.0 
0 OJ 
G2 
5 0.0 
line Cell 1 
Table 36. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 2 in Machine Cell 2 
Job 2 5 7 
0 2.2 
G1 
2 0.0 
0 1.7 2.1 
5 0.0 2.4 G2 
7 0.8 0.0 
Table 34. The minor setup-time table for 
Job 
mac 
2.2 
0.0 
1.1 
1.2 
2.1 
liine 3 in N' 
0.8 
2.1 
0.0 
1.0 
1.7 
2.1 
1.9 
2J 
0.0 
1.6 
achine Cell 2 
8 
0.5 
1.9 
0.7 
1.9 
0.0 
G2 
Table 35. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 5 in Machine Cell 2 
Job 5 6 7 8 
0 1.0 2.2 2.5 1.9 
5 0.0 2.4 0.7 1.8 
6 2.5 0.0 2.2 1.8 G2 
7 2.0 2.1 0.0 1.4 
8 0.8 2.0 2.2 0.0 
Table 40. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 12 in Machine Cell 3 
Job 9 10 11 
0 0.8 2.3 1.8 
9 0.0 2.3 2.1 
G3 
10 1.1 0.0 1.0 
11 0.8 2.3 0.0 
Table 37. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 6 in Machine Cell 2 
Job 5 7 
0 l.l 1.9 
G2 5 0.0 2.2 
7 1.6 0.0 
Table 38. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 10 in Machine Cell 3 
Job 11 
0 1.7 
G3 
11 0.0 
Table 39. The minor setup-time table for 
machine II in Machine Cell 3 
Job 9 10 11 
0 2.4 1.7 1.1 
9 0.0 0.5 2.0 
G3 
10 1.4 0.0 1.6 
11 1.6 0.7 0.0 
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Table 41. The major setup-time table for virtual cells in virtual cellular configuration 
Virtual Cell 1 Virtual CeU 2 Virtual CeU 3 Virtual Cell 4 Virtual CeU 5 
Groups I 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
0 35.3 25.2 24^ 13.4 19.7 19.6 
1 0 32.8 0 
2 38.7 0 0 0 
3 0 
Table 42. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 4 in Virtual Cell 1 
Job 1 2 3 4 5 8 
0 0.5 0.9 1.5 0.8 
Gi 
1 0 0.8 0.7 2 
2 0.8 0 1 2.3 
3 1.5 2.1 0 23 
4 1.6 2.1 0.5 0 
0 l.I 2.4 
G2 5 0 2.4 
8 1 0 
Table 44. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 8 in Virtual Cell 1 
Job 1 2 4 5 6 8 
0 2.3 1.9 2.5 
1 0.0 l.I 0.9 
Gl 
2 1.9 0.0 1.7 
4 0.6 1.7 0.0 
0 0.6 2.2 2.0 
5 0.0 0.7 0.7 
G2 
6 1.9 0.0 2.4 
8 2.4 1.4 0.0 
Table 43. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 7 in Virtual Cell 1 
Table 45. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 9 in Virtual Cell 1 
Job I 3 4 6 8 Job 1 3 5 
0 0.9 1.6 0.8 0 0.5 1.5 
1 0 1.7 0.6 
Gl 
1 0 0.7 Gl 
3 1.9 0 1.3 3 1.5 0 
4 2.1 2.1 0 0 1.1 
G2 
0 1.9 1.8 5 0 
6 0 0.7 G2 
8 2.2 0 
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Table 46. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 7 in Virtual Cell 2 
Job 9 10 11 
0 1.3 1.7 1.1 
9 0.0 1.8 1.0 
G3 
10 0.8 0.0 2.5 
11 1.8 1.8 0.0 
Table 47. The minor setup-time table for 
mac line 10 in Virtual Cell 2 
Job 9 11 
0 1.3 1.1 
9 0.0 1.6 G3 
11 1.1 0.0 
Table 48. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 11 in Virtual Cell 2 
Job 9 10 11 
0 2.2 1.3 1.9 
9 0.0 1.1 1.2 
G3 
10 2.3 0.0 0.8 
11 0.7 2.4 0.0 
Table 49. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 12 in Virtual Cell 2 
Job 11 
0 1.9 
G3 
11 0.0 
Table 50. The minor setup-time table for 
mac line 1 in Virtual Cell 3 
Job 1 2 
0 0.6 23 
1 0.0 1.8 G1 
2 2.1 0.0 
Table 51. The minor setup-time table for 
mac [line 2 in Virtual Cell 3 
Job 1 2 
0 0.7 0.6 G1 
1 0.0 0.8 
2 1.8 0.0 
Table 52. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 3 in Virtual Cell 4 
Job 5 6 7 8 
0 1.1 2.0 2.2 1.4 
5 0.0 1.2 13 2.1 
6 2.1 0.0 2.1 1.0 G2 
7 0.8 1.2 0.0 03 
8 0.9 0.9 1.9 0.0 
Table 53. The minor setup-time table for 
machine 5 in Virtual Cell 4 
Job 5 6 7 8 
0 1.5 1.9 1.4 2.2 
5 0.0 1.7 1.9 2.2 
6 1.1 0.0 2.1 1.4 G2 
7 1.6 13 0.0 2.4 
8 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.0 
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Table 54. The minor setup-time table for 
mac [line 2 in Virtual Cell 5 
Job 5 7 
0 1.3 2.3 
5 0.0 0.7 G2 
7 0.5 0.0 
Table 55. The minor setup-time table for 
mac line 6 in Virtual Cell 5 
Job 5 7 
0 1.2 1.3 
5 0.0 1.4 G2 
7 1.2 0.0 
randomly generated by the function. For instance, the minor setup-time table for machine 4 
in Machine Cell 1 is shown as Table 30. When machine 4 progresses from Job 5 to Job 8 
(both of which belong to Group 2), the required minor setup time is 1.8 time units. 
Tables 41-55 are the required setup-time tables for virtual cellular configuration. As 
shown in Figure 52, there are five virtual cells for Production Session 1 in Example 1. Table 
41 is the major setup-time table for the five virtual cells. Tables 42-55 are the minor setup-
time tables for machines in virtual cells. The functions used to obtain the values of setup 
time in traditional cellular configuration are applied here also. 
With these setup-time tables, the next task is to calculate the incurred setup time for each 
production configuration in a production session. In this research, the nearest neighbor 
method is employed to sequence pan families/groups on a machine cell and jobs on a 
machine. The key idea of the nearest neighbor method is always to choose the lowest 
available value. Tie situations are broken by selecting one of the lowest values arbitrarily. 
Job sequences, which are different in job shop configuration, traditional cellular 
configuration, and virtual cellular configuration, are described in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. 
6.3.2 Job Sequence in Job Shop Configuration 
For the job shop configuration, the incurred setup time is the sum of all required machine 
setup times. The job sequences for machines are shown in Tables 56-67. For instance. Table 
18 represents the setup-time table for machine 3, and four jobs (Jobs 5,6, 7, and 8) need to 
visit machine 3. According to the nearest neighbor method, the job sequence on machine 3 is 
Job 7 —> Job 5 Job 6 —> Job 8; the accumulated setup time on machine 3 is then 29 time 
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Table 56. The sequence on machine 1 in Job Table 60. The sequence on machine 5 in Job 
Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
0 6 6 
1 6 10 16 
Table 57. The sequence on machine 2 in Job 
Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
5 0 7 7 
7 7 7 14 
8 14 7 21 
6 21 7 28 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
7 0 8 8 
5 8 7 15 
2 15 8 23 
Table 61. The sequence on machine 6 in Job 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
5 0 7 7 
7 7 10 17 
Table 58. The sequence on machine 3 in Job 
Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
7 0 6 6 
5 6 6 12 
6 12 7 19 
8 19 10 29 
Table 59. The sequence on machine 4 in Job 
Table 62. The sequence on machine 7 in Job 
Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
6 0 6 6 
8 6 6 12 
1 12 6 18 
3 18 6 24 
9 24 6 30 
11 30 6 36 
4 36 7 43 
Table 63. The sequence on machine 8 in Job 
Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
0 6 6 
5 6 6 12 
8 12 6 18 
4 18 6 24 
2 24 9 33 
3 33 8 41 
Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
5 0 6 6 
2 6 6 12 
1 12 7 19 
8 19 6 25 
4 25 6 31 
6 31 7 38 
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Table 64. The sequence on machine 9 in 
Job Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
0 6 6 
5 6 6 12 
I 12 7 19 
Table 66. The sequence on machine 11 
in Job Shop Configuration 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
"TT 0 6 6 
"To 6 8 14 
9 14 9 M 
Table 65. The sequence on machine 10 
Job Start Setup JSubTotal 
11 0 9 9 
Table 67. The sequence on machine 12 
Job Start Setup SubTotal 
10 0 6 6 
11 6 7 13 
9 13 9 22 
units, as shown in Table 58. The accumulated setup times on all machines are added 
together, and the incurred setup time of the production session in job shop configuration is 
thereby seen to be 308 time units. 
6.3.3 Job Sequence in Traditional and Virtual Cellular Conflgurations 
For traditional and virtual cellular configiu^tions, the nearest neighbor method is applied, 
and the procedure for computing the incurred setup time is as follows: 
Step 1: Sequence part families/groups on each machine/virtual cell. The nearest 
neighbor method is employed to sequence part families/groups according to the 
associated major setup times. 
Step 2: Sequence jobs in the same part family/group on each required machine in a 
machine/ virtual cell. The nearest neighbor method is employed to sequence jobs 
in the same part family/group according to the associated minor setup times. 
Step 3: Accumulate all major setup times and minor setup times in a machine/virtual 
cell. 
Step 4: Sum the setup times of all machine/virtual cells; the value obtained is the 
incurred setup time for the production session. 
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By using the procedure just described, the sequences on cells and machines in traditional 
cellular configuration and virtual cellular configuration are obtained, as shown in Tables 68 -
75. For example, in the traditional cellular configuration. Machine Cell 2 is used to produce 
Group 1 and Group 2, as shown in Table 28. Using the procedure described, the sequence of 
the two part groups in Machine Cell 2 is Group 1 —> Group 2, as shown in Table 69. 
The next step is to sequence the jobs in a group on required machines in a cell. For 
example, the Group 2 jobs that need to visit machine 3 in Machine Cell 2 are Jobs S, 6,7, and 
8. The minor setup-time table for these four jobs on machine 3 is presented in Table 34. 
According to the nearest neighbor method, the job sequence on machine 3 is 
Job 8 —> Job 7 Job 6 —> Job 5. After the part families/groups and jobs are arranged on 
Machine Cell 2, the major and minor setup times are accumulated, and the setup time on 
Machine Cell 2 is seen to be 53.3 time units, as shown in Table 69. 
The last step is to sum the setup times of all machine cells; the incurred setup time of 
Production Session 1 in Example 1 is thereby seen to be 198.6 (111.3 + 53.3 + 34) time units, 
under traditional cellular configuration. 
The same procedure is applied to virtual cellular configuration. The related sequences in 
virtual cells and machines are presented in Tables 71-75. Then, the incurred setup time of 
Production Session 1 in Example 1 is 201.3 (91.8 + 36 + 18.2 + 31.2 + 24.1) time units, 
under virtual cellular configuration. 
6.3.4 Comparison Results of Setup Time 
The incurred setup times are summarized in Table 76, in which the lowest setup time of a 
production session is bordered. For instance, the lowest setup time of Production Session 8 
in Example 1 under virtual cellular configuration is 183.8 time units, which is highlighted. 
The ten incurred setup times of each example are accumulated to give the subtotal setup time, 
denoted "SubTotal" in Table 76. In addition, all incurred setup times are sunmied to give the 
total setup time (denoted 'Total") at the bottom of the table. For instance, the subtotal setup 
time of Example 2 under traditional cellular configuration is 1641 time units, and the total 
setup time under job shop configuration is 12235 time units. 
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Table 68. The sequence on Machine Cell 
1 in Traditional Cellular 
Table 70. The sequence on Machine Cell 
3 in Traditional Cellular 
Conflguration Configuration 
Group Major Machine Job Minor Group Major Machine Job Minor 
3 9.2 7 9 0.6 3 23.8 10 11 1.7 
11 0.9 11 11 1.1 
2 25.3 4 5 1.0 10 0.7 
8 1.8 9 1.4 
7 8 0.5 12 9 0.8 
6 1.5 11 2.1 
8 6 1.1 10 2.3 
8 0.6 SubTotal 34.0 
5 1.6 
Table 71. The sequence on Virtual Cel 
in Virtual Cellular 
9 5 OJ 
1 48.0 1 1 0.7 
2 2.1 
4 1 1.7 
2 1.2 juiauuu 
3 1.4 Group Major Machine Job Minor 
4 0.7 2 25.2 4 5 1.1 
7 3 0.7 8 2.4 
1 0.9 7 8 1.8 
4 2.0 6 22 
8 1 1.1 8 5 0.6 
2 1.9 6 0.7 
4 1.9 8 2.4 
9 3 1.3 9 5 1.1 
1 1-1 1 38.7 4 1 OJ 
SubTotal 111.3 3 0.7 
Table 69. The sequence on Machine Cell 
2 in Traditional Cellular 
2 2.1 
4 2.3 
7 4 0.8 
1 2.1 
ConHguration 3 1.7 
Group Major Machine Job Minor 8 2 1.9 
1 8.1 2 2 2.2 4 1.7 1 0.6 2 26.3 3 8 0.5 9 1 OJ 
7 1.6 3 0.7 
6 SubTotal 91.8 
5 1.1 
5 5 
7 
8 1.4 
6 
2 5 1-7 
7 2.4 
6 5 1.1 
7 2.2 
SubTotal 53J 
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Table 72. The sequence on Virtual Cell 2 
in Virtual Cellular 
Group Major Machine Job Minor 
3 24.5 11 11 1.1 
9 1.8 
10 1.8 
7 11 1.1 
9 1.1 
12 10 13 
11 0.8 
9 0.7 
10 11 1.9 
SubTotal 36.0 
Table 73. The sequence on Virtual Cell 3 
in Virtual Cellular 
Configuration 
Group Major Machine Job Minor 
1 13.4 1 1 0.6 
2 1.8 
2 2 0.6 
1 1.8 
SubTotal 18.2 
Table 74. The sequence on Virtual Cell 4 
in Virtual Cellular 
Configuration 
Group Major Machine Job Minor 
2 19.7 3 5 l.I 
6 1.2 
8 1.0 
7 1.9 
5 7 1.4 
6 1.5 
5 1.1 
8 2.2 
SubTotal 31.2 
Table 75. The sequence on Virtual Cell 5 
in Virtual Cellular 
Group Major Machine Job Minor 
2 19.6 2 5 1.3 
7 0.7 
6 5 1.2 
7 1.4 
SubTotal 24-1 
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Table 76. The setup-time comparison table 
Job Shop Coofiguntion 
(JS) 
Traditional Cellular Configuiatica 
(MO 
Vutiial Cellular Configunuioa 
(VO 
Production Session I 308.0 2013 
Production Session 2 331.0 200J 231.6 
Production Session 3 302.0 139.2 158.9 
Production Session 4 362.0 157a 180.9 
u Production Session 5 365.0 223.9 239.2 
c. 
£ Production Session 6 205.0 142Ji 144.0 
a 
K Production Session 7 276.0 130.7 167.9 
B1 Production Session 8 302.0 192.4 183.8 
Production Session 9 441.0 231.4 308.2 
Production Session 10 448.0 321.8 3003 
SubTotal 3340.0 1937.4 2116.2 
Production Session 1 206,0 160.7 150.1 
Production Session 2 241.0 187.a 2513 
Production Session 3 162.0 IS6j6 1843 
CN Production Session 4 286.0 199.2 289.0 D 
"H. Production Session S 179.0 12«J 146.8 
B a Production Session 6 lUM 162.0 160.1 K 
tsl Production Session 7 357.0 218a 312.9 
Production Session 8 179.0 107.6 95a 
Production Session 9 215.0 1373 174.4 
Production Session 10 328.0 192.5 298.9 
SubTotal 2277.0 1641.8 2062.8 
Production Session 1 154.0 1M.8 131.2 
Prcxluction Session 2 150.0 113.2 128.4 
Production Session 3 256.0 110.4 1823 
Production Session 4 136.0 86.1 99.7 
O 
a. 
E 
Production Session S 328.0 1143 177.4 
Production Session 6 202.0 123.7 104.6 
cs 
X Production Session 7 228.0 157.6 212.9 
B] Production Session 8 246.0 i4oa 179.6 
Production Session 9 201.0 lOlJ 142.6 
Production Session 10 302.0 145.4 174.6 
SubTotal 2203.0 1201.7 1533.2 
Production Session 1 207.0 161J 2103 
Production Session 2 221.0 185.8 230.1 
Production Session 3 228.0 193.0 221.9 
Production Session 4 258.0 209.0 246.5 
CJ Production Session 5 199.0 124.0 138.7 
c. 
E Production Session 6 258.0 204.0 2793 
cs 
X Production Session 7 200.0 133.0 155.2 
Ul Production Session 8 414.0 281.8 370.6 
Production Session 9 223.0 160.4 200.5 
Production Session 10 196.0 124.9 142.2 
SubTotal 2404.0 1777.5 2195.2 
Production Session 1 179.0 136.5 142.6 
Production Session 2 250.0 173.4 209.1 
Production Session 3 197.0 163.8 178.9 
Production Session 4 189.0 134.5 162.0 
wn 
CJ Production Session S 204.0 141.0 154.7 
c. 
£ Production Session 6 245.0 1663 197.7 
C9 
K Production Session 7 206.0 161J 186.8 
Production Session 8 118.0 1093 106.9 
Production Session 9 157.0 107.7 1483 
Production Session 10 266.0 231.2 228.8 
SubTotal 2011.0 1525.2 1715.8 
TOTAL 12235.0 8«83.« 9623.2 
% 100% 66.91% 78.65% 
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Furthermore, total setup times as percentages are compared with each other. If the 
percentage in job shop configuration is 100%, then the percentages are 66.07% and 78.65% 
under traditional cellular configuration and virtual cellular configuration, respectively (Table 
76). As expected, traditional and virtual cellular configurations perform better in terms of 
setup time than job shop configuration. As described in the literature, the major or common 
setup used in a part family/group saves a great deal of setup time in the experiment. 
Virtual cellular configurations incurred higher total setup time than traditional cellular 
configurations because of the number of generated cells and the sharing concept. Given the 
same set of product mix, virtual cells are extracted from the job routings naturally; however, 
machine cells are formed by specifying the desired number of machine cells. On average, 
virtual cells are smaller than traditional machine cells, and the number of virtual cells is 
larger than the number of traditional machine cells. Therefore, in general, a part 
family/group of jobs will visit more virtual cells than traditional machine cells. With each 
visit of a part family/group, a cell will incur a major setup. Because many more major setups 
are incurred under virtual cellular configuration than under traditional cellular configuration, 
the setup time required is higher for the virtual cellular configuration. 
The sharing concept is another reason for the higher total setup time for virtual cellular 
configuration. For example, suppose in traditional cellular configuration, machine A serves 
only machine cell 3. Parts that need machine A in the same part family would visit cell 3; 
hence, the number of major setups would be incurred only once. However, in virtual cellular 
configuration, machine A could be shared by multiple cells (for example, cells 3 and S). 
Parts that need machine A in the same part family might visit either cell 3 or cell 5 to have 
their needs satisfied. Hence, the number of major setups would be doubled (one major setup 
for cell 3 and one for cell 5). Since the number of major setups is greater for virtual cellular 
configuration than for traditional cellular configuration, virtual cellular configuration requires 
higher total setup time. 
Based on the information in Table 76, the following observations can be made: 
(1) Traditional cellular configuration has the lowest setup time. By grouping jobs into 
part families/groups, the incurred setup time is reduced significantly. 
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(2) Virtual cellular configuration can also enjoy reduced setup time by grouping jobs into 
part families/groups. Although the incurred setup time is higher under virtual cellular 
configuration than under traditional cellular configuration, virtual cellular 
configuration has a unique advantage: Unlike traditional machine cells, virtual cells 
are formed naturally and no artificial parameter needs to be specified. 
(3) The product mix in a production session might need or fit a particular production 
configuration. If the incurred setup time is used to determine which production 
configuration a shop should use, then a shop might choose job shop configuration 
(124 time units), traditional cellular configuration (218.1 time units), and virtual 
cellular configuration (95.1 time units) for Production Session 6,7, and 8, 
respectively, in Example 2. That is, a shop could adapt its production configuration 
to a particular production session. 
(4) According to (3), the idea of virtual production system has emerged and is proposed 
as a means to switch the production configuration of a shop from one production 
session to another in order to enjoy the lowest possible setup time. 
6.4 Comparison of Material Handling Distance 
The second measure used in the study is the total material handling distance. Machines 
are assumed to be unmovable, and AGVs perform the material handling task in a shop. The 
associated AGV guidepath network and incurred material handling distance are the major 
concerns in the comparison. 
As described in Section 1.2.2 and shown in Figure 6, traditional flow network and virtual 
flow network are the two network considerations in the networking module of virtual 
production system. A traditional flow network is a fixed AGV guidepath network that once 
given cannot be changed. The associated traditional flow networks for the five examples are 
shown in Figures 47-51. 
In contrast, a virtual flow network is a virtual AGV guidepath network that can be 
redesigned as the product mix changes. The AGV guidepath network design procedure in 
Chapter 4 is employed, and then the associated AGV guidepath network changes as the 
product mix changes. 
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Computing the material handling distance requires two files, a distance matrix file and a 
flow volume file. The first file describes the distance relationship between nodes in a layout, 
as shown in Table 8. One could easily convert a layout into such a distance matrix file. The 
other file represents the flow volumes between machines, as shown in Table 9. A flow 
volume file could be transferred from the product mix (in Appendix D) of a production 
session in examples. The associated distance matrix files and flow volume files are available 
upon request from the author. By using the two files, the incurred material handling distance 
of a production session can be computed. For instance, the incurred material handling 
distances for Production Session 1 in Example 2 are 647,590 and 413,370 distance units in 
traditional flow network and virtual flow network, respectively, as shown in Table 77. Note 
that the traditional flow network and the virtual flow network in Production Session 1 of 
Example 1 is designed by using the proposed procedure (see Chapter 4); thus the material 
handling distances are the same (78,150 distance units). 
The material handling distances of all production sessions are added together to obtain 
the total material handling distance, denoted as 'Total" in Table 77. The total material 
handling distances are 26,788,322 and 18,571,369 distance units in traditional flow network 
and virtual flow network, respectively. In addition, if the percentage of traditional flow 
network is assumed to be 100%, then the percentage is 69.32% for virtual flow network, as 
shown in the bottom of Table 77. Obviously, virtual flow network outperforms traditional 
flow network in almost all production sessions. The information in Table 77 suggests that 
the associated AGV guidepath network should be updated as the product mix changes, in 
order to minimize the material handling distance. 
6.5 Comparison of Weighted Performance Value 
The third measure employed in the study is the weighted performance value. The 
weighted performance value is calculated by combining the setup time and the material 
handling distance. To obtain such a performance value, the units employed in the two 
measurements must be unified. In this study, the factor DT (Distance to Time) is 
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Table 77. The comparison table of material handling distance. 
TradiDonal Flow Network Virtual Flow Network 
Production Sessioa I 78150 78150 
Productioa Session 2 87300 84000 
Production Session 3 100800 84800 
Production Session 4 18S300 175400 
o Production Session S 169750 160100 
B. B Production Session 6 103800 90000 
C8 
»C Production Session 7 91050 79950 al lYoduction Session 8 151300 126500 
Prodoctiaa Session 9 394550 348750 
Production Session 10 332500 300950 
SubTotal 1694500 1528600 
Production Session I C47590 413370 
Prodoctioo Session 2 621410 491070 
I^ oduction Session 3 368840 368460 
*> 
Production Session 4 1162060 864420 
Roduction Session S 261110 252410 
a. 
e Production Session 6 112090 96210 
ea 
K Productioa Session 7 843480 591100 
B1 Productioa Session 8 513680 395720 
Productioa Session 9 649420 535340 
Productioa Session 10 1270120 967060 
SubTotal 6449800 4975160 
Productiaa Session I 158578 149497 
Productioa Session 2 77314 74227 
Production Sessioa 3 198967 186052 
Cl 
o 
Production Sessioa 4 53860 49720 
Production Session S 215324 212757 
o. 
E Productioa Session 6 141038 117150 (S Productioa Session 7 326316 307284 
B] Production Session 8 194915 189012 
Production Session 9 129889 98018 
Production Session 10 276698 267478 
SubTotal 1772899 1651195 
Productioa Sessioa I 200725 120803 
Production Session 2 193285 113269 
Production Session 3 186317 114433 
Production Session 4 251830 187538 
o Production Session S 222394 137746 
s. 
E Productioa Sessioo 6 223415 166101 
es 
X Production Sessioa 7 111028 88308 
B] 
Production Sessioa 8 273350 202370 
Productioa Sessioa 9 135666 123906 
Productioa Sessioa 10 122863 78190 
SubTotal 1920873 1332664 
Productioa Session I 880050 743800 
Production Session 2 1732200 919250 
Productioa Sessioa 3 1519700 917950 
o 
Production Sessioa 4 1372250 720300 
Productioa Sessioa S 1447550 894500 
o. 
E Productioa Session 6 2192800 1307000 
ea 
K Productioa Sessioa 7 1808450 1265050 
Productioa Sessioa 8 1121300 601350 
Productioa Session 9 1157850 436350 
Production Session 10 1718100 1278200 
SubTotal 14950250 9083750 
TOTAL 2<788322 18571369 
% 100% 69J2« 
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developed to convert "distance unit" into "time unit". Note that the value of DT might differ 
between shops or companies. The weighted performance value of a production system could 
be computed by using the following function: 
Weighted Performance Value = Setup Time + Material Handling Distance * DT 
The lower a weighted performance value, the better a shop's performance. To calculate a 
performance value, the values of setup time (Table 76) and material handling distance (Table 
77) are extracted and computed for each production session. With DT = 0.1, the performance 
values of a production session under different production systems are shown in Tables 78. 
For instance, in Production Session 3 of Example 1, the following performance values of the 
various production systems are computed: 
Job shop (JS/FN): 302.0 + 0.1 * 100800 = 10382.0 
Traditional Cellular Manufacturing (MC/FN): 139.2+0.1 100800 = 10219.2 
Virtual Production System Type I (VC/E'N): 158.9 + 0.1 * 100800 = 10238.9 
Virtual Production System Type II (JS/VN): 302.0 + 0.1 * 84800 = 8782.0 
Virtual Production System Type HI (MC/VN): 139.2 + 0.1 * 84800 = 8619.2 
Virtual Production System Type IV (VC/VN): 158.9 + 0.1 • 84800 = 8638.9 
The obtained weighted performance values are shown in Table 78. Note here, total setup 
time, total material handling distance, and weighted performance value, arc represented as 
Setup, MH. Dist., and Weighted, respectively, in Table 78. In addition, the best performance 
among production systems in a production session is highlighted in the table. 
As shown in Table 78, virtual production system Types n (JSA^, HI (MCA^, and IV 
(VC/VN) outperform job shop (JS/FN), traditional cellular manufacturing (MC/FN), and 
virtual production system Type I (VCTFN) in almost all production sessions. For instance, in 
Table 77, the weighted performance values of Example 1 (in the row of subtotal) arc 
172790.0, 171387.4,171566.2,156200.0,154797.4, and 154975.2 time units for JS/FN, 
MC/FN, VC/FN, JS/VN, MCWN, and VC/VN, rcspectively. Virtual flow networks 
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Table 78. The comparison of production system types with umnovable machines 
JS/FN MCVFN VOFN 
MH.Dist. Weighted Setup MH.Dist. Weifdited Setup MH. Dist. Weighted 
Prod. Session 1 308.0 78150.0 8123.0 198.6 78150.0 8013.6 2013 78150.0 80163 
Prod. Session 2 331.0 87300.0 9061.0 200J 87300.0 8930J 231.6 87300.0 8961.6 
Prod. Session 3 302.0 100800.0 10382.0 139.2 100800.0 10219.2 158  ^ 100800.0 10238.9 
Prod. Session 4 362.0 185300.0 18892.0 157.1 185300.0 18687.1 180.9 185300.0 18710.9 
o Prod. Session 5 365.0 169750.0 17340.0 223.9 169750.0 17198.9 239.2 169750.0 17214.2 
a. 
E Prod. Session 6 205.0 103800.0 10585.0 142.0 103800.0 10522.0 144.0 103800.0 10524.0 
C3 K Prod. Session 7 276.0 91050.0 9381.0 130.7 91050.0 9235.7 167.9 91050.0 9272.9 
Prod. Session 8 302.0 151300.0 1543X0 192.4 151300.0 15322.4 183.8 151300.0 15313.8 
Prod. Session 9 441.0 394550.0 39896.0 231.4 394550.0 39686.4 308.2 394550.0 39763.2 
Prod. Session 10 448.0 332500.0 33698.0 321.8 332500.0 33571.8 300.5 332500.0 335503 
SubTotal 3340.0 1694500.0 172790J 1937.4 1694500.0 171387.4 21163 1694500.0 17156(3 
Prod. Session I 206.0 647590.0 64965.0 16a7 647590.0 64919.7 150.1 647590.0 64909.1 
Prod. Session 2 241.0 621410.0 62382.0 187.0 621410.0 62328.0 2513 621410.0 623923 
Prod. Session 3 162.0 368840.0 37046.0 156.6 368840.0 37040.6 1843 368840.0 370683 
«N 
U 
Prod. Session 4 286.0 1162060.0 116492.0 199.2 1162060.0 116405.2 289.0 1162060.0 116495.0 
Prod. Session 5 179.0 261110.0 26290.0 120J 261110.0 26231J 146.8 261110.0 26257.8 
c. 
E Prod. Session 6 124.0 112090.0 11333.0 162.0 112090.0 11371.0 I60.I 112090.0 11369.1 
cz 
X Prod. Session 7 357.0 843480.0 84705.0 218.1 843480.0 84566.1 312-9 843480.0 84660.9 
U Prod. Session 8 179.0 513680.0 51547.0 107.6 513680.0 51475.6 95.1 513680.0 51463.1 
Prod. Session 9 215.0 649420.0 65157.0 137.9 649420.0 65079.9 174.4 649420.0 65116.4 
Prod. Session 10 328.0 1270120.0 127340.0 192.5 1270120.0 127204.5 298.9 1270120.0 127310.9 
SubTotal 2277.0 6449800.0 647257.0 1641.9 6449800.0 646621J 2062.9 6449800.0 647042J 
Prod. Session 1 154.0 158578.0 16011.8 108.8 158578.0 15966.6 131J» 158578.0 15989.0 
Prod. Session 2 150.0 77314.0 7881.4 113.2 77314.0 7844.6 128.4 77314.0 7859.8 
Prod. Session 3 256.0 198967.0 20152.7 110.4 198967.0 20007.1 1823 198967.0 20079.0 
«n 
o 
Prod. Session 4 136.0 53860.0 5522.0 86.1 53860.0 5472.1 99.7 53860.0 5485.7 
Prod. Session 5 328.0 215324.0 21860.4 114.5 215324.0 21646.9 177.4 215324.0 21709.8 
c. 
B Prod. Session 6 202.0 141038.0 14305.8 123.7 141038.0 14227.5 104.6 141038.0 14208.4 
cs K Prod. Session 7 228.0 326316.0 32859.6 157.6 326316.0 32789.2 212,9 326316.0 328443 
B] 
Prod. Session 8 246.0 194915.0 19737.5 140.1 194915.0 19631.6 179.6 194915.0 19671.1 
Prod. Session 9 201.0 129889.0 13189.9 101.9 129889.0 13090.8 142.6 129889.0 131313 
Prod. Session 10 302.0 276698.0 27971.8 145.4 276698.0 27815.2 174.6 276698.0 27844.4 
SubTotal 2203.0 1772899.0 179492^  1201.7 1772899.0 178491.6 15333 1772899.0 178823.2 
Prod. Session 1 207.0 200725.0 20279.5 161.8 20C725.0 202343 2103 200725.0 2028X8 
Prod. Session 2 221.0 193285.0 19549.5 185.8 193285.0 19514.3 230.1 193285.0 19558.6 
Prod. Session 3 228.0 186317.0 18859.7 193.0 186317.0 18824.7 221.9 186317.0 18853.6 
Prod. Session 4 258.0 251830.0 25441.0 209.0 251830.0 2539X0 2463 251830.0 254293 
u Prod. Session 5 199.0 222394.0 22438.4 124.0 222394.0 22363.4 138.7 222394.0 22378.1 
c. 
E Prod. Session 6 258.0 223415.0 22599.5 204.0 223415.0 22545.5 2793 223415.0 22620.8 (S >c Prod. Session 7 200.0 111028.0 11302.8 133.0 111028.0 11235.8 155.2 111028.0 11258.0 01 Prod. Session 8 414.0 273350.0 27749.0 281.8 273350.0 27616.8 370.6 273350.0 27705.6 
Prod. Session 9 223.0 135666.0 13789.6 160.4 135666.0 13727.0 2003 135666.0 13767.1 
Prod. Session 10 196.0 122863.0 12482J 124.9 122863.0 12411.2 142.2 122863.0 124283 
SubTotal 2404.0 1920873.0 194491J 1777.7 1920873.0 193865JI 21953 1920873.0 194282.6 
Prod. Session 1 179.0 880050.0 88184.0 136.5 880050.0 88141.5 142.6 880050.0 88147.6 
Prod. Session 2 250.0 1732200.0 173470.0 173.4 1732200.0 173393.4 209.1 1732200.0 173429.1 
Prod. Session 3 197.0 1519700.0 152167.0 163.8 1519700.0 152133.8 178.9 1519700.0 152148.9 
"Ti 
U 
Prod. Session 4 189.0 1372250.0 137414.0 134J 1372250.0 137359.5 162.0 1372250.0 137387.0 
Prod. Session 5 204.0 1447550.0 144959.0 141.0 1447550.0 144896.0 154.7 1447550.0 144909.7 
a, 
B Prod. Session 6 245.0 2192800.0 219525.0 166.5 2192800.0 2194463 197.7 2192800.0 219477.7 ts 
K Prod. Session 7 206.0 1808450.0 181051.0 1613 1808450.0 1810063 186.8 1808450.0 181031.8 
ct] Prod. Session 8 118.0 1121300.0 112248.0 109J 1121300.0 1122393 106.9 1121300.0 112236.9 
Prod. Session 9 157.0 1157850.0 115942.0 107.7 1157850.0 115892.7 1483 1157850.0 1159333 
PrtxL Session 10 266.0 1718100.0 172076.0 231.2 1718100.0 172041.2 228.8 1718100.0 172038.8 
SubTotal 2011.0 14950250.0 1497036.0 1525.2 14950250.0 1496550.2 1715.8 14950250.0 149<740il 
Total 2691067a 2686916.1 2688455.8 
% 100% 99.8% 99.9% 
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Table 78. (continued) 
1 J»VN 1 MC7VN 1 VC/VN 1 
Setup MH. Dist. Weighted Setup MH. DisL Wetgiiled Setup MH. Dist. 
Prod. Sessioa 1 308.0 78150 8123.0 198.6 78150 8013.6 2013 78150 80163 
Prod. Sessioa 2 331.0 84000 8731.0 2003 84000 86003 231.6 84000 8631.6 
Prod. Sessioa 3 302.0 84800 8782.0 139.2 84800 8619.2 158.9 84800 8638.9 
Prod. Sessioa 4 36Z0 175400 17902.0 157.1 175400 17697.1 180.9 175400 17720.9 
u Prod. Sessioo S 365.0 160100 16375.0 223.9 160100 16233.9 239X 160100 16249X 
o. 
E Prod. Sessioa 6 205.0 90000 9205.0 142.0 90000 9142.0 144.0 90000 9144.0 
CQ 
K Prod. Sessioa 7 276.0 79950 8271.0 130.7 79950 8125.7 167.9 79950 816X9 
t2j 
Prod. Sessioo 8 302.0 126500 12952.0 192.4 126500 1284Z4 183.8 126500 12833.8 
Prod. Sessioo 9 441.0 348750 35316.0 231.4 348750 35106.4 308.2 348750 35183.2 
Prod. Sessioo 10 448.0 300950 30543.0 321.8 300950 30416.8 3005 300950 303955 
SubTotal 3340.0 1528600 1937.4 1528600 1547974 21163 1528600 
Prod. Sessioa 1 206.0 413370 41543.0 160.7 413370 41497.7 150.1 413370 41487.1 
Prod. Sessioo 2 241.0 491070 49348.0 187.0 491070 49294.0 2513 491070 493583 
Prod. Sessioo 3 162.0 368460 37008.0 156.6 368460 37002.6 1843 368460 370303 
CS 
1> 
Prod. Sessioo 4 286.0 864420 86728.0 199.2 864420 86641.2 289.0 864420 86731.0 
Prod. Sessioa 5 179.0 252410 25420.0 1203 252410 253613 146.8 252410 25387.8 
o. 
E Prod. Sessioa 6 124.0 96210 9745.0 162.0 96210 9783.0 160.1 96210 9781.1 
a 
K Prod. Sessioa 7 357.0 591100 59467.0 218.1 591100 59328.1 31X9 591100 5942X9 
Prod. Sessioa 8 179.0 395720 39751.0 107.6 395720 39679.6 95.1 395720 39667.1 
Prod. Sessioa 9 215.0 535340 53749.0 137.9 535340 53671.9 174.4 535340 53708.4 
Prod. Sessioo 10 328.0 967060 97034.0 1925 967060 968985 298.9 967060 97004.9 
SubTotal 2277.0 4975160 1641.9 4975160 4991574 206X9 4975160 
Prod. Sessioo I 1S4.0 149497 I5I03.7 108.8 149497 150585 131.2 149497 15080.9 
Prod. Sessioa 2 150.0 74227 7572.7 113.2 74227 7535.9 128.4 74227 7551.1 
Prod. Sessioa 3 256.0 186052 18861.2 110.4 186052 18715.6 1823 186052 187875 
Prod. Sessioa 4 136.0 49720 5108.0 86.1 49720 5058.1 99.7 49720 5071.7 
U Prod. Sessioo 5 328.0 212757 21603.7 1145 212757 21390.2 177.4 212757 21453.1 
&. 
E Prod. Sessioo 6 202.0 117150 11917.0 123.7 117150 11838.7 104.6 117150 11819.6 
C9 
K Prod. Sessioo 7 228.0 307284 30956.4 157.6 307284 30886.0 21X9 307284 309413 
Prod. Sessioo 8 246.0 189012 19147.2 140.1 189012 190413 179.6 189012 19080.8 
Prod. Sessioo 9 201.0 98018 10002.8 101.9 98018 9903.7 14X6 98018 9944.4 
Prod. Sessioo 10 30Z0 267478 27049.8 145.4 267478 26893.2 174.6 267478 2692X4 
SubTotal 2203.0 1651195 1C7322.S 1201.7 1651195 15333 1651195 
Prod. Sessioa 1 207.0 120803 122873 161.8 120803 12242.1 2103 120803 12290.6 
Prod. Sessioo 2 221.0 113269 11547.9 185.8 113269 11512.7 230.1 113269 11557.0 
Prod. Sessioa 3 228.0 114433 116713 193.0 114433 116363 221.9 114433 11665.2 
Prod. Sessioa 4 258.0 187538 19011.8 209.0 187538 1896X8 2465 187538 190003 
U Prod. Sessioo 5 199.0 137746 13973.6 124.0 137746 13898.6 138.7 137746 139133 
a. 
E Prod. Sessioo 6 258.0 166101 16868.1 204.0 166101 16814.1 2793 166101 16889.4 CQ K Prod. Sessioo 7 200.0 88308 9030.8 133.0 88308 8963.8 155.2 88308 8986.0 
Prod. Sessioo 8 414.0 202370 20651.0 281.8 202370 20518.8 370.6 202370 20607.6 
Prod. Sessioo 9 223.0 123906 12613.6 160.4 123906 12551.0 2005 123906 12591.1 
Pnxl. Sessioo 10 196.0 78190 8015.0 124.9 78190 7943.9 14X2 78190 7961X 
SubTotal 2404.0 1332664 1356704 1777.7 1332664 135044J 21953 1332664 135461.7 
Prod. Sessioa 1 179.0 743800 74559.0 1365 743800 745165 14X6 743800 7452X6 
Prod. Sessioo 2 250.0 919250 92175.0 173.4 919250 92098.4 209.1 919250 92134.1 
Prod. Sessioa 3 197.0 917950 9199i0 163.8 917950 91958.8 178.9 917950 91973.9 
Prod. Sessioo 4 189.0 720300 72219.0 1345 720300 721645 16X0 720300 7219X0 
U Prod. Sessioa S 204.0 894500 89654.0 141.0 894500 89591.0 154.7 894500 89604.7 
Q. 
E Prod. Sessioo 6 245.0 1307000 130945.0 1665 1307000 1308665 197.7 1307000 130897.7 
es K Prod. Sessioo 7 206.0 1265050 I267I1.0 1613 1265050 1266663 186.8 1265050 126691.8 U Prod. Sessioa 8 118.0 601350 60253.0 1093 601350 602443 106.9 601350 60241.9 
Prod. Sessioa 9 157.0 436350 4379Z0 107.7 436350 4374X7 1483 436350 437833 
Prod. Sessioa 10 266.0 1278200 231.2 1278200 128051.2 228.8 1278200 
SubTotal 2011.0 9083750 1525.2 9083750 1715.8 9083750 
Total 1869371.9 186S220.8 18667605 
% 695% 693% 69.4% 
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constitute the main reason that virtual production system Types II (JSATN), HI (MCWN), 
and rv (VCyVN) perform better than the other three production systems. Through 
redesigning of the associated AGV guidepath network, the material handling distances are 
reduced significantly. 
As shown at the bottom of Table 78, all performance values of a production system are 
added together to obtain the total perfonnance value denoted 'Total". If the performance 
value of job shop is counted as 100%, then the percentages are 99.8%, 99.9%, 69.5%, 69.3%, 
and 69.4% for MC/FN, VCTFN, JSA^, MC/VN, and VC7VN, respectively. Clearly, the 
production system types with virtual flow network outperform those with traditional flow 
network. 
In addition, according to the results of this study, the value of material handling distance 
greatly exceeds the value of setup time in a production session. As shown in Table 78, the 
material handling distance dominates the setup time in the weighted performance value, even 
with DT = 0.1. This suggests that the total material handling distance/time should get more 
attention than the total setup time in the real world. 
Furthermore, because a shop is allowed to select the best production system in a 
production session, the selected production systems for all production sessions in the 
experiment are summarized in Table 79. For instance, in Example 1, a shop selects virtual 
production system Type HI (MCA^ for Production Session 7 and switches to virtual 
production system Type IV (VC7VN) for Production Session 8. The total weighted 
performance value of these best production systems is 1865100.3 time units, as shown in 
Table 79. 
Moreover, because the factor DT would influence the performance value of a production 
system, different values of DT are also examined in the proposal. The range of DT is 
changed from 0.1 to 0.2 by 0.01 increments, and the results are shown in Figures 53-57. 
Note that, because the performance values are close to each other, the lines that represent 
virtual production system Type n (JSA^, HI (MC7VN), and IV (VC7VN) overlap in the 
figures. Similarly, the lines that represent job shop (JS/FN), traditional cellular 
manufacturing (MC/FN), and virtual production system Type I (VC/FN) overlap in the 
figures. 
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Table 79. The selected virtual production system types for production sessions 
Example Production Session Production System WeiEhted 
Production Session I Virtual Production System Tyne HI 8013.6 
Prodttcu'on Session 2 Virtual ftoducti'on System Tyne HI 86003 
Production Session 3 Virtual Production System Tyne UI 8619.2 
— Production Session 4 Virtual ftoduction System Type DI 17697.1 
a. Production Session 5 Virtual {teduction System Type DI 16233.9 
E cs Production Session 6 Virtual Production System Tyne m 9142.0 
a] Production Session 7 Virtual Production System Tvne III 8125.7 
Production Session S Virtual Production System Tvne IV 12830.9 
Production Session 9 Virtual Production System Type HI 3S106.4 
Production Session 10 Virtual Roducn'on System Tyne IV 3039Z8 
Production Session 1 Virtual Production System Tyne IV 41487.1 
Production Session 2 Virtual lYoduction System Type III 49294.0 
Production Session 3 Virtual Production System Tyne IE 37002.6 
fN Production Session 4 Virtual ftoduction System Tyne Ul 86641.2 
1" 
a 
Production Session S Virtual Production System Tyne III 253613 
Production Session 6 Virtual Production System Tyne II 9745.0 
01 Production Session 7 Virtual Production System Tvne HI 59328.1 
ftoducti'on Session 8 Virtual nxxfuction System Tyne IV 39667.1 
Production Session 9 Virtual Production System Tyne III 53671.9 
Production Session 10 Virtual Production System Tvuc III 96898.5 
Production Session I Virtual (Production System Tyne in 15058.5 
Production Session 2 Virtual Production System Tvne ni 7535.9 
Production Session 3 Virtual ftoduction System Tyne III 18715.6 
en Production Session 4 Virtual lYoduction System Type DI 5058.1 
"H. Production Session S Virtual Production System Type in 21390.2 
B 
ea Production Session 6 Virtual lYoduca'an System Type TV 11819.6 
01 Production Session 7 Virtual Production System Type III 30886.0 
ftoduction Session 8 Virtual ftoduction System Type III 19041J 
Production Session 9 Virtual Production System Type III 9903.7 
Production Session 10 Virtual (Voduction System Type III 26893.2 
Production Session 1 Virtual Production System Type 10 I2242.I 
Production Session 2 Virtual Production System Type III 11512.7 
Production Session 3 Virtual Production System Tytie in 116363 
Production Session 4 Virtual lYoductioa System Type UI 189628 
3. Production Session S Virtual Production System Type DI 13898.6 
E 
a Production Session 6 Virtual Production System Tytie DI 16814.1 
01 Production Session 7 Virtual Production System Tytie 01 8963.8 
Production Session 8 Virtual Production System Tytie 01 20518.8 
Producti'on Session 9 Virtual Production System Type III 12551.0 
Production Session 10 Virtual Production System Type 01 7943.9 
Production Session 1 Virtual Production System Type 01 74516.5 
noduction Session 2 Virtual ftoduction System Type III 92098.4 
Production Session 3 Virtual Production System Tytie 01 91958.8 
Production Session 4 Virtual Producti'on System Type III 72164.5 
"E. Production Session 5 Virtual Production System Type 10 89591.0 
E 
CO Producti'on Session 6 Virtual Producti'on System Type 01 1308663 
tl2 Production Session 7 Virtual ftoduction System Type 01 1266663 
Production Session 8 Virtual Production System Type IV 60241.9 
Production Session 9 Virtual Production System Type 10 43742.7 
Production Session 10 Virtual Rixiuction System Type IV 128048.8 
Total 18651O0J 
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The following conclusions are based on the information obtained in this section: 
(1) The production systems with virtual flow network outperform those with traditional flow 
network. In this research, virtual production system Types n (JSATN), m (MCWN), and 
IV (VC/VbT) performed better than other production system types under the same 
experimental conditions. Based on the results obtained, the virtual flow network 
significantly improves a shop's performance. 
(2) The weighted performance value of a production system is dominated by the total 
material handling distance. As shown in this section, the total material handling 
distance/time has a greater impact than the total setup time on a shop's efficiency. 
(3) By employing the processing system configuration module and the networking module in 
virtual production system, a shop is able to select the best production system type in a 
production session and thus improve its performance further. 
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CHAPTER 7. THE IMPACT OF MOVABLE MACHINES ON A SHOP 
In this chapter, the constraint of unmovable machines is relaxed; machines are no longer 
fixed in position, and a shop could be physically reorganized to respond to dynamically 
changing product mix environments. Machines with heavy flow volume between them can 
be located as close together as possible, so as to decrease total material handling distance. 
The impact of movable machines on a shop will be explored. 
7.1 Introduction 
One Virtual Production System characteristic described in Chapter 6 is the assumption of 
unmovable machines. A material handling device within a related flow network performs the 
material flow linkage between machines. Because machines are locked in position, one 
possible way to reduce total material handling distance is the use of a virtual flow network, 
which is redesigned whenever the product mix changes, so as to reduce the total material 
handling distance, as discussed in Chapter 6. 
The alternative is to relax the constraint of unmovable machines; that is, to reorganize a 
shop physically whenever the product mix changes. With a given flow network, a shop is 
geographically divided into sites and to which machines are assigned on a temporary basis. 
The locations of machines can be reassigned as the product mix changes, so as to achieve 
reduction of total material handling distance. 
In practice, machines in some industries, such as electronics and/or some make-to-order 
manufacturers, are easier to move than those in heavy industries. For the sake of efficiency, 
it is not unusual to reorganize a shop physically in order to respond to changes in product 
mix for these types of industry. When a shop is reconfigured, machines with heavy flow 
volume between them can be located as close together as possible, so as to increase the 
efficiency of total material handling distance. In this chapter, the impact of movable 
machines on a shop is investigated. 
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7.2 Assumptions 
Before further examination of a shop with movable machines, several assumptions need 
to be stated. First, except that the constraint of unmovable machines is relaxed, the layouts 
and product mixes are the same as for the examples of Chapter 6. The major comparison 
between a shop with and without movable machines is focused on two material-handling-
related measures: total material handling distance and weighted performance value. 
Second, although the machines are movable, material handling is still performed by 
material handling equipment (such as AGVs or conveyers) within a flow network. The flow 
network and related loading/unloading points, once given, are fixed. 
Third, a shop is geographically divided into smaller sites by its given flow network and 
machines are assigned to these sites on a temporary basis. When the product mix changes, 
the locations of machines may also change in order to minimize material handling distance. 
Fourth, a shop is operated as a job shop or a cellular manufacturing shop. On the basis of 
these two configurations, the shop is reorganized and examined with changes in product mix. 
The consideration of cellular configuration is discussed next. 
13 The Cellular Configuration Shop 
In this study, two of cell formation procedures for machine grouping are compared. One 
is Ko's cell formation method of Chapter 3. As explained in Chapter 3, Ko's method could 
form machine cells very quickly without specifying any artificial parameters. The 
characteristics of machine cells created by Ko's method are that a machine could be shared 
by more than one cell and a cell could serve multiple part families. By use of the product 
mix data in Appendix D, the machine cells obtained with Ko's method are presented in 
Appendix F. 
The other cell formation method is modified from Boctor's model [44]. As shown in 
Figure 58, the objective of the modified model is to minimize the number of exceptional 
parts (those parts that must visit more than one machine cell to be completed). Constraint (1) 
indicates that a machine could be assigned to more than one machine cell. Constraint (2) 
implies that a job must be assigned to only one cell, although a job might need to visit 
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Where, 
I = machine index; 
j  = part index; 
k  = cell index; 
M = number of machines; 
P = total number of parts; 
C = number of manufacturing cells; 
m/ = maximum number of machines allowed in a cell; 
m2 = minimum number of machines allowed in a cell; 
aij = volume of part j  required to be processed on machine i; 
Xik = binary variable indicating whether or not machine i  is assigned to cell k ,  
yjk — binary variable indicating whether or not part j  is assigned to cell k .  
Figure 58. The modified version of Doctor's model 
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multiple cells to have its needs satisfied. Constraint (3) restricts the number of machines that 
a cell could contain, while Constraint (4) speciHes the smallest number of machines in a cell. 
Constraints (5) and (6) guarantee the required integrality and non-negative properties. 
To activate the model, the parameters C, m/, and ma must be specified by the user. 
Instead of arbitrarily assigning the three parameters any value, the information of machine 
cells obtained by using Ko's method for each production session can be used. For example, 
consider Table 80, which shows five machine cells created by using Ko's method for 
Production Session 1 of Example 1. Machine ceils 1 and 2 contain the largest number of 
machines, (4 machines each), while machine cells 3,4, and 5 contain the smallest number of 
machines, (2 machines each). Therefore, for Production Session 1 in Example 1, C, m/ and 
nil would be specified in the modified Boctor's model as 5,4, and 2, respectively. Based on 
the information in Appendix F, the values of the three parameters vary for every production 
session. With the same data on product mixes as given in Appendix D, the machine cells 
generated by using the modified model are presented in Appendix G. 
Table 80. Two Cellular Configurations for Production Session 1 of Example 1 
Ko's Method Modified Boctor's Model 
Machines Cell Volume Machines Cell Volume 
Machine Cell 1 4,7, 8, 9 715 4, 7, 8, 9 855 
Machine Cell 2 11,7,12,10 190 2,3, 5,6 435 
Machine Cell 3 1,2 220 10,11,12 190 
Machine Cell 4 3,5 315 1,10 220 
Machine Cell 5 2,6 160 10,11,12 0* 
*: 0 indicates this is a dummy cell 
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The results obtained by using the modified Doctor's model for Production Session 1 in 
Example 1 are also presented in Table 80. Even though the information obtained by Ko's 
method is the same as in the modified Doctor's model, the two sets of machine cells are 
distinguishable. Only machine cell 1, containing machines 4,7,8, and 9, is produced by both 
cell formation methods. The two sets of cells are different from each other in their machine 
configurations. 
As mentioned before, the constraint that a machine be assigned to only one cell is relaxed 
in the modified Boctor's model. However, on the basis of the cell configurations obtained in 
Appendix G, few machine cells take advantage of the relaxation. For example, of the twelve 
machines, only machine 10 is assigned to multiple cells (machine cells 3 and 4) in the 
modified Boctor's model for Production Session 1 in Example 1, as shown in Table 80. 
Moreover, although C is specified as S in the modified Boctor's model for Production 
Session I of Example 1, only four machine cells arc valid. As shown in Table 80, machine 
ceils 3 and 5 have the same combination (machines 10,11, and 12). Because there is no 
reason to have machine cells 3 and 5 at the same time, machine cell 5 is redundant and 
invalid. 
Also shown in Table 80 is the cell volume for each machine cell. The cell volume is a 
measure of the total flow volume through the cell. For example, the cell volume for machine 
cell 3 created by using Ko's method is 220 units. Note here, because the two cell 
configurations are different, the total cell volumes might not be the same. In Table 80, the 
sums of cell volumes for Ko's method and the modified model are 16(X) 
(715+190+220+315+160=1600) and 1700 (855+435+190+220=1700) units, respectively. 
The measure of cell volume plays an important role for machine assignment, as will be 
described next. 
7.4 Machine Assignment to Sites on The Shop Floor 
It is assumed in this study that a shop floor is partitioned into slots on which the machines 
are located. Because machines can be rearranged, the task is how to assign the machines to 
the slots so that the total material handling distance is minimized. For a job shop type 
organization, the machine assignment problem is very straightforward. With a fixed flow 
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network and flow volume between machines, the Quadratic Assigrmient Problem (QAP) 
technique is used to assign machines into sites. 
As shown in Figure 59, the objective of the QAP model is to minimize the distance flow 
volume among machines. Constraint (1) indicates that a slot could only be occupied by one 
machine. Constraint (2) specifies that a machine could only be assigned to one slot. 
Constraint (3) guarantees the required integrality and non-negative properties. 
N-I N N-l N 
MIN Z= £ X Z t, 
,-=/ j=i+i k=i [=k+i 
Subject to: 
^ X i k = l  k  =  l ~ N  ( 1 )  
i=l 
Y x y , = I  1  =  1 "  N  ( 2 )  
k=l 
^i,k (3) 
Where, 
i = machine index; 
j = machine index; 
k — slot index; 
I = slot index; 
N - number of machines (slots); 
Xik = binary variable indicating whether or not machine i is assigned to slot kr, 
xji = binary variable indicating whether or not machine j is assigned to slot /; 
dki = the distance between slot k and slot /; 
v,y = the flow volume between machine i and machine y; 
Figure 59. The QAP technique 
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On the other hand, machine assignment is less straightforward when a shop is organized 
as a cellular type system, in which machines are grouped into machine cells (the cell 
formation is as described in Section 7.3). Instead of machines being assigned one at a time, 
machines belonging to the same machine cell are considered for assignment at the same time. 
Hence, the machine assignment problem becomes a machine cell assignment problem. A 
procedure developed for machine cell assignment is described below. 
The machine cell location algorithm: 
Step I: Arrange cells in a non-increasing order based on their cell flow volume. 
Step 2: Assign priority to each cell based on the order in Step 1. That is, the cell with 
the highest cell flow volume has the highest priority. 
Step 3; Select the cell with the highest priority. 
Step 4: Considering only the empty slots, use the Quadratic Assignment Problem 
(QAP) technique to assign machines in the cell into slots. Once a machine is 
assigned into a slot, the machine is fixed in the slot. 
Step 5: Set occupied slots nonempty. 
Step 6: 6.1; If all slots are occupied or no more cells exist, then go to Step 7. 
6.2: Select the next highest priority cell and go to Step 4. 
Step 7: Stop. Calculate the total material handling distance associated with the 
assignment. 
Generally, the algorithm assigns machine cells into sites based on their cell flow volume 
for production. The cell flow volume is a measure of the total flow amount that passes 
through a cell. The machine cell with the largest cell flow volume has the highest priority for 
assignment on the layout. The QAP technique is employed to determine the best sites to 
assign the machines in a machine cell. The machine cell location algorithm is invoked 
sequentially, until all sites are occupied or no machine cells remain unassigned. 
For the sake of illustration, consider machine cells obtained by using the modified 
Doctor's model in Table 80. According to their cell volume in Table 80, the priority order 
for the machine cells is cell 1 (855 units), cell 2 (435 units), cell 4 (220 units), and then cell 3 
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(190 units). The sequence of the priority order is employed for machine cell assignment as 
presented below. 
First, the shop layout and the slots are as shown in Figure 60. Next, the ceil with the 
highest priority, machine cell 1, is assigned into sites by using the QAP technique. As shown 
in Figure 61, machines 4,7, 8, and 9, which belong to machine cell 1, occupy sites 1, 2,3, 
and 4, respectively. The occupied sites are set nonempty. Then, the cell with the second 
highest priority, machine cell 2, is assigned to sites without considering any nonempty slots, 
as shown in Figure 62. The machine cell assignment is continued until all sites are occupied 
or no more cells exist. Note here, as shown in Rgures 63 and 64, machine 10 provides 
service for machine cells 3 and 4. The task of machine/machine cell assignment is repeated 
from one production session to another in response to changes in the product mix. 
7.5 A Shop with Movable Machines and Virtual Flow Network 
To reduce the incurred total material handling distance in a changing product mix 
environment, two options have been discussed so far. One is the use of movable machines; 
the other one is the use of a virtual flow network. For a shop with movable machines, an 
A Site 1 T Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 
1 
5 Site 5 6 Site 6 7 Site? Site 8 
i 
Site 9 Site 10 Site II 
9 10 It 
Site 12 
Figure 60. The shop with a given flow network of Example 1 
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associated flow network is assumed to exist. Machines are reassigned to sites as the product 
mix changes, thus reducing total material handling distance. 
For a shop with a virtual flow network, machines are assumed to be fixed in position. 
The associated flow network is redesigned in response to changes in product mixes, so that 
the total material handling distance may be reduced. 
In addition to these two options, another option, a shop with both movable machines and 
a virtual flow network, is possible. That is, a shop could reorganize its machines and 
redesign its flow network as the product mix changes. Intuitively, a shop with movable 
machines and a virtual flow network is seen to have the highest freedom for reconfiguration, 
so that the total material handling distance could be the least. 
However, the task is not as easy as it looks. One of the biggest issues is the order of 
machine assignment and network design. Suppose one decides to design the flow network 
first and then assign machines to slots. Without knowing the locations of machines, the 
process of designing a flow network is meaningless and invalid. 
The alternative is to assign machines to slots first and then design the flow network. 
However, the entire process is still awkward. Consider a I2-machine shop in which the QAP 
technique is employed for machine assignment. Because an associated flow network has not 
been designed, the required distance information between slots in the QAP technique might 
be substituted by using the rectilinear measure. 
As shown in Figure 65, the twelve machines are assigned to slots for some particular 
production session. The shortest distance fix>m Machine 3 to Machine 9 is 20 distance units 
(5+10+5 = 20), represented by bold lines in Figure 65. Thereafter, suppose an associated 
flow network might be designed and obtained as shown in Figure 66. Note here, the shortest 
distance from Machine 3 to Machine 9 changes to 50 distance units 
(5+5+5+10+5+5+10+5=50), represented by bold lines in Figure 66. 
Obviously, the shortest path to link Machine 3 to Machine 9 in machine assignment 
(Figure 65) is not the same as in network design (Figure 66). Because of the inconsistency, 
the entire design process is awkward. In practice, the problem of considering both movable 
machines and a virtual flow network in a shop is very complicated and is itself a research 
topic. Hence, in this study, the discussion is focused on the performance comparisons of a 
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Figure 65. Assignment of machines to slots 
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Figure 66. Design of an associated flow network 
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shop with either movable machines or a virtual flow network. 
7.6 Results and Conclusions 
The comparisons in this section fall into two categories. In the first category, a shop with 
movable machines is assumed and the perfonnance of the shop under different operation 
modes is investigated. In the second category, the performance is compared for a variety of 
operation modes with different combinations of machines (fixed or movable) and flow 
networks (fixed or virtual). 
In the first category, a shop is configured as a job shop type and then as a cellular type. 
For the cellular type organization, two cell formation methods are employed, as described in 
Section 7.3. The five examples in Chapter 6 are employed and the results obtained for the 
three systems (1 job shop type and 2 cellular types) are presented. 
As shown in Table 81, the comparison is based on three measures, total setup time 
(Setup), total material handling distance (MH Dist.), and weighted performance value 
(Weighted). The formula in Section 6.5 for computing weighted performance value is 
applied here. A subtotal value for each example and a total value for the five examples are 
calculated for the three measures. Also shown at the bottom of Table 81 are the percentage 
data and the number of best solutions derived from each system. The percentage data are 
computed by using the results from the job shop as the base data and the corresponding 
measures for the two cellular configurations. For example, the 66.1% shown at the bottom of 
column 5 is obtained by dividing the Setup value in column 5 by the Setup value in column 2 
(i.e., 8083.1/12235.0=0.661). Other percentage values are similarly computed. 
The figure representing on the number of best solutions indicates the number of times the 
solutions obtained in one system outperform the solutions obtained in the other systems for 
the same measure of performance. If the obtained solutions of the three systems are tied for 
the same performance measure, the number of best solutions is increased by one for all three. 
For example, of the 50 production sessions, if based on the weighted performance value, 32 
of the best solutions are obtained under the job shop type organization, while 10 and 8 are 
produced under the modified Boctor's model and Ko's method, respectively. 
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Table 81 
Job Shop Type Modified Boctor's Model Ko's Fbnnatioo A pproach 
Setup MHDist. Wei shied Setup MHDist. Weiehted Setup MHDist. WeiKhted 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Sessioa I 308.0 78150 8123.0 198.6 78150 8013.6 2013 90250 92263 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Sessioa 2 331.0 71650 7496.0 221.2 84200 8641.2 231.6 84200 8651.6 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Session 3 302.0 82400 8542.0 124.1 98200 9944.1 158.9 88300 8988.9 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 Prod. Session 4 362.0 135700 1393Z0 147.1 149650 1511X1 180.9 135700 13750.9 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Session 5 365.0 134450 13810.0 213.6 178500 18063.6 239.2 137450 13984.2 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Session 6 205.0 65900 6795.0 118.2 77500 7868.2 144.0 77500 7894.0 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Session 7 276.0 70000 7276.0 1383 77900 79283 167.9 76800 7847.9 Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
302.0 104200 10722.0 177.2 122600 12437.2 183.8 123400 12523.8 E
xa
m
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Session 9 441.0 323550 32796.0 239.4 344550 34694.4 308.2 343350 34643.2 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
Prod. Session 10 448.0 261900 26638.0 305.0 330250 33330.0 3003 324050 327053 
Ex
am
pl
e 
1 
3340.0 1327900 13<13(M» 1882.9 1541500 15M32.9 21163 I48IOOO 1S02163 
Ex
am
pl
e 
2 
206.0 344430 34649.0 155.6 369740 37129.6 150.1 369740 37124.1 
Ex
am
pl
e 
2 
Prod. Session 2 241.0 346330 34874.0 179.2 379870 38166.2 2513 419850 422363 
Ex
am
pl
e 
2 
Prod. Session 3 162.0 177080 17870.0 151.2 200450 20196.2 1843 215120 216963 
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100.0% 
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100.0% 
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9623.6 
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7 
189S6S69.0 
1133% 
3 
19052803 
1133% 
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In the measure of Setup, the percentages are 100%, 66.1%, and 78.7% for the job shop 
type, the modified Boctor's model, and Ko's method, respectively. As described in Section 
6.3, because of machine grouping and part families, the two cellular type systems are 
superior to the job shop type system if Setup time is used as a measure. However, the two 
cellular type systems produced significantly different results in this measure. The reason for 
the difference in performance between the two cellular type systems is that machine sharing 
is not as significant in the modified Boctor's model as in Ko's method. Therefore, the Setup 
value for Ko's method is higher than for the modified Boctor's model. 
In the measure of MH Dist., the percentage data are 100%, 113.4%, and 113.5% for the 
job shop type, the modified Boctor's model, and Ko's method, respectively, as shown in 
Table 81. Based on their organization types, the job shop type system has the highest 
freedom for machine assignment; however, machine assignment is restricted by considering 
cell configuration for the cellular type systems. Therefore, the job shop type system 
dominates the two cellular type systems in the material handling distance measure. 
Otherwise, the two cellular type systems perform very similarly with regard to the MH Dist. 
Moreover, the values of Setup and MH Dist. are integrated in weighted performance 
value. As shown in Table 81, the percentage data of weighted performance value are 100%, 
110.2%, and 111.2% for the job shop type, the modified Boctor's model, and Ko's method, 
respectively. Although the job shop type system is inferior to the two cellular type systems 
with regard to Setup, it outperforms its two counterparts with regard to MH Dist. Because 
the measure of MH Dist. governs the measure of Setup in weighted performance value (as 
mentioned in Section 6.5) the job shop type system produces the best performance in the 
measure of weighted performance value. 
In the second category, the difference between a shop with and without movable 
machines is examined. The information of Tables 77 and 80 is sunmiarized in Table 82, in 
which, nine different system configurations are presented. Each system is assigned a name 
based on its characteristics. For example, JSAT^T represents a system that is organized as a 
job shop type and that has a virtual fiow network. Note that, because the focus is on 
integrating both Setup and MH Dist., weighted performance value is the only measure 
presented in Table 82. 
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Table 82. The comparison among nine systems 
Fixed Machine Hxed Machine Movable Machine 
Hxed Network Virtual Network Fixed Network 
JS/FN MC/FN VC/FN JSA^ MCWN VC/VN JS Boctor's Ko's 
Example 1 172790.0 171387.4 1715663 156200.0 154797.4 1549763 136130.0 15603X9 1502163 
Example 2 647257.0 646621.9 64704Z9 499793.0 499157.9 499578.9 383394.0 439571.1 449936.9 
Example 3 179492.9 178491.6 178823.2 167322.5 166321.2 166652.8 1474233 162365.9 160309.2 
Example 4 1944913 193865.0 19428Z6 135670.4 135044.1 135461.7 91147.4 104321.9 1096123 
Example 5 1497036.0 1496550.2 1496740.8 910386.0 909900.2 910090.8 923701.0 1039770.5 1(B5205.8 
Total 2691067a 2686916.1 2688455.8 1869371.9 1865220.8 1866760.5 1681795.7 19020623 1905280.5 
% 100.0% 99.89b 
Keys: 
1. FN: fixed network 
2. VN: virtual network 
3. JS: job shop 
99.9% 69.5% 693% 69.4% 6Z5% 70.7% 70.8% 
4. MC: machine cell formed by using Boctor's model 
5. VC: virtual cell formed by using Ko's method 
6. Boctor's: machine cell formed by using the modified Boctor's model 
7. Ko's: machine cell formed by using Ko's method 
Also shown at the bottom of Table 82 are the percentage data, which are computed by 
using the results obtained with the JS/FN conflgtiration as the base system. For instance, the 
value 69.3% under MCA^ is obtained by dividing the value in the MCWN colimm by the 
value in the JS/FN colunm (1865220.8/2691067.2 = 0.693). 
As shown in Table 82, the nine systems fall into three major categories: fixed machine 
and Hxed network, fixed machine and virtual network, and movable machine and fixed 
network. The three systems in the first category (JS/FN, MCVFN, and VCTFN) are inferior to 
the systems in the other two categories. The systems in the last two categories try to reduce 
total material handling distance by considering either virtual flow network or movable 
machines, while the three systems in the first category retained their inflexibility by keeping 
both the machine location and network layout fixed. As shown in Table 82, the traditional 
inflexible systems have the worst performance of all scenarios tested. 
The comparison between production systems with either a virtual flow network or 
movable machines is more interesting. As shown in Table 82, a job shop with movable 
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machines outperforms all the other systems, with a weighted measure of 62.5% of the JS/FN 
system. This is because it has the highest freedom to reorganize itself in response to changes 
in product mixes, compared with the other systems. On the other hand, the percentage 
performance level of a job shop with a virtual flow network, JSA^, is about 69.5%. The 
results indicated that a job shop type system with movable machines and a fixed network is 
superior to a job shop type system with fixed machines and a virtual flow network. 
However, JSA^ performs far better than any system that involves fixed machines and a 
fixed network, as shown in Table 82. 
For cellular type systems, the use of either a virtual flow network or movable machines 
seems to result in similar performance. As shown in Table 82, the percentage performance 
relative to the JS/FN system for MCA^, VCTVN, Boctor's, and Ko's method are 69.3%, 
69.4%, 70.7%, and 70.8%, respectively. Although the performance of the four cellular type 
systems are close to each other, the two cellular type systems with virtual flow networks 
(MCA^ and VC/VN) slightly outperformed the two cellular type systems with movable 
machines (Boctor's and Ko's). The reason might be that the cellular systems with a virtual 
flow network are granted more design freedom than the cellular systems with movable 
machines. 
The impact of movable machines on a shop is significant, as shown in Table 82; a job 
shop type system with movable machines produces the best performance among all nine 
systems. The results show that, for cellular type systems, a policy that allows machines to be 
moved while retaining a fixed network competes favorably with the policy in shops with 
fixed machines and virtual flow network. 
However, the adoption of movable machines implies physical rearrangement of a shop, 
and this might incur some additional cost. Besides, in the real world, few manufacturing 
shops are sufficiently flexible to permit frequent rearrangement of the machines. Although 
the use of movable machines has its advantages, it is not feasible for most manufacturers. 
In contrast, the effect of a virtual flow network is similar to the effect of movable 
machines. The cost of redesigning a flow network is smaller than that of physically 
reorganizing a shop. When considering the fact that machines are umnovable in most 
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industries, a virtual flow network provides an alternative to improve the efficiency of 
production. 
Based on the results reported in this chapter, several conclusions can be made: 
(1) The impact of movable machines on a shop is significant. By physically rearranging a 
shop in response to product mix changes, efficiency could be improved. 
(2) Systems with either a virtual flow network or movable machines perform better than 
traditional systems. 
(3) A job shop type system with movable machines has the highest freedom to reorganize its 
machines and therefore produces the best performance among all systems investigated. 
(4) A cellular type system with a virtual flow network performs slightly better than a cellular 
type system with movable machines. With cell configuration considered in machine 
assignment, a cellular system with movable machines has less design freedom to arrange 
its shop than a cellular system with a virtual flow network. 
(5) A virtual flow network provides performance effects similar to the effects of movable 
machines. Considering the cost of machine reorganization and the fact that machines are 
usually locked in position, the virtual flow network provides an alternative to improve the 
efficiency of production. 
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CHAPTERS. SUMMARY 
This chapter summarizes the work done in this research. The chapter is organized into 
four topics: summary, contribution, future research, and conclusion. 
8.1 Summary 
The goal of the research was to develop a systematic procedure that allows an existing 
batch manufacturing shop to adapt its mode of operation in response to product mix changes. 
A production environment consisting of two modules, namely, a processing system 
configuration module and a networking module. The processing system configuration 
module considers three options (job shop configuration, traditional cellular configuration, 
and virtual cellular configuration), while the networking module considers two options 
(traditional flow network and virtual flow network). Combinations of the two modules 
produce six different operation modes. Of the six modes, four (JSA^, MC/VN, WC/VN, 
and VC/FN) are considered virtual production systems. The other two modes (JS/FN and 
MC/FN) are considered traditional production systems. The six types of production system 
were observed in a dynamic changing product mix environment and examined by using three 
performance measures: total material handling distance, total setup time, and weighted 
performance value. 
Material handling distance is one of the most important factors in a shop's performance. 
The shorter the total material handling distance, the more preferred a design. Because of the 
redesign of their flow networks in response to product mix changes, performance was 
superior for systems with virtual flow networks (JSA^, MCA^, and VCA^ than for those 
with fixed flow networks (JS/FN, MC/FN, and VC/FN). 
Setup time is another factor in the efficiency of a shop. The lower the total setup time, 
the greater the efficiency. Because machines and parts are grouped into machine cells and 
part families, the cellular type systems have an advantage in total setup time. According to 
the results, the cellular type systems (MC/FN, VC/FN, MC/VN, and VC/VN) requited much 
less total setup time than the job shop type systems (JS/FN and JS/VN). 
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Weighted performance value, which integrates both total material handling distance and 
total setup time, is the other measure employed in evaluating the performance of a shop. The 
results showed that total material handling distance, rather than total setup time, dominates 
the measure of weighted performance value. Therefore, the system types that have lower 
total material handling distance perform better. Thus, those production systems that generate 
lower material handling time also produce lower weighted performance level values. 
In general, virtual production systems can produce better performance levels than 
traditional production systems because they can respond to changing product mix. In 
addition, because physical reconfiguration is not required in a virtual production system, it is 
unnecessary to operate a shop on a fixed type of operation mode. Based on the design 
requirements of a virtual production system, a shop can always switch to one of the four 
virtual production modes and gain improved performance in its operation. 
In another aspect of the research, the constraint of unmovable machines was latter relaxed 
by allowing physical reorganization of a shop to respond to changes in product mixes. The 
reconHgurable and movable machine systems were then analyzed under three production 
environments; one is a job shop and the other two are versions of cellular manufacturing 
systems. In each case, a flow network is assumed to exist and is Hxed. The three operation 
modes with movable machines were compared with the previous six operation modes by 
using the same product mix data and performance measures. 
The operation modes with movable machines were superior to traditional production 
systems and competitive to virtual production systems. Furthermore, a job shop type 
production system with movable machines outperformed the two modes of cellular 
manufacturing systems because it had the most freedom for machine rearrangement. 
However, if a shop is organized as a cellular type system and operated using a virtual 
network, its performance level is comparable to that of a job shop with movable machines. 
In practice, the cellular production systems with virtual flow networks (MCA^ and VCWN) 
were slightiy better than the cellular production systems with movable machines (Doctor's 
and Ko's). 
In general, the use of both virtual flow networks and movable machines have similar 
effects on total material handling distance reduction. However, considering the cost of 
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physically reconfiguring a shop and the fact that movable machines are not practical for most 
companies, usage of virtual flow networks provide a feasible and reasonable means to 
improve a shop's performance. 
8.2 Contributions 
The key contributions of this research can be summarized as follows: 
(1) The idea of a virtual production system is proposed. In a dynamic changing product mix 
environment, ability to adapt to changes to improve production efficiency is desirable. In 
this research, models are developed for designing virtual production systems that respond 
to changes in product mix. 
(2) A virtual cell formation algorithm is proposed. Unlike traditional cell formation 
methods, the virtual cell formation approach allows for sharing of machines between 
cells. By taking the data of job routings and demands as inputs, the proposed algorithm 
generates virtual cells without specifying any artificial parameters. 
(3) An AGV guidepath network design algorithm is proposed. The design of a flow network 
directly affects the total material handling distance incurred. Material handling distance 
impacts a shop's performance significantly. With a distance matrix file and a flow 
volume file as inputs, the proposed algorithm generates a near optimal flow network 
within a reasonable time. 
(4) A machine cell location procedure is proposed. For cellular type systems, machines 
belonging to the same cell are considered for location assignment at the same time. 
Given a flow network, the proposed algorithm allocates machine cells to the shop floor so 
as to make it possible to reduce total material handling distance. 
(5) The nine production system types (two traditional types, four virtual types, and three 
types with movable machines) were examined in terms of three performance measures: 
total setup time, total material handling distance, and weighted performance value. Using 
these performance measures, the relative effectiveness was compared for the nine 
production systems. The results provide valuable insights to system designers. 
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83 Future Research 
The virtual production system is proposed as a solution for a shop whose layout cannot 
be physically reorganized in response to product mix changes to improve its 
performance/efficiency. Although the performance of a virtual production system has been 
demonstrated in the study, several extensions are possible for future research; 
(1) One possible extension is to relax the constraint that each machine type has only one 
workstation in a shop. With the relaxation, more detailed observations are required and 
the design process of the virtual production system needs some modifications. 
(2) A measure for evaluating the quality of design of virtual cells is required. Although 
several measures have been presented in the literature for use in evaluating traditional 
machine cells, these measures are not suitable for evaluating virtual cells because of the 
machine sharing concept. There is a need to develop such measures for virtual cells. 
(3) The proposed AGV guidepath network design has been shown to produce good flow 
networks. However, the optimality of the created flow network cannot be guaranteed. 
So far, mathematical models available for dealing with flow network design work only 
for small problems Oess than 10 machines), and the required computation time is high. A 
computationally effective method is required to evaluate the quality of a network design 
for systems with a large number of machines. 
(4) Of all the systems evaluated, the most effective production systems were those that 
operate with either fixed machines with a virtual flow network, or movable machines 
with a fixed flow network. A production system that simultaneously allows for movable 
machines and a virtual flow network is desirable for investigation. In this study, such a 
production system was not evaluated because there is no algorithm currently available for 
its design. A design algorithm for shops with movable machines and a virtual flow 
network is needed. 
(5) The structure of the proposed virtual production system could be extended by considering 
a variety of other features. A scheduling feature might need to schedule jobs on 
machines and/or cells, so as to minimize the incurred total flow time, tardiness cost, etc. 
In addition, consideration of jobs with alternative routing would be a good extension for 
future research. 
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(6) Visualization is another interesting aspect that can be incorporated into the research. It 
would be very beneficial if a virtual production system could be visualized through 
computer animation before being implemented in a shop, so that a manufacturer could 
visualize the system layout, machine cells, and the flow network. 
8.4 Conclusion 
To survive in today's customer-oriented market, a shop must be able to adapt itself so as 
to satisfy a variety of customer demands. For this purpose, virtual production system has 
been proposed to improve a shop's performance by allowing it to switch its operation type 
from one mode to another in response to changes in product mix. The performance of a 
virtual production system has been demonstrated through examples in this thesis. The major 
beauty of a virtual production system is that it provides a feasible and reasonable means of 
improving a shop's performance in a changing product mix environment without involving 
physical reconfiguration of the shop layout. It is believed that virtual production systems can 
beneflt many industrial manufacturers. 
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APPENDK A. AN EXAMPLE OF CREATING A CANDIDATE CELL 
For the sake of illustration, the first candidate first machine (machine 1) and the first 
candidate last machine (machine 3) in Table 6 are used as an example to demonstrate the 
operation of the candidate cell creation procedure in Section 3.6. By having one candidate 
first machine and one candidate last machine, the operation starts from Step 4: 
Step 4: 
4.a. Store all machines in U. 
C/= {1, 2, 3,4,5,6,7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13,14,15, 16,17,18} 
4.b. Ignore all candidate first machines and candidate last machines, except 
machines I and 3. tr = {i, 2,3,4,5,6, 7, 8,9,10, 11,12,13,14, 15, 16, 17, 
18} 
4 .C. Setr={} 
4.d. Set Set_flag = 0; 
4.e. Store machine 1 in T. T = {1} 
4.f. Deactivate machine 1 in U. 
U={L 2, 3,4,5,6,7, 8,9,10, 11,12,13,14,15, 16,17,18} 
4.g. Set IX ={0} 
4.h. SetC={} 
4.i. Store machine 1 in C. C = {1} 
Step 5: 
5.a. machine 2 is identified 
5.b. Store machine 1 in TL. TL = {0, 1} 
5 .C. SetC={} 
5.d. Store machine 2 in C. C = {2} 
5.e. Store machine 2 in T. r = {1,2} 
5.f. Deactivate machine 2 in U. 
U= {1, 2, 3,4,5,6,7, 8,9,10, 11, 12,13,14, 15,16,17,18} 
Step 6: 
Because there is one machine in C and the machine is not the candidate last 
machine, machine 3, Step (6.c) is activated. Go to Step 5. 
Step 5: 
5.a. machine 3 is identified 
5.b. Store machine 2 in TL. TL = {0,1, 2} 
5 .C. SetC={} 
5.d. Store machine 3 in C. C = {3} 
5.e. Store machine 3 in T. 7'= {1,2,3} 
5.f. Deactivate machine 3 in U. 
U = {1, 2, 3,4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12,11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18} 
Step 6: 
Because there is one machine in C and the machine is the candidate last machine, 
machine 3, Step (6.a) is activated. Therefore, set Set_flag = 1 and go to Step 7. 
Step 7: 
7.a. Obtain the candidate cell with r= {1,2,3} and TL = {0,1,2}: 
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7.a.l SetCC=D 
7.a.2 Cell_member = 0 
7.a.3 Extract machine 3 from T. r= {1,2} 
7.a-4 Set Current_machine = 3 
7.a.5 Store machine 3 in CC and increase Cell_member by one. 
CC = [3] and CeU_menaber = 1. 
7.a.6 Identify the machine that direcdy precedes the Current_machine, 
machine 3, in TL. TL — {0, 1,2} 
7.a.7 machine 2 is not machine 0 and go to Step (7.a.8). 
7.a.8 Extract machine 2 from T. 7* = {1} 
Set Current_machine = 2 and go to Step (7.a-5). 
7.a.5 Store machine 2 in CC and increase CeII_member by one. 
CC = [2,3] and Cell_member = 2 
7.a.6 Identify the machine that directly precedes the Current.machine, 
machine 2, in TL. TL — {0,1, 2} 
7.a.7 machine 1 is not machine 0 and go to Step (7.a.8). 
7.a.8 Extract machine 1 from. T. r= {} 
Set Current_machine = I and go to Step (7.a.5). 
7.a.5 Store machine I in CC and increase Cell_member by one. 
CC = [1,2,3] and Cell_member = 3. 
7.a.6 Identify the machine that directly precedes the Current_machine, 
machine 1, in TL. TL — {Q, 1, 2} 
1.0.1 machine 0, output CC and Cell_member 
CC = [1,2,3] and Cell_member = 3. 
7.b. Increase Number_ceil by one. 
Step 8: Continue... 
With machine I as the first machine and machine 3 as the last machine, a candidate cell is 
generated and denoted as [ml, m2, m3]. The procedure will continue to use another 
candidate first machine and candidate last machine pair, and try to produce an associated 
candidate cell by using the pair. The procedure will terminate after all pairs have been 
evaluated. 
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APPENDIX B. THE OPERATION OF THE KO'S METHOD 
The example in Figure 13 is used to demonstrate how to operate the Ko's virtual cell 
formation procedure in Section 3.6. 
ITERATION 1 
Step 1: Input data (in Figure 13) 
Parts From To Volume 
pan 1 0 9 200 
part 1 9 7 200 
part 1 7 8 200 
part 1 8 5 200 
part 1 5 4 200 
part 1 4 18 200 
part 1 18 5 200 
part 1 5 6 200 
part 1 6 10 200 
part 1 10 1 200 
part 1 1 2 200 
part 1 2 3 200 
part I 3 0 200 
part 2 0 11 150 
part 2 11 10 150 
part 2 10 12 150 
part 2 12 7 150 
part 2 7 13 150 
part 2 13 14 150 
part 2 14 15 150 
part 2 15 16 150 
part 2 16 17 150 
part 2 17 1 150 
part 2 1 2 150 
part 2 2 3 150 
part 2 3 0 150 
part 3 0 9 325 
part 3 9 7 325 
part 3 1 7 8 325 
Parts From To Volume 
part3 8 5 325 
part 3 5 II 325 
part 3 11 10 325 
part 3 10 12 325 
part 3 12 7 325 
part 3 7 13 325 
part 3 13 14 325 
part 3 14 15 325 
part 3 15 16 325 
part 3 16 17 325 
part 3 17 0 325 
part 4 0 9 405 
part 4 9 7 405 
part 4 7 8 405 
part 4 8 5 405 
part 4 5 4 405 
part 4 4 18 405 
part 4 18 5 405 
part 4 5 6 405 
part 4 6 10 405 
part 4 10 13 405 
part 4 13 14 405 
part 4 14 15 405 
part 4 15 16 405 
part 4 16 17 405 
part 4 17 1 405 
part 4 1 2 405 
part 4 2 3 405 
part 4 3 0 405 
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Nondecreasing-To Table 
Parts From To Total 
part 1 10 1 200 
part 2 17 1 555 
part 1 1 2 755 
part 1 2 3 755 
part 1 5 4 605 
part 1 8 5 930 
part 1 18 5 605 
pan 1 5 6 605 
part 1 9 7 930 
part 2 12 7 475 
part 1 7 8 930 
part 1 6 10 605 
part 2 11 10 475 
part 3 5 11 325 
part 2 10 12 475 
part 2 7 13 475 
part 4 10 13 405 
part 2 13 14 880 
part 2 14 15 880 
part 2 15 16 880 
part 2 16 17 880 
part 1 4 18 605 
Nondecreasing-From Table 
Parts From To Total 
part I 1 2 755 
part 1 2 3 755 
part 1 4 18 605 
part 1 5 4 605 
part I 5 6 605 
part 3 5 11 325 
part 1 6 10 605 
part 1 7 8 930 
part 2 7 13 475 
part I 8 5 930 
part 1 9 7 930 
part 1 10 1 200 
part 2 10 12 475 
part 4 10 13 405 
part 2 11 10 475 
part 2 12 7 475 
part 2 13 14 880 
part 2 14 15 880 
part 2 15 16 880 
part 2 16 17 880 
part 2 17 1 555 
part 1 18 5 605 
Step 3: In-degree, Out-degree, and Difference Step 4: Generate candidate ceils 
Candidate first machine Candidate last machine 
[1 ] 
[ 3] 
[ 5] 
[9 ] 
[ 10] 
[13 ] 
maciiine In-degree Out-degree Difference 
1 2 1 
2 1 0 
3 1 1 
4 1 0 
5 2 -1 
6 1 0 
7 2 0 
8 1 0 
9 0 -1 
10 2 -1 
11 1 0 
12 I 0 
13 2 1 
14 1 0 
15 1 0 
16 1 0 
17 1 0 
18 1 0 
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Step 4: Generate Candidate cells 
cell 1: [12 3] 
cell 2: [9 7 8 5] 
Step 5: Evaluate Candidate cells 
cell 1: [12 3] 
cell 2: [9 7 8 5] 
Step 6: Update the current job routings 
part 1: Q-cell 2-4-18-S-6-10-cell 1-0 
part2: 0-ll-10-l2-7-l3-l4-l5-l6-l7-celLl-0 
part3: 0-ce«2-l 1-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17-0 
nart 4: Q-ceU 2-4-18-5-6-10-13-14-15-16-17-cctt I-O 
part I: 0-4-18-5-6-10-0 
part 2: O-U-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17-0 
part 3: 0-11-10-12-7-13-14-15-16-17 
part 4: 0-4-18-5-6-10-13-14-15-16-17-0 
Step 7: Go to Step 8. 
Step 8: Not all exceptional machines; go to Step 2 with the updated job routings. 
1TKRATION2 
Parts From To Volume 
part 1 0 4 200 
part 1 4 18 200 
part I 18 5 200 
part 1 5 6 200 
part 1 6 10 200 
part I 10 0 200 
part 2 0 11 150 
part 2 11 10 150 
part 2 10 12 150 
part 2 12 7 150 
part 2 7 13 150 
part 2 13 14 150 
part 2 14 15 150 
part 2 15 16 150 
part 2 16 17 150 
part 2 17 0 150 
part 3 0 11 325 
part 3 11 10 325 
Parts From To Volume 
part 3 10 12 325 
part 3 12 7 325 
part 3 7 13 325 
part 3 13 14 325 
part 3 14 15 325 
part 3 15 16 325 
part 3 16 17 325 
part 3 17 0 325 
part 4 0 4 405 
part 4 4 18 405 
part 4 18 5 405 
part 4 5 6 405 
part 4 6 10 405 
part 4 10 13 405 
part 4 13 14 405 
part 4 14 15 405 
part 4 15 16 405 
part 4 16 17 405 
part 4 17 0 405 
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Nondecreasing-To Table 
Parts From To Total 
part 1 18 5 605 
part 1 5 6 605 
part 2 12 7 475 
part 1 6 10 605 
part 2 11 10 475 
part 2 10 12 475 
part 2 7 13 475 
part 4 10 13 405 
part 2 13 14 880 
part 2 14 15 880 
part 2 15 16 880 
part 2 16 17 880 
part 1 4 18 605 
Nondecreasing-From Table 
Parts From To Total 
part 1 4 18 605 
part 1 5 6 605 
part 1 6 10 605 
part 2 7 13 475 
part 2 10 12 475 
part 4 10 13 405 
part 2 11 10 475 
part 2 12 7 475 
part 2 13 14 880 
patt2 14 15 880 
part 2 15 16 880 
part 2 16 17 880 
part 1 18 5 605 
Step 3; In-degree, Out-degree, and DifTerence Step 4: Generate candidate cells 
Candidate first machines Candidate last machines 
[4 ] 
[ 11] 
[13 ] 
[ 17] 
machine In-degree Out-degree Difference 
4 0 -1 
5 1 0 
6 1 0 
7 1 0 
10 2 0 
11 0 -1 
12 1 0 
13 2 1 
14 1 0 
15 1 0 
16 1 0 
17 1 0 1 
18 1 1 0 
Step 4: Generate Candidate cells 
cell 3: [13 14 15 16 17] 
Step 5: Evaluate Candidate cells 
cell 1: [12 3] 
cell 2: [9 7 8 5] 
cell 3: [13 14 15 16 17] 
Step 6; Update the current job routings 
part 1: 0-4-18-5-6-10-0 
part 2: O-11-10-12-7-ccii 3-0 
part 3: 0-11-10-12-7-ceU 3-0 
part 4: 0-4-18-5-6-10-ceil 3-0 
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part 1: 0-4-18-5-6-10-0 
part 2: 0-11-10-12-7-0 
part 3: 0-11-10-12-7-0 
part 4: 0-4-18-5-6-10-0 
Step 7: Go to Step 8. 
Step 8; Not all exceptional machines; go to Step 2 with the updated job routings. 
ITERATION 3 
Step 2: From-To Table 
Parts From To Volume 
part 1 0 4 200 
part 1 4 18 200 
part 1 18 5 200 
part 1 5 6 200 
part I 6 10 200 
part 1 10 0 200 
part 2 0 11 150 
part 2 11 10 150 
part 2 10 12 150 
part 2 12 7 150 
part 2 7 0 150 
Nondecreasing-To Table 
Parts From To Total 
part 1 18 5 605 
part 1 5 6 605 
part 2 12 7 475 
part 1 6 10 605 
part 2 11 10 475 
part 2 10 12 475 
part 1 4 18 605 
Parts From To Volume 
part 3 0 11 325 
part 3 11 10 325 
part 3 10 12 325 
part 3 12 7 325 
part 3 7 0 325 
part 4 0 4 405 
part 4 4 18 405 
part 4 18 5 405 
part 4 5 6 405 
part 4 6 10 405 
part 4 10 0 405 
Nondecreasing-From Table 
Parts From To Total 
part 1 4 18 605 
part 1 5 6 605 
part 1 6 10 605 
part 2 10 12 475 
part 2 11 10 475 
part 2 12 7 475 
part 1 18 5 605 
Step 3; In-degree, Out-degree, and Difference Step 4: Generate candidate cells 
Machine In Out DifTerence Candidate first machines Candidate last machines 
4 0 1 -1 [4 ] 
5 1 1 0 
6 1 1 0 
7 1 0 1 [ 71 
10 2 1 1 [ 10] 
11 0 1 -1 [11 ] 
12 1 1 0 
18 1 1 0 
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Step 4: Generate Candidate cells 
cell 4: [4 18 5 6 10] 
cell 5: [11 10] 
Step 5: Evaluate Candidate cells 
cell 1: [1 2 3] 
cell 2: [9 7 8 5] 
cell 3: (13 14 15 1617] 
cell 4: [4 18 5 6 10] 
cell 5: [11 10] 
Step 6: Update the current job routings 
part 1: O-ccU 4-0 
part 2: 0-ccll S-12-7-0 
part 3: Q-cell S-12-7-0 
part 4: O-cell 4-0 
part 1: 0 
part 2: 0-12-7-0 
part 3: 0-12-7-0 
part 4: 0 
Step 7: Go to Step 8. 
Step 8: Not all exceptional machines; go to Step 2. 
ITERATION 4 
Step 2: From-To Table 
Parts From To volume 
part 2 0 12 150 
part 2 12 7 150 
part 2 7 0 150 
part 3 0 12 325 
part 3 7 0 325 
part 3 12 7 325 
Nondecreasing-To Table Nondecreasing-Froro Table 
parts from to total 1 parts from to total 
part 2 12 7 150 part 2 12 7 150 
Step 3: Calculate the Difference Step 4: Generate candidate cells 
machine In Out Difference Candidate Hrst machines Candidate last machines 
7 1 0 1 [ 7] 
12 0 1 -1 [12 1 
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Step 4: Generate Candidate cells 
cell 6: [12 7] 
Step 5: Integrate Candidate cells 
cell 1: [1 2 3] 
ceU2: [9 7 8 5] 
cell 3: [13 14 15 16 17] 
cell 4: [4 18 5 6 10] 
ceil 5: [11 10] 
cell 6: [12 7] 
Step 6: Update the current job routines 
part 1: cell 2-ceil 4-cell 1 
part 2: ceil S-cell 6-ceU 3-cell 1 
part 3: cell 2-cell S-ceil 6-cell 3 
part 4: cell 2-ceII 4-celi 3-celi 1 
part 1: 0 
part 2: 0 
part 3: 0 
part 4: 0 
Step 7: Go to Step 8. 
Step 8: All operational sequences of products have been replaced by candidate cells;, go to Step 9. 
Step 9: Resolve the exceptional machines;, go to Step 10. 
Step 10: Update all candidate cells and the job routings again 
part 1: cell 2-cell 4-cell 1 
part 2: cell 5-cell 3-ceIl 1 
part 3: cell 2-cell 5-cell 3 
part4: cell2-cell^4-cell 3-cell 1 
Step 11: Terminate; the candidate cells on hand are the cells themselves, shown as Figure 7. 
After being processed by the Ko's virtual cell formation procedure, the example in Figure 
13 could be represented by using virtual cells as: 
part 1: cell 2-cell 4-celi 1 
part 2: cell 5-cell 3-cell 1 
part 3: cell 2-cell 5-cell 3 
part 4: cell 2-cell 4-cell 3-cell 1 
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APPENDIX C. AN EXAMPLE OF DIJKSTRA'S ALGORITHM 
The procedure for using Dijkstra's Algorithm for finding the shortest path based on the 
example problem in Section 4.3 is presented; 
Step 1: r={vi} 
W= {Vo, V2, V3, V4, V5, Vg, V7, Vg, V9, Vio, Vn, V12, Vis} 
P={0} 
PL={0} 
Step 2: Adjacent vertices: vq 
Temporary labels for vo = 0 + 1 =1. 
Step 3: Permanent label vo = 1. 
T= {Vi, VQ} 
P={0, v,} 
PL={0, 1} 
W = {V2, V3, V4, V5, Vfi, V7, Vg, V9, Vio, Vn, Vi2, V13} 
Step 2: Adjacent vertices: V2 
Temporary labels for V2 = 1 + 2 = 3 
Step 3: Permanent label for V2 = 3 
T= {vi, Vo, V2} 
P= {0, vi, Vo} 
PI^{0, 1,3} 
w = { V3, V4, V5, V6, V7, Vg, V9, Vio, Vii, V12, V13} 
Step 2: Adjacent vertices: vio 
Temporary labels for vio = 3 + 1 = 4 
Step 3: Permanent label for vio = 4 
T = {Vi, Vo, V2, Vio} 
P = {0, vi, Vo, V2} 
PL={0, 1,3,4} 
W = {V3, V4, V5, V6, V7, Vg, V9, Vii, V12, V13} 
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Step 2: Adjacent vertices: V3, vn 
Temporary labels for V3 = 4 (from vio) +2 = 6 
Temporary labels for Vn = 4 (from vio) + 2 = 6 
Step 3: Permanent label for V3 = 6 
T = {Vi, Vo, V2, Vio, V3} 
P = {0, Vi, Vo, V2, Vio} 
PL={0, 1,3,4,6} 
w = {V4, V5, Vfi, V7, Vg, V9, Vii, V12, V13} 
Step 2: Adjacent vertices: vn 
Temporary labels for vu = 6 
Step 3: Permanent label for vii = 6 
T = {Vi, VQ, V2, VIO, V3, Vii} 
P= {0, Vi, Vo, V2, Vio, Vio} 
PL={0, 1,3,4, 6,6} 
W = {V4, V5, V6, V7, Vg, V9, V12, V13} 
Step 2: Adjacent vertices: V5, V12 
Temporary labels for V5 = 6 (from vj 0+ 1=7 
Temporary labels for V12 = 6 (from V3) + 4 = 10 
Step 3: Permanent label for V5 = 7 
T = {Vi, VQ, V2, Vio, V3, Vn, V5} 
P = {0, Vi, Vo, V2, Vio, Vio, Vn} 
PL={0, 1,3, 4, 6, 6,7} 
w = {V4, Vfi, V7, Vg, V9, Vi2, V13} 
Since node 5 is included in T, the algorithm terminates. The shortest path is from vi, vo, 
V2, vio, vii, to V5, and the shortest distance is 7 units. 
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APPENDIX D. THE PRODUCT MIX DATA 
The experiment has five examples, each with ten production sessions. The product mix 
in each session is as follows; 
EXAMPLE 1 
1 2 3 4 9 
GraupB JobReDttnt* JebRoMiaci Diwwfc M>RaulMi0 DCRMOdf JobRaUflB Dmandi JebBoAan OcflMKk 
1474C9 ICO 7179 too 4t9 90 
IZ4i 120 124719 120 4S79 too 
1 479 200 4t9 20 47179 120 
474t SO 47»9 90 4.7t9 200 
7» 60 
3S264t9 90 334 19 90 671 100 3549 90 
357i •0 234919 •0 617 120 3971 m 
2633 70 3964t9 79 617179 150 39471 190 
3S47I 75 679 10 39419 110 
• 357919 75 47179 75 
35471 190 479 IQO 
3435 10 3419 110 
3471 190 343519 170 
U7I2 70 6tl0 12 70 11 12997 75 1 7 11 12 110 167 t 11 12 10 
11 12 90 361 1012 90 1719 90 11712 60 1679 75 
117 101112 70 311012 70 17911 70 1011 12 10 711 12 150 
3 1711 12 90 1211711 90 
10 1112 70 
1171217 90 
17111211 100 
1647 100 
4 1611 12 150 
179 120 
ftoJuoum ScmcB* 
6 7 I 9 10 
GrauDK JobRcuuacs OcmBdi JebRouuflB iebSfaMMts Piinifli iotoRamct Ri trull JobRouum 
1419 130 1419 200 4719 200 
7179 110 147479 300 47417 200 
4741 105 124719 too J 479 90 49471 
4179 
47179 
300 
200 
210 
3571 90 93419 10 3947419 too 
357919 n 345417 90 35419 IQO 
35354 
341971 
40 
200 
161079 100 1 21 6 10 70 167 70 1 6 1079 200 117 12 too 
6 10719 130 167 10 10 1 679 10 6 10719 100 It 12 100 
6 710 110 126710 60 167 10 too 11712 100 117 10 300 
167 10 90 71211 12 50 16971 300 6710 300 1711 10 11 300 
10 11 12 190 1211711 45 1571 75 12 45 
3 711 12 200 11710 90 17 50 351610 10 
11 12 60 191610 10 191610 300 
171112 70 12671 
1171217 
300 
140 
126 16 
16710 
126 
1171217 
225 
200 
140 
4711 too 419 15 290 1735 110 
4791211 70 39610 190 
EXAMPLE 2 
Ptali0ia 
1 2 3 4 5 
Graupc lebRouuno JobReuuais iobReuimcs DnHBCte iabKouUoD ntmidi JobRfUisn PmiMdi 
4651 472 16 71 45 139 
15 S2 1 3 227 63415 2» 
13 ISO 3 13 355 94394 335 
* 14 11 1614 1 217 
16 1 310 4943 112 
t 64« 499 
2376 IC 426 276 374 97 426 304 27 336 
2 42 71 672 32 624 36 646 276 73 172 
427 72 76 tit 43 225 76 410 
924 172 17 14 211 330 264 14 399 124 304 
4 14 142 679 117 216 205 162 462 671 It 
2471 39 7514 341 71 334 526 300 
3 1524 11 245 115 
46712 305 65 260 
5171 55 16 toi 
6757 404 415 79 
4 
52613 337 3921 471 
612 iW 26(3 29 
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ftqdaffKP Sourm 
6 7 S 9 10 
GfCWM JetoRaHxflB DwTHfc JebRcHUnct nmmdi JobRoKiafs JabRaaiat* JabRonuncf 
I tl4t 14 316 444 53134 139 
95 30S 14163 101 lltl 197 
3t III S63 302 35 443 
356 39 »143 127 51 213 
14 116 361 311 
14361 21 I6l4t 436 
351 124 
2 
3 162 4f 17 343 4t 134 
142 3tt 612 254 
4 t 254 575 tS7 
6 1214 162 576 279 
5tS6 97 
56 1 
S7t6 401 
4 I5?t IS 271 74 7ttS 303 I3S2 362 2427 191 
32^5 TZ 2t3 72 7S3 3 12 374 547t tot 
St274 310 47 3 532 376 134 334 
1273 166 3747 436 347 4S6 3471 177 
341 249 575 167 
lit 354 
71 32 
} tsz 2S9 562 371 
2* 4- S326t tm 
72631 199 
512 439 
46t 373 
EXAMPLES 
ftrifcimm 
1 2 3 4 5 
GreuTK Job Rcubact Demadi JabRaidaa Ocmndi JobKcwliscs Dmnii JobUcUlBB DonHdi JobRauoafB Damnd* 
232 371 32 442 32 251 
1234 417 4312 206 43 439 
* 24 261 
232 54 
5134 432 241 131 41 235 54 IM 
54 471 4 125 217 1425 433 2142 116 
14 C 1245 124 152 227 
*• 24 197 2524 213 452 251 
1421 102 15425 394 
125 357 
235 tx 43 439 53 1 151 
543 30i 53 223 1432 211 
235 14 395 1545 213 5153 <7 
4342 417 13 336 35 401 
3 t 79 23 134 3435 277 
453 224 23 230 
3 134 179 52132 257 
3254 10 
23 211 
45232 255 
532 266 52 in 
35 411 3 1 57 
2323 1 371 32 442 
525 349 
ftulucum 
6 7 1 9 10 
Grauo JobRoumci Dcnwdi JobROUMB Dunidi fabRauOnB Onaaadi JabBcwdoM Difmpdi JobRouuacs OtraaKk 
2143 4U 3432 324 23 1 467 
24 402 11 476 314 39 
1 4 19 1423 437 1232 121 
3 1 23 274 2434 17 3124 165 
3 12 276 
43 1 173 
251 210 243 212 5241 300 
124 334 54 493 5 1245 130 
2 5 1 419 
5 125 479 
15121 345 
534 103 14543 356 45353 143 315 331 4 153 347 
4515 73 5t4 431 5435 331 4235 3U 34514 191 
515 163 4352 327 52121 323 35 327 34 270 
34 230 52423 324 12 431 15 136 3514 256 
53 60 342343 in 315 202 52 130 43 164 
3253 361 13452 57 1435 51 14543 299 
53 161 235 15 301 
135 111 3 1 313 
353 1» 2132 121 
4 523 375 
343 325 
3215 475 
315123 300 
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EXAMPLE 4 
ftolurtiai Sc«*eB» 1 2 3 4 9 Crcupi JdbReuoan 1 Dca—ifc JobRoMB PUMPd* JobRouUpts n— iebSfUan DsnMdi JebBamn 1 U3t 1  ^ 13 I9t 67310 it2 7 1137 262 93 1 »2 113 66 
• 9 399 2 14911 10 120 t074«7 240 7 910 IM 14 43 104 7 213 S 104 102 1019 299 10767 496 1 10 243 t7l 2n 106 11710 437 tt07 109 79t 303 1 109107 319 79 10 204 17106 172 6106 397 C4741 267 t6l 1 11 113 1061 10 460 6 101109 3t9 109 349 91 n 91104 131 11416 360 
} 94132 294 32 496 1124 114 424 370 12 339 2103 310 1311 109 4 7S36t 144 3916 32S 3996 362 119 17 400 32 404 4949 499 71 199 94 316 31 77 64t 295 972 426 2* 7t 9 3 64 
ftoitiriini Smicni 6 7 t 9 10 IctoRfluaaEf Dmandf JebRouusKx OcmBtdi Job Romp Dmi—to JabBouonis OunMdi JobRouitBts OcflMKll 1 13116 72 117 90 111 3tt Itt73t09 190 97103 36 9t37 179 1 214711 216 913t9 203 9 11 192 11 17 109 4 107 124 
565 J 11 119 47 267 91062 177 t799 193 991 49 1612911 93 6t99 264 7 1210 317 94 72 2694 406 7910119 49 69t 164 141 10 205 96219 117 102 242 9792 177 9729 293 19 27 79 232 7424 176 9292t 126 2t 2*4 7296 115 72t 1 24 72 3ta 3 31192 414 3 II 324 4 2 14S 311 3 1 lit t4 t2 27967 200 t2l 76 926t 313 41 372 7t6 341 6349 496 34946 399 34 193 4t 94 179 43S 29t99 217 13 It 413 t927 196 71 131 
EXAMPLES 
ftrrtgnfi Snpoas 1 2 3 4 9 Gran iobRouusn Oomdt iabRauOBB Dcnundt JobRouoan OurmdB JobftouUflB Dan»di JobKiOuuaa OcoMMdi 279 46t 321 337 629346 411 274 49 3426 399 27 462 932 336 13 37 467 191 231 t9 1 3945 3t4 3247 306 643 It 279 14 2t3 736 391 421 4t4 246 400 7 1 ISt 13 99 36 74 6t 361 2t 196 76 297 6t 36 736 219 2121 494 2 626 130 176 314 t7t 64 7t » 63 4t2 1712 t9 
4 1 46t tlt4 229 111 179 196 ai 791 200 7 1 399 4 19 324 9t46t1 102 6 1 331 94 123 3 1 9 146 1914 247 17 94 5t79 335 3 139 30 1 6 Z79 46 41 4 t6t747 206 
ftcducoai SwwTw 6 7 t 9 10 Cfiupt JobRfiumn Ocmadi JabRotften Dtawp  ^ JobRoousfli DtniMdi JobRoutntt Punnh lObRoUUDfl DBMDdi 46 497 4 146 30« 6 1 10 69 307 4191 76 1323 232 9793 277 24 413 2474 93 17 33t 965 429 6364 457 2714 136 6912 99 16 406 63 76 646 376 9 162 463 34 300 62 137 I21t t7 76t3 n 
* 13 79 1193 379 47t7 426 3t9l4 247 1 1 204 t4 244 39719 473 t4 453 f 9t 361 134 304 6t65 399 734 331 69t 142 943 409 3 3t 479 It 249 14 69 Itl 2J7 4351 46t 129 166 14 363 21461 240 t4 473 29 2t3 112111 260 t2t2 479 4 t2 376 9t2 230 t75 2a 
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APPENDIX E. AN EXAMPLE OF LINGO PROGRAM 
The traditional cell formation is completed by LINGO. For instance, the LINGO 
program for Example 1, in which the number of machine cells and the largest number of 
machines in a cell are specified as 3 and 5, respectively, is presented as follows: 
MIN= 100*(@ABS(Xll-yil)+@ABS(X12-Y12)+@ABS(X13-Y13)) 
+120* {@ABS(X11-Y21) +@ABS(X12-Y22) +@ABS{X13-Y23) ) 
+120*(@ABS(X21-Y21)+@ABS(X22-Y22)+@ABS(X23-Y23)) 
+ 90* (@ABS{X21-Y51) +@ABS{X22-Y52) +0ABS(X23-Y53) ) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X21-Y71)+@ABS(X22-Y72)+@ABS{X23-Y73) ) 
+ 90*(@ABS{X31-Y51)+@ABS(X32-Y52)+@ABS(X33-Y53)) 
+ 80*(@ABS(X31-Y61)+@ABS(X32-Y62)+@ABS(X33-Y63) ) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X31-Y71)+@ABS(X32-Y72)+@ABS{X33-Y73) ) 
+ 75*{@ABS(X31-Y81)+@ABS(X32-Y82)+@ABS{X33-Y83)) 
+200*(@ABS(X41-Y11)+@ABS 
+120*(@ABS(X41-Y21)+@ABS 
+200*(@ABS(X41-Y31)+@ABS 
+100*{@ABS(X41-Y41)+@ABS 
+ 90*(@ABS(X41-Y51)+@ABS 
+ 75*(@ABS(X41-Y81)+@ABS 
(X42-Y12)+@ABS(X43-Y13)) 
(X42-Y22)+@ABS(X43-Y23)) 
(X42-Y32)+@ABS(X43-Y33)) 
(X42-Y42)+@ABS(X43-Y43)) 
(X42-Y52)+@ABS(X43-Y53)) 
(X42-Y82)+@ABS(X43-Y83)) 
+ 90*(@ABS{X51-Y51)+@ABS(X52-Y52)+@ABS{X53-Y53)) 
+ 80*(@ABS(X51-Y61)+@ABS(X52-Y62)+@ABS(X53-Y63)) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X51-Y71)+@ABS{X52-Y72)+@ABS(X53-Y73)) 
+ 75*(@ABS(X51-Y81)+@ABS(X52-Y82)+@ABS(X53-Y83)) 
+ 90*(@ABS(X61-Y51)+@ABS(X62-Y52)+@ABS(X63-Y53)) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X61-Y71)+@ABS{X62-Y72)+@ABS(X63-Y73)) 
+100*(@ABS(X71-Y11)+@ABS(X72-Y12)+@ABS (X73-Y13)) 
+200*(&ABS(X71-Y31)+@ABS(X72-Y32)+@ABS(X73-Y33)) 
+ 50*(@ABS{X71-Y41)+@ABS(X72-Y42)+@ABS(X73-Y43)) 
+ 80*{@ABS(X71-Y61)+@ABS{X72-Y62)+@ABS(X73-Y63)) 
+ 75*(@ABS(X71-Y81)+@ABS(X72-Y82)+@ABS(X73-Y83)) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X71-Y91)+@ABS{X72-Y92)+@ABS{X73-Y93)) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X71-Y111)+@ABS(X72-Y112)+@ABS{X73-Y113)) 
+100*(@ABS(X81-Y11)+@ABS(X82-Y12)+@ABS(X83-Y13)) 
+120*{@ABS(X81-Y21)+@ABS(X82-Y22)+@ABS(X83-Y23)) 
+ 50*{@ABS(X81-Y41)+@ABS(X82-Y42)+@ABS(X83-Y43)) 
+ 90*{@ABS(X81-Y51)+@ABS(X82-Y52)+@ABS(X83-Y53)) 
+ 80*(@ABS(X81-Y61)+@ABS(X82-Y62)+@ABS(X83-Y63)) 
+ 75*(@ABS(X81-Y81)+@ABS(X82-Y82)+@ABS(X83-Y83)) 
+100*(@ABS{X91-Y11)+@ABS(X92-Y12)+@ABS (X93-Y13)) 
+200*(@ABS(X91-Y31)+@ABS(X92-Y32)+@ABS(X93-Y33)) 
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+ 90*(@ABS(X91-Y51)+@ABS(X92-Y52)+@ABS(X93-Y53) ) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X101-Y111)+@ABS(X102-Y112)+@ABS(X103-Y113)) 
+ 70*{@ABS{X111-Y91)+@ABS(X112-Y92)+@ABS(X113-Y93)) 
+ 50*(@ABS(X111-Y101)+@ABS{X112-Y102)+@ABS{X113-Y103)) 
+140 *(@ABS(Xlll-Ylll)+@ABS(X112-Y112)+@ABS(X113-Y113)) 
+ 70*(@ABS{X121-Y91)+@ABS{X122-Y92)+@ABS(X123-Y93)) 
+ 50*{@ABS(X121-Y101)+@ABS(X122-Y102)+@ABS(X123-Y103)) 
+ 70*(@ABS(X121-Y111)+@ABS(X122-Y112)+@ABS(X123-Y113)); 
X11+X21+X31+X41+X51+X61+X71+X81+X91+X101+X111+X121<=5; 
X12+X22+X32+X42+X52-T-X62+X72+X82+X92+X102+X112+X122<=5; 
X13+X23+X33+X43+X53+X63+X73+X83+X93+X103+X113+X123<=5; 
Xll+X12+X13=l; @GIN(X43) @GIN{Y51) 
X21+X22+X23=l; @GIN(X51) @GIN(Y52) 
X31+X32+X33=l; @GIN(X52) @GIN(Y53) 
X41+X42+X43=l; @GIN(X53) @GIN(Y61) 
X51+X52+X53=l; @GIN(X61) @GIN(Y62) 
X61+X62+X63=l; @GIN{X62) @GIN(Y63) 
X71+X72+X73=l; @GIN(X63) @GIN(Y71) 
X81+X82+X83=l; @GIN{X71) @GIN(Y72) 
X91+X92+X93=l; @GIN{X72) @GIN(Y73) 
X101+X102+X103 =1; @GIN(X73) @GIN(Y81) 
X111+X112+X113 =1; @GIN(X81) @GIN(Y82) 
X121+X122+X123 =1; @GIN{X82) @GIN(Y83) 
@GIN{X83) @GIN(Y91) 
@GIN{X91) @GIN(Y92) 
Yll+Y12+Y13=l; @GIN{X92) @GIN{Y93) 
Y21+Y22+Y23=l; @GIN(X93) @GIN(Y101) 
Y31+Y32+Y33=l; @GIN(X101) @GIN(Y102) 
Y41+Y42+Y43=l; @GIN{X102) @GIN(Y1G3) 
Y51+Y52+Y53=l; @GIN(X103) @GIN{Y111) 
Y61+Y62+Y63=l; @GIN(X111) @GIN(Y112) 
Y71+Y72+Y73=l; @GIN(X112) @GIN(Y113) 
Y81+Y82+Y83=l; @GIN(X113) END 
Y91+Y92+Y93=l; @GIN(X121) 
Y101+Y102+Y103 =1; @GIN(X122) 
Y111+Y112+Y113 =1; @GIN(X123) 
@GIN(X11) 
@GIN(X12) 
@GIN(X13) 
@GIN(X21) 
@GIN{X22) 
@GIN{X23) 
@GIN(X31) 
@GIN(X32) 
@GIN{X33) 
@GIN{X41) 
@GIN(X42) 
@GIN{Y11) 
@GIN{Y12) 
@GIN(Y13) 
@GIN(Y21) 
@GIN{Y22) 
@GIN{Y23) 
@GIN{Y31) 
@GIN(Y32) 
@GIN(Y33) 
@GIN{Y41) 
@GIN{Y42) 
@GIN(Y43) 
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APPENDIX F. VIRTUAL CELL OBTAINED BY USING KO'S METHOD 
The Ko's virtual cell formation procedure is employed in the experiment. The generated 
virtual cells for each production session are as follows: 
EXAMPLE 1 Production Sessioo I 
There are 11 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](size=84eiiian(i= 100): 1 4 7 4 8 9 
Job[ 2Ksize=6.denuuid= 120): 1 2 4 8 
iob[ 3i(size= S,deinand= 200): 4 7 9 
Job[ 4I(size= 6,deinand= SO): 4 7 4 8 
J o b ( 5 1 ( s i z e = 9 , d e i i i a o d =  9 0 ) :  3 5 2 6 4 S 9  
Job[ 6](size= 6,deiiiaiKl= 80): 3 S 7 8 
Job[ 7](size= 6,deniand= 70): 2 6 3 5 
Job[ 8](size= 7,deniand= 75) : 3 5 4 7 8 
Job[9]{sizc=5.deniand= 70): 11 712 
Job[10](size=4,deniand= 50); 11 12 
Job[Ul{size=7.deniand= 70) : 11 7 10 11 12 
Job[ 2] (size= 
Job[ 3] (size= 
Job[ 4] (size= 
Jab[ 5] (size= 
Job[ 6] (size= 
Job[ 7] (size= 
Job[ 8] (size= 
Job[ 91 (size= 
Job[10} (size= 
Job[ll](stze= 
2. demands 
I. demands 
1. demands 
1. demands 
2, demands 
2. demands 
3. demands 
2, demands 
2. demands 
2, demands 
120): cea 
200): C3 
50): a 
60): C3 
90): C2a 
80): CZC3 
75) : C2C5C3 
70): CSC4 
50): C5C4 
70): 01 C4 
EXAMPLE 1 ftoductioo Session 3 
Vittual_Ceil[ 1] (sizes 4, demands 715): 4 7 8 9 
Virtual_CeU[ 2] (Sizes 4. demands 190): 11 7 1210 
Virtual_CeU( 31 (Sizes 2. demands 220): I 2 
Virtual_CeU[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 315): 3 5 
Virtual_Cell[ 5] (Sizes 2. demands 160): 2 6 
Job[ 11 (sizes 2. demands 100): C3C1 
Job[ 21 (Sizes 2, demands 120): C3C1 
Job[ 31 (sizes 1, demands 2(X)): CI 
Job[4](size= I. demands SO): 01 
Job[ 5] (sizes 3. demands 90): 04 05 Ol 
/ob[ 6] (sizes 2, demands 80): 04 Ol 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2, demands 70): 05 04 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2, demands 75): 04 01 
Job[ 91 (sizes 1, demands 70): 02 
Job[ 10] (sizes 1, demands 50): 02 
Job[lI](size= 1.demands 70): 02 
EXAMPLE 1 Production Session 2 
There are 11 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizcs6,demands lOO): 7 8 7 9 
Job[ 21(sizcs8,demands 120): 1 2 4 7 8 9 
Job[ 3](sizes 5,demands 200): 4 8 9 
Job[ 4](siz  ^6,demands 50): 4 7 8 9 
Job[ 5](sizes 4,demands 60): 7 8 
Job[ 61(sizes 7.demand= 90): 3 5 4 8 9 
Job[71(size=8^emand= 80): 2 3 4 5 8 9 
Job[81(size=8.demand= 75): 3 5 6 4 8 9 
Job[ 91(sizes 6.demands 70): 6 8 10 12 
Job[10](size=7,demand= 50): 3 6 8 10 12 
Job[lI](sizes6.demands 70): 3 8 10 12 
Virtual_Oell[ 1] (sizes 2, demands 70): 3 8 
Virtual_Oell[ 2] (sizes 4. demands 245): 4 5 2 3 
Virtual_OeU[ 3] (sizes 4, demands 775): 4 8 7 9 
Vimial_OeU[ 4] (Sizes 3. demands 190): 8 10 12 
Virtual_OeU[ 5] (sizes 2. demands 195): 3 6 
Virtual_OeU[ 6] (sizes 3, demands 120): 2 4 1 
Job[Il (sizes 1. demands 100): 03 
There are 11 Jobs in die file 
Job[ IKsizes 5,demands 90): 4 8 9 
Job[ 2](sizes 6.demands 1(X)): 4 8 7 9 
Job[3Ksize=7.demandsl20): 4 7 8 7 9 
Job[41(sizes6.demands200): 4 7 8 9 
Job[51(size=7rflemand= 75): 11 12 8 9 7 
iob[ 61(sizes 6,demands 90): 1 7 8 9 
Job[ 71(sizes 6.demands 70): 1 7 9 11 
Job[ 8](size= 6.demands 50): 17 1112 
Job[9](size=5.demands 70): 10 11 12 
Job[I0](sizes7.demands 90): 11 7 12 1 7 
Job[I l](size= 7.deniand= 100) : I 7 11 12 11 
Virtual_OeIl[ I](sizes4.demands 745): 4 7 8 9 
Virtiial_OeU[ 2] (sizes 2. demands 70): 10 11 
VirtualjCellt 3] (sizes 4. demands 765): II 7 12 1 
Job[ 1] (sizes 1, demands 90): Ol 
Job[2](sizes 1. demands 100): Oi 
Job(3](size= 1. demands 120): Ol 
Job[ 4] (sizes 1. demands 200): OI 
Job[ 5] (sizes 2. demands 75): 03 CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2. demands 90): 03 CI 
Job[ 7] (sizes 3, demands 7O): 03 CI C3 
Job[ 8] (sizes i, demands 50): 03 
Job[ 9] (sizes 2, demands 70): 02 C3 
Job[10](sizes I.demands 90): 03 
Job[Il} (sizes 1. demands 100): C3 
EXAMPLE 1 Productioa Session 4 
There are 14 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes5,demands 1(X)): 6 7 8 
Job[2](sizes5.demands 120): 6 8 7 
Job[3Ksize=8.demandsl50): 6 8 7 8 7 9 
Job[ 4](sizes 5,demands 80): 6 7 9 
Job[ 5](sizes 8,demands 75) : 3 5 7 9 8 9 
Job[ 6](sizes 7,demands 150): 3 5 4 7 8 
Job[ 71(size= 8.demand= 170): 3 4 5 4 8 9 
Job[8](size=7.deffland= 90): 3 5 4 7 8 
Job[9](size=6,demand= 80): 3 4 3 5 
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Job[I0](S)ze=6,deiiiand= 190) : 3 4 7 8 
Job[l 1 l(size= 6.deimiid= 110) : 1 7 11 12 
Job(12](size=S.deimiid= 60): II 712 
Job[13j(size= S.den]aiid= 80): 10 II 12 
Job[14](siz^6,deniaiid= 90): 12 11 711 
Viitual_CeU[ 1] (size= 2, dwnand= 110): I 7 
Virtual_CeU[2]{size=4.demand= 755): 3 5 7 4 
Viitual_CeU[ 3] (size=4, deinand= 1125): 6 7 8 9 
ViTtual_CeU[ 4] (size= 2. deinand= 80): 10 11 
Vinual_Cell[ 5] (size= 3. deiiiand= 340): 7 12 11 
Job[I](size= 1, demands 100): C3 
iob[2](size= 1. demands 120): C3 
Job[ 3] (size= I, demand- ISO): C3 
Job[ 4] (sizes I, demands 80): C3 
Job[ 5] (sizes 2, rtrmamls 75): C2 C3 
Job[6}(size= 2. demands 150): C2C3 
Job[7](sizes 2. demands 170): C2C3 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2, demands 90): C2 C3 
Job[9i(sizes 1. demands 80): C2 
Job[10] (Sizes 2. demands 190): C2C3 
/ob[lIJ(sizes 2. demands nO): CI C5 
Iob[12j (sizes 1, demands 60): CS 
Job[I3j (sizes 2. demands 80): C4 CS 
Job[ 14] (sizes I, demands 90); CS 
EXAMPLE 1 Production Session S 
There are 14 Jobs in the file 
Job[ t](sizes4.demands 100): 1 6 4 7 
Job[ 2](sizes 4,demands ISO): 1 6 11 12 
Job[ 3](sizes 3,deniands 120): I 7 9 
Job[4](sizes6.demands 80): 1 6 7 I II 12 
Job[S](size=4.demands 75): 1 6 7 9 
Job[ 6)(sizc= 3.demands ISO): 7 II 12 
Job[ 7](size= 4,demands 90): 3 5 4 9 
Job[81(size=4.demaods 80): 3 5 7 8 
Job[ 9i(si2es S,demands 190): 3 5 4 7 8 
Job[10](sizes5.demand= 110): 3 5 4 8 9 
Job[II](sizes5,demands 75): 4 7 8 7 9 
Job[I2](sizes 3.demand= 100); 4 7 9 
Job[I3Ksizes4.demand= 110); 3 4 8 9 
Job(I41{sizes6,demands 170); 3 4 3 5 8 9 
VirtuaI_CeU[ 1] (sizes 2. demands 405): 1 6 
VittuaI_CeU[ 2J (sizes 2, demands 350); 1 7 
VirtuaI_CeU( 3] (sizes 3. demands 750); 3 5 4 
ViTtuaI_Cell( 4] (size= 4, demands 1220); 4 7 8 9 
Virtual_CeU[ 5] (sizes 2, demands 380): 11 12 
Job[ I] (sizes 2, demands 100); CI C4 
Job[ 2] (Sizes 2, demands 150); CI C5 
/obC3](sizes 2. demands 120): C2C4 
Job[ 4] (sizes 3, demands 80): CI C2 CS 
Jobf S] (sizes 2, demands 75): CI C4 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2. demands ISO); C2 CS 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2, demands 90): C3 C4 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2. demands 80); O C4 
Job[ 9] (sizes 2. demands 190); C3 C4 
Job[ID] (sizes 2, demands 110): C3 C4 
Job(llj(sizes I, demands 75): C4 
Job[I2] (sizes I, demands lOO): C4 
Job[13] (Sizes 2. demands nO): aC4 
Job[14] (sizes 2. demands 170): C3 C4 
EXAMPLE I Productiaa Sessioa 6 
There are 8 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes 7,demands 100) : 1 6 10 7 9 
Job[ 2](sizes 7.deniand= 130): 610 7 8 9 
Job[ 3](sizes 5.drtnands 110): 6 7 10 
Job[4]Csizes6,demands 90) ; 1 6 7 10 
Job[ 51(size= 6.drmand= 90): 3 5 7 8 
Job[ 6](sizes 8,demands 80) ; 3 5 7 9 8 9 
Job[ 71(size= S.deniand= 190); 10 11 12 
Job[ 8](size= S.demand= 200) : 7 11 12 
Viitnal_Cen[ 1] (size= 3. demands 600); 7 8 9 
ViititaL.CeU[ 2] (sizes 2. demands 390): 11 12 
Viitiia]_Cen[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 170): 3 5 
VirtualjCdU 4] (sizes 4. demands 620): 1 6 7 10 
Job[ 1] (sizes 2, demands 100): C4 CI 
iob[2](sizes 2. demands 130): C4CI 
iob[3j(sizes 1. demands IIO): C4 
Job[4](sizes 1. demands 90): C4 
/o()[ 5] (sizes 2, demands 90): C3 CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2, demands 80): C3 CI 
Job[71 (sizes 2,demands 190): C4C2 
iob[ 8] (sizes 2. demands 200); CI C2 
EXAMPLE 1 noductioa Sessioa 7 
Thereare 12 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes 6,demands 120) : 1 4 8 9 
Job[ 2i(sizes6,demands 110): 7 8 7 9 
Job[3](sizes6,demand=10S): 4 7 4 8 
Job[ 4](sizes 5,demands 90); 4 7 9 
Job[51(size=7.demands 70): 1 2 I 6 10 
Job[61(size=6.deniands 80): 1 6 7 10 
Job[7](size=74emand= 60) : 1 2 6 7 10 
iob[ 8](sizes 6.demands so): 7 12 II 12 
Job[91(si2e=6.demand= 4S): 12II 7 11 
Xob[101(sizesS.demand= 50); 11 7 10 
Job(ll](sizes4.demand= 60): II 12 
Job[12](sizes6^mand= 70); 1 7 11 12 
ViitiialjCeU[ 1] (sizes 4. demands 210): I 2 6 10 
Viitiiat_CelI[ 2] (sizes 5, demands 625): 1 4 8 9 7 
Viitual_CeU[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 190): 7 10 
Viitual_CeU[ 4] (sizes 4. demands 275); 7 12 II I 
Job[l] (sizes 1, demands 120): C2 
Job[ 2] (sizes 1, demands 110): C2 
Job[ 3] (sizes 1, demands IDS); C2 
Job[4](sizes I.demands 90); C2 
Job[5](sizes 1.demands 70): CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2. demands 80): CI C3 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2, demands 60): CI C3 
Job[8](sizes I.demands SO); C4 
Job[9](sizes 1. demands 45): C4 
Job[10](siz  ^ 2, demands SO): C4C3 
Job[ll] (sizes 1. demands 60): C4 
Job[I2] (sizes 1, demands 70): C4 
EXAMPLE 1 Production Session 8 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
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Job[ I](size=5,dcmand= 100); 4 7 II 
Job[2](size=7,deniaiid= 70): 4 7 9 12 M 
Job[3](size=S,deniand= 70): 16 7 
Job[4](size=6,deiiiaiid= 80): 1 6 7 9 
lob[ S](size= 7,deiiiaiid= 80): S 3 4 8 9 
Job[61($ize=8.deniaiid= 90): 3 4 S 4 8 7 
Job[ 7](size= 7,deniaiid= 40): 3 5 3 5 4 
Job[8](size=8.deiiiand=200): 3 4 8 9 7 8 
Job[9Ksize=6,deniand= 100): 1 6 7 10 
Job[10](size=7,denian{i=200): 1 6 9 7 8 
Viitual_CeU[ 1] (size= 2. deinand= 450): 1 6 
Viitual_CeU[ 2] (size= 6. demands 1290): 4 7 811 9 12 
Vinual_CeU( 3] (size= 2, demands 100): 7 10 
Viitual_Cell[ 4] (size= 3, deniand= 410): 3 4 5 
iob[l](size= l.demand= 100): C2 
Job[ 2] (sizB= I, demand= 70)z C2 
Job[ 3] (size= 2. demand= 70): CI C2 
Job[ 4] (size= 2, demand= 80): CI C2 
Job[ 5] (size= 2. demand= 80): C4 C2 
Job[ 61 (stze= 2. demand= 90): C4 C2 
Job[7](size= l,demand= 40): C4 
Job[ 8] (size= 2, demand  ^ 200): C4 C2 
Job[ 9] (size= 2. demand= 100): CI C3 
/ob[101 (size= 2. demands 200): CI C2 
EXAMPLE 1 Productioa Session 9 
There are 17 Jobs in the file 
Job[ ll(size=6,demand=200): 1 4 8 9 
Job[ 2](size= 8,demand= 300): 1 4 7 4 7 9 
Job[3](size=S.demand= 100): 1 2 4 7 8 9 
Job[ 4](size= 7,demand= 300): 4 9 4 7 8 
Job[ S](size= 7,demand= 200): 1 6 10 7 9 
Job[6}(stze=7,demand= 100): 6 10 7 8 9 
Job[ 7](size= 6,demand= 200): 4 8 7 9 
Job[8](size=5.demand= 100): 11 7 12 
Job[ 9](size= 5,demand=: 300): 6 7 10 
Job[10](size=6,demand= 75): 1 5 7 8 
Job[ll](size=4,demand= 50): 1 7 
Job[12](size=7,demand= 80): 8 9 1 6 10 
Job[13](size=7,demand=300): 1 2 6 7 8 
Job[14](size=7,demand=250): 4 8 9 1 5 
Job[I5](size= 7,demand= 210): 4 7 8 7 9 
Job[16](size=7,demand= 140): 11 7 12 1 7 
Job[17I{size=7.demand=270): 1 5 4 7 8 
Viitual_Cell[ 1] (size= 2, demand= 400): 1 2 
Virtual_Cell[ 2] (size= 2, demand= 1095): 1 5 
Virtual_CelI[ 3] {size= 4, demand= 290): 1 7 11 12 
Viitual_Celli 4] (size= 3. demand= 680): 1 6 10 
Virttial_CeU[ 5] (size= 4, demand= 2210): 4 8 9 7 
Viinial_CeU[ 6] (size= 2, demand= 300): 7 10 
Viitual_CeU[ 7] (size= 3, demand= 375): 6 7 8 
Job[ 1] (size= 2,demand= 200): C2C5 
Job[ 2] (size= 2. demand= 300): C2 CS 
Job[ 3] (size= 2. demand= 100): CI C5 
Job[4](size= l,demand= 300): C5 
Job[ 5] (size= 2, demand= 200): C4 C5 
Job[6](size= 2.demand= 100): C4C5 
Job[7](size= l.demand= 200): C5 
Jobi8i(size= l,demand= lOO): C3 
Job[9](stze= 2.deniand= 300): C4C6 
Job[10] (size= 2.demand= 75): C2C7 
Job[lI](size= I.demand= 50): C3 
Job[121 (size= 2.demand= 80): C5C4 
Job[13] (size= 2, demand= 300): CI C7 
Job[14] (size= 2,demand= 250): CSC2 
Job[IS] (size= I,demand= 210): CS 
Job[16] (size= l,demand= 140): C3 
Job[I7J (size= 2.demand= 270).- C2CS 
EXAMPLE 1 Production Session 10 
There are 16 Jobs in the file 
Job[ n(size= 6,demand=: 200): 4 7 8 9 
Job[ 2Ksize= 9,demand= 100): 3 5 4 7 4 8 9 
Job[ 31(size= 7,demand= 100): 3 5 4 8 9 
Job[4Ksi2e=74emand=200): 4 7 4 8 7 
Jot>[51(size=S,(ieniand= 100): 11 7 12 
Job[ 6I(size= 4.demand= 100) : 1112 
Job[ 7](size= 5.demand=: 300): 11 7 10 
Job[8](size=8.demaiid=300): 1 7 11 10 II 12 
Job[ 9](size= 7.drmaiHl= 45) : 3 5 1 6 10 
Job[I0](size= 7,demanrf= 80): 8 9 1 6 10 
Job[ll](size=7.demand=300): 1 2 6 1 6 
Job[12](size= 6.demaiid= 110): 17 3 5 
Job[13I(size=6,demand=225): 1 6 7 10 
Jab[14](size= 5.demaiids 200): 1 2 6 
Jab[151(size= 6,demand= 150): 3 5 6 10 
Job[16](size= 7.demaiid= 140): 11 7 12 1 7 
Vinu3l_Cell[ 1] (siz^S, demand= 1275): 1 7 II 10 12 
Viniial_Cell[ 2] (size=3. demand= lOOO): I 6 10 
Viitual_Cell[ 3] (siz  ^Z, demand= 505): 3 5 
Vittiial_Cell[ 4] (size= 4. demand= 680): 8 9 4 7 
Vittiial_Cell[ 5] (size= 2, demand= SOO); 1 2 
Job[l](siz  ^ 1. demands 200): C4 
Job[ 2] (size= 2. demands 100): C3 C4 
Job[ 3] (sizes 2, demands 100): C3 C4 
JobC4](siz  ^ I.demands 200): C4 
Job[S](size= l.demand  ^ 100): CI 
Job[6](sizes 1. demands 100): CI 
Job[ 7] (sizes 1. demands 300): CI 
Job[8](sizes 1. demands 300): CI 
Job[ 9] (sizes 2, demands 45): C3 C2 
Job[10] (sizes 2, demands 80): C4C2 
Job[U] (sizes 2. demands 300): CSC2 
Job[ 12] (sizes 2, demands 110): CI C3 
Job[131 (sizes 2. demands 225): C2C1 
Job[14] (sizes 2. demands 200): C5C2 
Job[15] (sizes 2, demands 150): C3 C2 
Job[ 16] (sizes 1, demands 140): CI 
EXAMPLE 2 Production Session 1 
There are 11 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](sizes6.demands472): 4 6 5 8 
Job[2](size=6.demands 182): 2 3 7 6 
Job[31(size=4,deniands 52): 15 
Job[ 4](size= 4,demands 71): 4 2 
Job[5](size=4,demands 180): 8 3 
Job[6](sizes4^emands 81): 8 4 
Job[7](sizes5.demand=272): 5 2 4 
Job[ 81{sizcs S.demands 310): 8 6 1 
Job[ 9]Csizes 64emand= 4S9) : I 6 4 6 
Job[10](sizes 5.demand= 72) : 4 2 7 
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Job[II](size=S.deiiiaiid= 142) : 4 14 
VimiaJ_CfeU[ I] (size=6,deniaiid= I93I): 1 4 6 5 8 2 
VutiiaI_CeU[ 2] (size= 2, demands |82): 2 3 
VirtuaLCeUi 3] (stze= 2, demands I80): 8 3 
VirtuaI_Cell[ 4] (size= 2. demand= 254): 7 6 
Job[ I] (size= I. demands 472): CI 
Job[2](size= 2, demands 182): C2C4 
Job[3](size= I. demands 52): CI 
Job[4](size= 1, demands 71): CI 
Job[ 51 (sizes I. demands 180): C3 
Job[6](size= I. demands 81): CI 
•Iob[ 7] (sizes 1, demands 272): Cl 
Job[ 8] (sizes I, demands 310): CI 
iob[9](sizes l.demanc^ 459): CI 
Job[10I (sizes 2, demands 72): Cl C4 
Job[ll](sizes 1.demands 142): Cl 
Job( 7](sizes S.deniands 355) : 3 I 3 
Job[ 8](sizes 6,demands 341) : 7 5 8 4 
ViituaUCtII[ 11 (sizes 4, demands 312): 16 2 4 
ViitiiaLCUl[ 2] (sizes 2. demands 330): I 8 
ViftiiaI_CeIl[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 535): 2 8 
VinuaLCeUI 4] (sizes 2. demands 438): 7 4 
ViituaIjCeO[ 5] (sizes 3, demands 341): 7 5 8 
Virtual_C>Il[ 6] (sizes 2. demands 679): I 3 
Job[ I] (siz^ 2, demands 97): C6 C4 
Job[2i(size= 1. demands 71): CI 
Job[ 3] (sizes i. demands 22^: C6 
Job[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 330): C3 C2 
Job[ 5} (sizes 2. demands 205): C3 Cl 
Job[ 6] (siz^ 1. demands 36): CI 
Job[71(size= 1. demands 355): C6 
Job[SI (sizes 2,dcniaad= 341): C5C4 
EXAMPLE 2 Productioa Session 2 
There are 12 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes 5.demands 279): 4 2 6 
Job[ 2](sizes 4.demands 14): 8 7 
Job[ 3j(sizes5,demands 18^ : 6 7 5 
Job[ 4](sizes 6,demands 39): 2 4 7 I 
/ob[ 5](sizes 6.demands 11): 15 2 4 
Jobt6](sizes7.demand=305): 4 6 7 8 2 
Job[ 71(sizes 6,demand= 55) : 5 1 7 1 
Job[ 8](sizes 7,demands 33*^ : 5 2 6 8 3 
Job[ 9](sizes6,demands404): 6 7 5 7 
Job[I0](sizes5,demands 180): 6 8 2 
Job[Il](sizes5,demands 32): 6 7 2 
Job[12](sizes4,demands HI): 7 6 
VirtuaI_CcU[ 1] (size= 5. demands 1344): 4 2 5 7 1 
Vtmial_CeU[ 2] (sizes 2, demands 305): 4 6 
Viniial_CcIl[ 3] (size= 2, demands 485): 8 2 
Viitual_CeU[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 337): 8 3 
Vinual_CcU( 5] (sizes 2, demands 1835): 7 6 
ViTtual_CeU[ 6] (sizes 2, demands 14): 8 7 
Job[ 1] (sizes 2. demands 279): CI C5 
Jab[2](size= I,demands I4): C6 
Job[ 3] (sizes 2, demands 187): C5 CI 
Job(4)(sizes 1, demands 39): Cl 
Job[51(sizcs 1, demands II): Cl 
Job[ 6) (sizes 3, demands 305): C2 C5 C3 
Job[Tl(sizes 1, demands 55): Cl 
Job[8](sizcs 3. demands 337): C1C5C4 
Job[ 9] (sizes 2, demands 404): C5 Cl 
Job[ 10] (sizes 2, demands 180): 05 C3 
Job[lI] (sizes 2. demands 32): C5 Cl 
Job[I2j (sizes I. demands ni): C5 
EXAMPLE 2 Productioa Session 4 
There are 13 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](size= 4,deniands 135) : 4 5 
Job[ 2](sizes 5.deniand= 304): 4 2 6 
Job[3Ksizes6.denand=478): 3 5 2 1 
Job[4](size=7.demands290): 6 3 4 1 5 
Job[5I($ize=6.denands 29): 2 6 1 3 
Job[ 6](size= 7,demands 335) : 5 4 3 5 4 
Job[ 71(sizes 5,deniands 276) : 6 4 6 
Job[8](sizes7.deaiand=287); 1 6 8 4 1 
Job[ 9](sizt= 7,demands 395): 2 6 4 1 4 
Job[10](siz^54emands462): 1 6 2 
Job[lI](sizes6.demandsl82): 4 5 4 3 
Job[12Ksizes4.demand=334): 7 1 
Jobn3j(sizes 4,demands 225): 4 3 
VirtiiaI_OU[l](sizes4. demands 1955): 6 2 1 8 
Virtiial_CeU[ 2] (Sizes 3. demands 319): 6 3 1 
VirtualjCeUt 3] (sizes 2, demands 334): 7 1 
Vittual_CeU[ 4] (sizes 4, demands 2631): 1 5 4 3 
Virtiial_CeIl[ 5] (sizes 2. demands 276): 4 6 
Job[ I] (sizes 1, demands 135): C4 
Job[ 2] (sizes 2, demands 304): C4 CI 
Job[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 478): C4 Cl 
Job[ 4] (sizes 2, demands 290): C2 C4 
Job[ 5] (sizes 2, demands 29): CI C2 
Job[6](sizes I. demands 335): C4 
Job[ 7] (sizes 1, demands 276): CS 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2. demands 287): Cl C4 
Job[ 9] (sizes 2. demands 395): CI C4 
Job(I0] (sizes 1, demands 462): Cl 
Job[11] (sizes I, demands 182): C4 
Job[l2] (sizes 1, demands 334): C3 
Job[ 13] (sizes I, demands 225): C4 
EXAMPLE 2 Productioa Session 3 
There are 8 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes5,demands 97): 3 7 4 
Job[ 2](sizes4,demands 71) : 1 6 
Job[ 3](sizes 4,demands 227) : I 3 
Job[ 4](sizes S,demands 330): 2 1 8 
Job[ 5](siz^ 5,demands 205) : 2 8 6 
Job[ 6](sizes 5,demands 36) : 6 2 4 
EXAMPLE 2 Productioa Session 5 
Thereare 10 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](size= 5.deniands 304): 8 2 4 
Job[ 2](size= 44emands 336) : 2 7 
Job[3](size=4.demands4I0): 7 6 
Job[ 4](sizes 5^niands II): 6 7 1 
Job[ 51(size= 5.dcmand= 300): 5 2 6 
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Job[ 6](si2e= 4,deimiid= 172): 7 3 
Job[ 7](size= S4emaiid= I8S): 2 4 S 
iob[ 8](size= 4,deniaiul= 260): 6 5 
Job[9](size=4,deiiiand= 108): 8 6 
Job[IO](size=S,deiiiand= 75): 4 1 S 
Vinual_CcU[ 1] (siz^6. deniand= 1773): 2 6 7 5 4 1 
Vutiial_CeU[ 2] (size= 2. demand^ 172): 7 3 
Vtm]al_CeU[3](size=4,deniaiul= 412): 8 6 2 4 
Job[ 1] (siz^ 1, demands 304): C3 
Job[ 2] (size= 1. demands 336): CI 
Job[ 3] (size= 1. demands 410): CI 
Job[4J(size= I. demands n): CI 
Job[S](sizes i, demands 300): CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes i, demands 172): C2 
Job[7](size= I. demands 185): CI 
Job[ 8] (sizes l, demands 260): CI 
Job[9](size= I. demands 108): C3 
Job[10] (sizes l, demands 75): CI 
EXAMPLE 2 Production Session 6 
There are 7 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes6,demands 84): 8 14 8 
Job[2Ksize=4.demands305): 8 5 
Job( 3](size= 4,demands 118): 3 8 
Job[ 4](sizes 6,demands 85) : 8 5 7 8 
Job[ Sl(sizes 6,deniands 72) : 3 2 4 5 
Job[ 6](sizes S,demands 59): 3 5 6 
/ob[ 7](sizes 5,demands 48): I 6 2 
Virtual_Cell[ 1] (sizes 6. demands 179): 1 6 3 2 4 5 
Virtual_Cell[ 2] (sizes 5, demands 651): 3 5 8 1 4 
Virtual_CeU[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 85): 7 8 
Job[ 1] (sizes 1, demands 84): C2 
Job[ 2] (sizes i, demands 30^: C2 
Job[ 3] (sizes I, demands 118): C2 
Job[ 4] (sizes 2, demands 85): C2 C3 
Job[51(sizes I. demands 72): CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2, demands 59): C2 CI 
Job[71(sizes I, demands 48): CI 
EXAMPLE 2 Production Session 7 
There are 15 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](sizes5,(]etnands444): 3 8 6 
Job[ 2](sizes7,demands 101): 8 4 8 6 3 
Jobi 3](sizes 5,detnands 302): 5 6 3 
Job[ 4](sizes 5.demands 74) : 2 7 8 
Job[ 5](size= 5,demands 72) : 2 8 3 
Job[6](sizes6.demands 12^: 8 14 3 
Job[ 7](sizes 7.demands 380): 5 8 2 7 4 
Job[ 8](sizes 4,demands 343) : 1 7 
Job[ 9](size= 5.demands 388): 1 4 2 
JobilO](sizes4,demand=254): 4 1 
Job[Il](siz^6,demand= 166): 1 2 7 3 
Job[I2Ksizes 7,demands 162): 6 1 2 8 4 
Job[I3](sizes4.demand= 116): 8 4 
Job[14](sizes 7,demands 21): 8 4 3 6 1 
Job[I5](sizc= 5.demands 124): 3 5 I 
Vinual_&Ut 1] (sizes 2. demands 1477): 4 1 
Viftual_Cell[ 2] (sizes 2. demands 21): 4 3 
Viitual_CeIlC 3] (sizes 3, demands 217): 4 8 6 
ViituaI_OU[ 4] (sizes 3. demands 1053): 5 1 6 
Viftual_CeU[ 5] (sizes 2, demands 380): 5 8 
Virtual_C:eU[ 6] (sizes 2. demands 343): I 7 
Vinual_Cen[ 7] (sizes 2. demands 1008): 2 7 
Vinual_CeU[ 8] (sizes 2. demands 234): 2 8 
ViituaI_CeU[ 9] (sizes 2, demands 1558): 3 8 
Job[ 1] (sizes 2, demands 444): C9 C4 
Job[ 2] (sizes 2. demands loi); C3 C9 
Job[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 302): C4 C9 
Job[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 74): C7 C9 
fob[ 5] (sizes 2. demands 72); C8 C9 
Job[6](size= 3.demands 127): C9CIC9 
Job[ 7] (sizes 3. demands 380): C5 C7 CI 
Job[ 8] (sizes i, demands 343): C6 
Job[9I (sizes 2. demands 388): CI C7 
Job[10I (size= I. demands 254); CI 
Job[Ill (Sizes 3. demands 166): CIC7C9 
Job[12] (sizes 3, demands I62): C4 CS CI 
Job[I3] (sizes I.demands U6): C3 
Jobi 14] (sizes 3.demands 2I): C9C2C4 
Job[IS] (sizes 2. demands 124): C9C4 
EXAMPLE 2 IVoductioo Session 8 
There are 9 Jobs in the file 
Job[ Il($izes6.demands303): 7 8 1 5 
Job[ 2](sizes 5,demands 5) ; 7 5 3 
Job[ 3](sizes 4.demand= 3); 4 7 
Jobi 4](sizes 6,demands 456): 3 7 4 7 
Job[ 5](sizes 5,deniands 249); 3 4 I 
Job[ 6](sizes 5.demands 354): I 3 8 
Job[ 7](sizes 4,deniands 32) : 7 1 
Job[ 8](sizes 5,demand= 289): 8 5 2 
Job[ 9](sizes 4,demands 4); 2 4 
Virtual_CeU[ 1] (sizes 6, demands 2050); 3 4 7 8 1 5 
Vittual_C:eU[ 2] (sizes 2. demands 293); 2 4 
Job[ II (sizes 1. demands 303): CI 
Job[ 2] (sizes 1, demands 5); CI 
Jobi 3] (sizes 1, demands 3); CI 
Job[4](size= 1. demands 456): CI 
Job[5](sizes I. demands 249): CI 
Jobi 6] (sizes 1. demands 354): ci 
Job[ 7] (siz^ 1. demands 32): CI 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2, demands 289): CI C2 
Job[9](sizes I, demands 4): C2 
EXAMPLE 2 Production Session 9 
There are 11 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](sizes 4.demands 134): 4 8 
Job[ 2](sizes 6,demands 262): 8 3 5 2 
Job[3}(sizes4,demands374): 8 2 
Job[ 4](sizes 5.demand= 376) : 5 3 2 
Job[ 5](sizes 5.demands 456) : 3 4 7 
Job[ 6](sizes 5,demands 254): 6 8 2 
Job[ 7](sizes 5,demands 167) : 5 7 5 
Job[ 8](sizes 5.deiiiands 279): 5 7 6 
Job[ 9](sizes 6,denund= 95): 5 8 5 6 
JobilOKsizes4,demands I); 5 6 
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Job[II](siz^6,cleiiiand=40t): 5 7 8 6 
Virtual_CeU[ 1] (size= 4, deiiiaiid= 1817): 3 2 8 5 
Virnial_CeIl( 2] (size= 2, demands 456): 4 7 
Viitual_CeU[ 3] (size= 3, demand= 1030): 5 6 8 
Vinual_CeU[ 4] (size= 2. demand= 1223): 5 7 
Virtual_CeU[ 5] (size= 2, demand= 134): 4 8 
Job[ I] (size= 1. demands 134): C5 
Job[ 2] (size= 1, demands 262): CI 
Job[3](si2c= 1, demands 374): CI 
Job[ 4] (size= 2. demands 376): C4 CI 
Job[ 5] (size= 2, demands 456): CI C2 
Job[ 6] (size= 2, demands 254): C3 CI 
iob[ 7] (size= I, demands 167): 04 
/oi>[8](si2e= 2. demands 279): C4C3 
Job[ 9] (size= 2, demands 95); CI C3 
JobilO] (size= 1. demands 1): C3 
Job(ll] (sizes 2.demands 401): C4C3 
EXAMPLE 2 Pnxluction Session 10 
There are IS Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](size=7,demand= 158): 5 3 1 3 4 
Job[ 2](size= S,demand= 371): 5 6 2 
Job[3](size=6.demand=197): 18 18 
Job[4](size=4,demand=443): 3 5 
Job[ 51(size= 4,demand= 215) : 5 1 
Job[ 6](size= 7,demand= 186) : 5 3 2 6 1 
Job[7](size=7,demand=I99): 7 2 6 3 1 
Job(8](size=5.demand=459): 5 1 2 
Job[ 9](size= 5,demand= 373): 4 6 8 
Job[I0](size=6,demand= 191): 2 4 2 7 
Job[ll](size=S,demand=318): 3 6 1 
Job[12](size= 6,demand= 108) : 5 4 7 8 
Job[13Ksize=5.demand=334): 1 3 4 
Job[I4](size=6,den]aiid=277): 3 4 7 1 
Job[15](sizes7^emand=436): 8 6 1 4 8 
Virtual_C^ll[ 1] (size= 5. demands 2683): 3 1 5 6 2 
Virtual_CeU[ 2] (sizes 3. demands 1978): 3 2 4 
Virtiial_Cell[ 3] (sizes 4, demands 2094): 6 1 8 7 
VimiaI_CeU[ 4] (sizes 2, demands 191): 7 2 
VirtuaI_CelI[ 5] (sizes 2, demands 108): 5 4 
Virtual_CeU[ 6] (siz^ 2, demands 436): 4 8 
Job[ 1] (sizes 2, demands 158): CI C2 
Job[2](si2e= l.demand= 371): CI 
Job[3](sizes l,demand= 197): C3 
JobC4](size= l,demand= 443): CI 
Job[5](sizes I. demands 215): CI 
Job[ 6] (Sizes 3. demands 186): CI C2 C3 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2, demands 199); C3 CI 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2, demands 459): CI C2 
Job[9](size= 2. demands 373): C2C3 
Job[I01 (sizes 2. demands 191): C2C4 
Job[ll](size= 2. demands 318): CI C3 
Job( 12] (sizes 2. demands 108): C5C3 
Job[ 13] (sizes 2, demands 334); CI C2 
Job[I4] (Sizes 2. demands 277): C2C3 
Job[lS] (sizes 2. demands 436): C3C6 
EXAMPLE 3 Ptoducn'on Session 1 
There are 7 Jobs in the file 
Job[I](sizesS.demand=378): 2 3 2 
Job[21(sizes6,deniand=432): 5 1 5 4 
Job[3](size=5.dcmand=266): 5 3 2 
Job[4](sizes4,demands48I); 3 5 
Job[5](size=7.demands37l): 2 5 2 3 1 
Job[S](sizes6.deiiiands417); 12 3 4 
Job[71(sizes4,demands47I); 5 4 
Virtual_Cell( I] (sizes 3. demands 1913): 3 2 5 
VittuaJ_CeU[ 2] (size= 2. demands 1320): 5 4 
VinuaLCenC 3] (sizes 2. demands 1220): 5 1 
Jobl l](size= I,demands 37g): C1 
Job[ 2] (sizes 2. demands 432): O C2 
Job[3](sizes i.demands 266): CI 
Job[ 4] (sizes 1, demands 481): CI 
Job[5](sizes 2. demands 371): CI C3 
Job[ 6] (sizes 3, demands 417): C3 CI C2 
Job[ 7] (sizes i, demands 471); C2 
EXAMPLE 3 Pnxluction Session 2 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes 5,demaiid= 138): 2 4 1 
Jab[ 2](sizes 4,demands 188): 5 2 
Job[ 3](sizes 6,demands 287): 4 1 2 5 
Job[ 4](sizes 4.demands 57) ; 3 1 
Job[5](size=4,demands442): 3 2 
Job[ 6](size= 4,demaiids 460): 3 2 
Job[ 7](sizes 4,demands 82): 14 
Job[8](size=6.demands206): 4 3 1 2 
Job[ 9](size= S,demands 349); 5 2 5 
Job[I0](size=4,demands 197) : 2 4 
VirtiialjCell[ 1] (sizes 4. demands 1869): 3 2 1 4 
VirtuaI_Cell[ 2] (size= 2. demands 824): 2 5 
Job[I](sizes 1. demands t3g); ci 
Job[2](sizes 1. demands I88): C2 
Job[3](sizes 2. demands 287): CI C2 
Job[ 4] (sizes 1, demands 57); CI 
Job[Sl(sizes 1. demands 442); CI 
Job[6](sizes I. demands 460): CI 
Job[71($izes 1. demands 82): CI 
Job[8](sizes 1. demands 206): CI 
Job[ 9] (sizes 1. demands 349); C2 
Job[10] (sizes 1, demands 19^: ci 
EXAMPLE 3 [^oductioa Session 3 
There are 12 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](size= S.demand= 130): 2 3 5 
Job[ 2]($ize= 4/lemands 235) : 4 1 
Job(3](size=6,demands433): 1 4 2 5 
Job[4](size=5,demands308): 5 4 3 
Job[ 5]($izes 6 .demands 124): 1 2 4 5 
Job[6](size=7.demands39S): 2 3 5 1 4 
Job[ 7](sizes 6,deiiiand= 487); 4 3 4 2 
Job[8](sizes6.demand=213): 2 5 2 4 
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Job[ 9](size= 4,deinand= 78): 3 1 
Job[I0]{size=5.deinaiid=224): 4 5 3 
Job[n](size= 6.deinand= 179) ; 3 13 4 
iob[I2](size=6.deiiiand= 102) ; I 4 2 I 
Vinual_CeU[ 1] (size= 4, demands 1232): 2 1 3 5 
VirtuaLCeU[ 2] (size= 3. demands 1744): 1 4 3 
Viitual_01i(3](size=3, demand=23I4); 2 4 5 
Job[ 1] (sizs= 2. demands 130): CI C3 
Job[2](size= 1. demands 235): 02 
Job[3](sizcs 2. demands 433): C2C3 
Job[ 41 (sizes 2, demands 308): C3 C2 
Job[ 51 (Sizes 2. demands 124): CI C3 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2, demands 395): CI C3 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2, demands 487): C2 C3 
Job[ 81 (sizes I,demands 213): O 
Job[91 (sizes (.demands 78): CI 
Job[10] (sizes 2. demands 224): C3 CI 
Job[ll] (sizes 2.demands 179): CI C2 
Job[12] (sizes 2. demands 102): C2C1 
EXAMPLE 3 Production Session 4 
There are 9 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](sizes4,deniands251): 3 2 
Job[ 2](sizes4,demands439): 4 3 
Job(3](sizes4,demands223): 5 3 
Job[ 4](sizes 4,demands 38): 4 3 
Job[5](sizcs6.demand=213): 15 4 5 
Job[ 6](sizes 4,demands 268): 2 4 
Job[ 7](sizes S,den]ands 54): 2 3 2 
Job[ 8](sizes 4,demands 336): I 3 
Job[ 9](sizes 4,dcmands 134): 2 3 
Virtual_CeU[ 11 (Sizes 4, demands 772): 1 3 5 4 
Virtual_CeU( 21 (sizes 3. demands 1184): 2 3 4 
Job[l] (sizes I,demands 251): C2 
Job[2](sizes 1, demands 439): C2 
Job[3](sizes 1, demands 223): CI 
Job[4](sizes I. demands 38): C2 
Job[5](sizcs I. demands 213): CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes i. demands 268): C2 
Job[7](sizes 1, demands 54): C2 
Job[8](sizes I.demands 336): CI 
Job[ 91 (sizes I, demands 134): C2 
EXAMPLE 3 Production Session 5 
There are 16 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes 4,demands 188) : 5 4 
Job[ 2](sizes 6,demands 186) : 2 1 4 2 
Job[3](sizes5.deraandsl51): 5 3 1 
Job[4](sizes6,deinands2I8): 14 3 2 
Job[ 51(sizes 5,deinands 227): 1 5 2 
Job[ 61(sizes 6,deiiiands 47) : 5 15 3 
Job[7](sizes4.deniaads401): 3 5 
Job[ 8](sizes S.demaods 258) : 4 5 2 
Job[ 9](sizes 6,demands 277) : 3 4 3 5 
Job[l01(size=7,demand=394): 1 5 4 2 5 
Job[III(sizes4,demand=220): 2 3 
Job[I2j(siz^5.demands357): 1 2 5 
Job[131(sizcs7,detnand=257): 5 2 1 3 2 
Job[14](sizes 6.demands 10): 3 2 5 4 
Job[151(si2es4.demands211): 2 3 
Job[I6K$izes7.dema«i=255): 4 5 2 3 2 
VirtuaI_CeU{ II (Sizes 4. demands 3863): 1 2 5 3 
ViTtual_Cell[ 2] (sizes 3. demands 1323): 1 4 5 
Vinual_Cdl[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 277): 3 4 
ViltualjCdIf 4] (sizes 2. demands 186): 4 2 
Job[ 11 (Sizes I. demands 188): C2 
Job[2](sizes 2, demands 186): CI C4 
Job[3](siz^ l.demands 151): CI 
Job[4](size= 2. demands 218): C2C1 
Job[51(size= l.demands 227): CI 
Job[61(sizes l.demands 47): CI 
Job[7](sizes l.demands 401): CI 
Job(8](sizes 2. demands 258): C2CI 
Job[ 91 (Sizes 2. demands 277): C3C1 
JobflOl (Sizes 3. demands 394): C1C2CI 
Job[lll(Sizes l.demands 220): CI 
Job[12Hsiz^ l.demands 357): CI 
Job[13](Sizes l.demands 257): CI 
/ob[14] (sizes 2. demands 10): CI C2 
Job[I51 (sizes I. demands 211): CI 
Job[161 (sizes 2, demands 255): C2 CI 
EXAMPLE 3 Prodociioa Session 6 
There are 11 lobs in the file 
Job(lKsize=6.demands488): 2 1 4 3 
/ob[ 2](si2e= 4.demands 402): 2 4 
Job[ 3I(sizes 5.demands 103): 5 3 4 
Job[4](sizes4,demands 89): 1 4 
Job[5](siz^6.deniands 73): 4 5 1 5 
Job[ 6](sizes6,demands274): 3 1 2 3 
Job[7](size=5.demands276): 3 I 2 
Job[ 8](sizes 5,demattds 163): 5 I 5 
Job[9](sizes4,demands230): 3 4 
Job[I0](sizes4.demand= 60): 5 3 
Job[I l](sizes 5,demand= 173) : 4 3 I 
Vittual_CeU[l] (sizes 4. demands 2108): 2 3 4 1 
Vittual_CeU[ 2] (sizes 3, demands 846): 1 5 3 
Job[ 1] (sizes l.demands 488): CI 
Job[2](sizes l.demands 402): CI 
Job[ 31 (sizes 2. demands 103): C2CI 
Job[41(sizes l.demands 89): CI 
/ob[5] (sizes 2, demands 73): CI 02 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2. demands 274): C2 CI 
Job[ 7] (sizes 1, demands 276): CI 
Job[ 81 (sizes 1. demands 163): C2 
;ob[91 (Sizes l.demands 230): CI 
Job[I0] (sizes l.demands 60): C2 
Job[II](sizes 2. demands 173): CI 02 
EXAMPLE 3 Productioo Session 7 
There are 15 Jobs in the file 
Job[l](sizes7.demands356): 1 4 5 4 3 
Job[ 2](sizes4,demands 161): 5 3 
Job[3](sizes5.demands 181): 13 5 
Job[4](sizes5.demands438): 5 1 4 
Job[5](sizes6.demands327): 4 3 5 2 
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Job[ 61(size= S,den]and= 130): 3 S 3 
Job[7]($ize=7^einaiid=324): S 2 4 2 3 
Job[ 8](size= S,deniand= 375): S 2 3 
Job[ 9](size= 5,deinaiid= 325): 3 4 3 
Job(I01(si2C=6,deniand=475): 3 2 1 5 
Job[ll](size=5,deina]id=210): 25 1 
Job[121(size=8,deiiiaiid=300): 3 1 5 1 2 3 
Job[13](stze= 8.deiiiaiid= 188): 3 4 2 3 4 3 
Job[14](size=6,deinaiid=36I): 3 2 5 3 
Job(151(size= S.deinand= 334): 1 2 4 
Vimial_CeU[ 1] (5ize=4. denuiid= 1655): 1 4 5 2 
Vinual_Cell[ 2] (size= 3, dcmaiid= 3404): 1 2 3 
Vinual_Cell[ 3] (sizc= 3, demands 3345): 3 4 5 
Job[ 1] (sizes 2. demands 356): CI C2 
Job[2j(size= 1. demands 161): C3 
Job( 3] (sizes 2, demands I8i): C2 C3 
Job[4](sizes 1. demands 438): CI 
Job[ 5] (sizes 2. demands 327): C3 CI 
Job[6](sizes 1, demands 130): C3 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2, demands 324): CI C2 
Job[ 81 (Sizes 2. demands 375): C3 C2 
Job[ 91 (Sizes i, demands 325): C3 
Job[10] (Sizes 2. demands 475): C2C3 
Job[ll] (sizes 2. demands 210): C2C1 
Job[ 121 (sizes 3, demands 300): C2C3C2 
Jobtl31 (Sizes 3. demands 188): C3C2C3 
Job[14] (sizes 2, demands 361): C2C3 
Job(151 (sizes 2. demands 334): C2 C3 
EXAMPLE 3 Production Session 8 
There are 12 Jobs in the file 
Job[ Il(sizes6,demands324): 3 4 3 2 
Job[ 2](sizes4,demand=476) : 2 1 
Jobt 3j(sizes 7,demands 143): 4 5 3 5 3 
Job(4](sizes6,demands33i): 5 4 3 5 
Job[5](sizes7.demand=323): 5 2 1 2 1 
Job[61(sizes4,demands431): 1 2 
Jobf 7](sizes6,demand=347): 1 4 2 3 
Job[ 8](sizes 5,demands 212): 2 4 5 
iob[ 9i(sizes S,defflattds 202) : 3 1 5 
Job[101(sizes 6,demands 87): 2 4 3 4 
Job(ll](size=4,demands493): 5 4 
Job[12](sizc=7.demands 57): 1 3 4 5 2 
Vittual_CeU[ 11 (sizes 3, demands 1933): 1 2 4 
Virtual_Cen( 21 (sizes 2, demands 671): 2 3 
Virtual_CeU( 31 (sizes 4. demands 2172): 3 5 4 1 
Job[ 1] (sizes 2, demands 324): C3 C2 
Job[2](sizes 1, demands 476): CI 
Job[3](sizes 1. demands 143): C3 
Job[41 (sizes I,demands 331): C3 
Job[ 5] (sizes 2, demands 323): C3 CI 
Job[6](sizes 1, demands 431): CI 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2. demands 347): CI C2 
Job[ 8] (sizes 2. demands 212): CI C3 
Job[9](sizes I,demands 202): C3 
JobilO] (sizes 2. demands 87): CI C3 
Job[ll] (sizes 1,demands 493): C3 
Job[ 121 (Sizes 2, demands 57): C3CI 
EXAMPLE 3 Production Session 9 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
Job[ IKsizes S.demands 467) : 2 3 1 
Job[ 2](size= 5,demand= 29) : 3 14 
Job[ 3I(siz^ 5,demaiid= 338) : 3 1 5 
Job[4](size=6.demaiids3I3): 4 2 3 S 
Job[ Sl(siz^ 4,demands 327) : 3 5 
Job[6](size=6.demaiidsl28): 1 2 3 2 
Job[7](size=4Alemands 136) : I 5 
iob[8](sizes44emands 130) : 5 2 
Job[ 9](sizes 6,defflands 58): 1 4 3 5 
;ob[10](size=6,demandsl65): 3 12 4 
Virtiial_CeU[ IHsizes 4. demands 2062): 1 2 5 3 
ViituaI_Cell[ 2] (size= 3. demands 565): 3 1 4 
Job[ 1] (sizes 1. demands 467): CI 
JobC 2] (Sizes 1. demands 29): C2 
Job[ 3] (sizes 1, demands 338): CI 
Job[4](sizes 2. demands 313): C2C1 
Job[ 5] (sizes 1, demands 327): CI 
Job[6](sizes 1, demands 128): CI 
iob[7](size= 1. demands 136): CI 
Job[8](size= 1. demands 130): CI 
iob[9](sizes 2. demands 58): C2C1 
Job[I0] (sizes 2. demands 165): CI C2 
EXAMPLE 3 ftoduction Session 10 
There are 14 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](size=6.demands200): 5 2 4 1 
Job[2](sizes7.demaiids30I): 2 3 5 1 5 
Job[ 31(sizes 4,demaiids 383) : 3 1 
Job[ 41(sizes 6,demand= 347) : 4 1 5 3 
Job[ 5](sizes 7,demands 345) : 1 5 1 2 1 
Job[6](sizes7,demands 191): 3 4 5 1 4 
Job[ 7](sizes 4,demands 270): 3 4 
Jab[ 8](sizes 6,demands 256) : 3 5 I 4 
Job[ 9I(size= 7,demands 130): 5 1 2 4 5 
Job[10](sizes4,demaiids419): 5 1 
Job[I IKsizes 6,demands 479): 5 1 2 5 
Job[I2Ksizes6.demaiidsl21): 2 13 2 
Job[13](sizes4,demands 164): 4 3 
Job[I4](size= 7,demands 299): 1 4 5 4 3 
Virtual_CeU[ I] (sizes 4, demands 3088): 2 4 1 5 
Virtiial_CeU[ 2] (Sizes 3. demands 805): I 3 2 
Viftiial_C^il[ 3] (sizes 2, demands 924): 3 4 
Viitiial_CeU[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 603): 3 5 
Job[ 1] (sizes 1, demands 200): CI 
Job[2](size= 2. demands 301): C2CI 
Job[ 3] (sizes 1. demands 383): C2 
Job[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 347): CI C4 
Job[ 51 (sizes 1. demands 345): CI 
Job[ 6] (sizes 2. demands 191): C3 CI 
Job[ 7] (Sizes 1. demands 270): C3 
Job[ 8] (Sizes 2, demands 256): C4 CI 
Job[9](sizes I. demands 13O): CI 
Job[IO] (sizes 1, demands 419): CI 
Job[lI] (sizes U demands 479): CI 
Job[I2] (sizes 2. demands 121): CI C2 
Job[I3] (Sizes I. demands 164): C3 
Job(I4] (sizes 2. demands 299): CI C3 
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EXAMPLE 4 Productioa Sessioa 1 
There are 9 Jobs in Che file 
Jobs[l](size=S.deinand=340): 11 3 8 
Jobs( 2](size= 4,demand= 392) : 9 3 
Jobs[ 3](size= 4.deinand= 399): 8 9 
Jobs[ 4](size= 7,deiiiand= 120): 1 4 9 11 10 
Jobs[ Sl(stze= 7,deiiiand= 2S4): 9 4 13 2 
Jobsi 6i(size= S,deniand= 370): 4 2 4 
Jobs[ 7](stze= 5.deiiiand= 102) ; 5 10 4 
Jobs(8](size=7,deniand=437): 10 6 11 7 10 
Jobs[ 9](stze= S,demand= 204) : 7 9 10 
Virtual_CeU[ 1] (size= 4. deniand= 766): 1 3 9 4 
VtrtuatjCeU[ 21 (size= 2, deinand= 102): S 10 
Viitual_Cell[ 3] (size= 6. den]and= 1500): 7 10 8 9 6 11 
ViituaJ_Cell[ 4] (size= 2, detnaod= 340): 11 3 
Virtual_CeU[ 5] (siz^ 2, deniand= 726): 2 4 
Jobs[ 11 (size= 2. demands 340): C4 C3 
Jobs[ 2] (size= I. demands 392): CI 
Jobs[ 3] (size= 1, demands 399): C3 
Jobs[ 4] (size= 2. demands 120): CI C3 
Jobs[ 5] (size= 2. demands 254): CI C5 
Jobs[ 6] (size= I, demands 370): C5 
iobs[ 71 (size= 2. demands 102): C2C5 
Jobs[ 8] (size= 1, demands 437): C3 
Jobs[ 9] (size= I, demands 204): C3 
EXAMPLE 4 Production Session 2 
There are 9 Jobs in the file 
Jabs[ I](size=4,deaiand= 198): 8 3 
Jobs[ 2](size= 7,deniand= 144): 7 5 3 6 8 
Jobs[ 3](size= 7,demand= 240): 10 7 4 8 7 
Jobs[ 4](size= 4,demand= 66): 11 3 
Jobs[ Sl(size= S,demand= 295) : 10 8 9 
Jobs[61(size=7,demand=400): 1 8 5 1 7 
Jobs[ 71(size= S.demand= 109) : 8 10 7 
Jobsi 8j(size= 6,demand= 172): 17 10 6 
Jobs[91(size=7.demand=113): 8 6 8 1 11 
Vittual_CeU[ 11 (size= 4. demands 342): 8 3 7 5 
Virtual_CeU[ 21 (sizes 2, demands 295): 8 9 
Virtual_CeU[ 31 (sizes 6. demands 1364): 10 6 I 7 8 5 
Virtual_CiU[ 4] (sizes 4, demands 349): 7 4 8 10 
Virtual_CeU[ 51 (sizes 2, demands 179): 11 3 
Jobs[ I] (sizes 1, demands 198): CI 
Jobs[ 21 (sizes 2, demands 144): CI C3 
Jobsi 3] (sizes 2, demands 240): C3 C4 
Jobs[ 41 (sizes 1, demands 66): C5 
Jobs[ 51 (sizes 2. demands 295): C3 C2 
Jobsi 6] (sizes 1. demands 400): C3 
Jobs[ 71 (sizes 1. demands I09): C4 
Jobsi 8] (sizes 1, demands 172): C3 
Jobsi 9] (sizes 2. demands 113): C3 C5 
EXAMPLE 4 Production Sessioa 3 
There are 12 Jobs in the file 
Jobs[ t](sizes6.deniands328): 3 5 1 6 
Jobs[ 2](sizes 4,demands 404) : 3 2 
JobsC 3](sizes 4,demai)d= 195) : 7 S 
Jobs[ 41(sizes 4,demaDds 386) : 5 4 
Jobs[ 51(size= S,demands 180) : 7 5 10 
/obs[6](sizc=44eniands 77) : 3 1 
JobsC 71(size= 5.demands 29^ : 6 4 8 
Jobs[8](size=6.demands496): 10 7 6 7 
Jobs[91(sizes5,demands426): 5 7 2 
Jobs[101($ize= 4.demand= 71) : 3 9 
Jobs[Ill(size=4,demand= 64): 5 3 
Job$[12](sizes 6,demands 182) : 6 7 3 10 
VittnaI_Cen[ I] (size= 7. demands 2157): 3 I 5 10 6 7 2 
VirtiialjCeU[ 21 (sizes 2, demands 71): 3 9 
VirtuaijCell( 31 (Sizes 2. demands 386): 5 4 
VinnaI_CeU[ 4] (size= 2. demands 195): 7 8 
Vtitiial_CeU[ 51 (stze= 3, demands 295): 6 4 8 
Jobs[ II (sizes 1. demands 328): CI 
Jobs[ 2] (siz^ 1, demands 404): CI 
Jabs[ 3] (sizes I. demands 195): C4 
Jobs[ 4] (sizes I. demands 386): C3 
Jobs[ 51 (sizes I, demands 180): CI 
Jobs[ 61 (size= I. demands 77): CI 
Jobs[ 71 (sizes 1, demands 295): CS 
Johs[ 8] (sizes 1, demands 496): CI 
JobsC 9] (sizes 1, demands 426): CI 
JobsClO] (sizes 1, demands 71): C2 
JobsClI] (sizes 1, demands 64): CI 
JobsC12](size= I,demands 182): CI 
EXAMPLE 4 Productioa Session 4 
There are 14 Jobs in the file 
JobsC II(size=4,demaads 43): I 4 
JobsC 2](sizes4,demands 243): 1 10 
JobsC 31(sizes S,demands 303) : 7 5 8 
JobsC 4](sizes S.demands 397) : 6 10 6 
JobsC 51(sizes 4,demands 456) : 3 2 
JobsC 61(sizes 4,demands 339): 1 2 
JobsC 71(size=6.demand= 262): 7 11 3 7 
JobsC 8](sizes 6,demands 362) : 3 5 9 6 
JobsC 91(sizes 6,demands 455) : 4 5 4 5 
JobsC10I(sizes54emands310): 2 10 3 
JobsCn]($izes6,demands460): 10 6 1 10 
JobsC12I($izes 44emands 349): 10 9 
Jobsil3](size= 6,demand= 131): 9 8 10 4 
Jobsil4](stzes 5,demands 109) : I 3 11 
VirtuaLCdlC 11 (size= 4. demand- 1635): 1 210 4 
VirtuaLCellC 2] (size= 2. demands 766): 3 2 
Vittual_Ceni 3] (sizes 4. demands 674): 3 11 7 5 
ViiTualjCeliC 4] (sizes 5, demands 1568): 3 5 9 6 10 
ViTtuaI_CeUi 51 (sizes 2, demands 434): 9 8 
VirtuaLCeDC 61 (sizes 2. demands 455): 4 5 
JobsC I] (sizes I, demands 43): CI 
JobsC 2] (sizes 1, demands 243): CI 
Jobs[ 3] (sizes 2, demands 303): C3 C5 
JobsC 4] (sizes 1, demands 397): C4 
JobsC 5] (sizes 1, demands 456): C2 
JobsC 6] (sizes 1. demands 339): CI 
JobsC 7] (sizes 1. demands 262): C3 
JobsC 8] (Sizes 1. demands 362): C4 
JobsC 9] (siz^ 1, demands 455): C6 
JobsClO] (sizes 2. demands 31O): CI C2 
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iobs[U}(stz^ 2. demands 460}: C4CI 
Jobs[I2j(size= I.demand= 349): C4 
Jobs[I3j(size= 2,demand= 131): CSCl 
Jobs[14] (size= 2.demand= 109): CI C3 
EXAMPLE 4 Production Session S 
There arc 8 Jobs in the file 
iobs[ l](size= S,deniand= 213): 10 4 7 
Jobs[ 2](size= S4emand= 114): 11 2 4 
Jobs[ 3](size= 5,demand= 288): 8 7 I 
Jobs[ 4](size= 7.demand= 385) : I 10 9 10 7 
Jobsi 5](size= 7,demand= 267): 8 4 7 4 1 
Jobsf 6](size= 7.demand= 385): 6 10 8 10 5 
Jobsi 71(size= 4,demand= 78) : S 8 
Jobs[ 8](size= 6,demands 360): 11 4 8 6 
Virtual_CeU( 1] (size= 4. demands 1513): 8 4 7 10 
Viitual_Cell( 2] (size= 3, demands 474): 11 2 4 
VirTual_C^U[ 3] (size= 4, demands 823): 6 10 8 5 
Virtual_CeU[ 4] (size= 3. demands 940): I 10 9 
Jobs[ 1] (sizes I, demands 213): CI 
Jobsi 2] (sizes 1, demands ii4): C2 
Jobs[ 3] (sizes 2, demands 288): CI C4 
Jobsi 4] (sizes 2. demands 385): C4CI 
Jobsi 5] (sizes 2, demands 267): CI C4 
Jobs[ 6] (sizes 1, demands 385): C3 
Jobst 7] (sizes 1. demands 78): C3 
Jobs[ 8] (sizes 3, demands 360): C2 Cl C3 
EXAMPLE 4 Production Session 6 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
Jobs[ I](sizes6,demands313): 2 14 8 
Jobs[ 2i(sizes 7,demands 200): 2 7 9 6 7 
Jobs[ 3](sizes 4,deniands 372): 4 8 
Jobs[4](sizes6,demands4S6): 6 3 4 5 
Jobs[5]($izes4,deinand= 193): 3 4 
Jobs[ 6](sizes S.demacds 438) : 8 7 9 
Jobs[ 71(sizes 6,demands 72): 8 3 11 6 
Jobs[ 8](sizes6.deinands413): 8 3 18 
Jobs( 9](sizes 7.demands 286): 2 1 4 7 11 
Jobs[i0](sizes7,demands 189): 5 6 5 1 II 
VirtuaI_Cell[ I] (sizes 4. demands 638): 2 7 9 6 
Virtual_CeU[ 2] (sizes 5. demands 1196): 3 11 6 4 5 
Virtual_Cell[ 3] (sizes 3, demands 2307): 4 7 8 
Virtual_Cell[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 599): 2 1 
Virtual_Celli 5] (sizes 2, demands 413): 3 I 
VirtuaLCelli 6] (sizes 3, demands 189): 5 I 6 
Jobs[ I] (sizes 2. demands 313): C4C3 
Jobs[2] (sizes I, demands 200): CI 
Jobsi 3] (sizes 1, demands 372): C3 
Jobs[4] (sizes 1. demands 456): C2 
Jobsi 5] (sizes I, demands 193): C2 
Jobsi 6] (sizes 2. demands 438): C3 CI 
Jobsi 7] (sizes 2. demands 72): C3 C2 
Jobsi 8] (sizes 3. demands 413): C3 C5 C3 
Jobsi 9] (sizes 3. demands 286): C4 C3 C2 
Jobs[ 10] (sizes 2, demands 189): C6 C2 
EXAMPLE 4 fVoducdoo Session 7 
There are 8 Jobs in the file 
Jobs[ l](sizes7.demand=203): 5 1 3 8 5 
Jobsi 2](sizes 4,den]ands 267) : 4 7 
Jobs[3](sizes8.demand= 53): 8 6 8 2 9 11 
Jobsi 4](sizes6,demands 406) : 2 6 9 4 
Jobs[ 5](sizes 7.demands 187) : 9 6 2 8 5 
Jobsi 6](sizes 4,demands 27) : 1 5 
Jobs[ 7](sizes 4,demands 118): 3 1 
Jobsi 8](sizes 5,deniands 76) : 8 2 8 
Vittual_CeU[ I] (sizes 2, demands 53); 9 11 
Vittual_CeU[ 2] (sizes 4. demands 535): 8 5 13 
Vittiial_Cell[ 3] (sizes 2, demands 406): 9 4 
VirtuaLCelli 4] (sizes 2. demands 267): 4 7 
VirtuaLCeUC 5] (sizes 4, demands 722): 9 6 2 8 
Jobs[ 1] (sizes 1. demands 203): C2 
Jobs[ 2] (sizes i, demands 267): C4 
Jobs[ 3] (siz^ 2. demands 53): C5 Cl 
Jobsi 4] (sizes 2. demands 406): C5 C3 
Jobs[5](sizes 2. demands 187): C5C2 
Job$[ 6] (sizes 1, demands 27): C2 
Jobs[ 7] (sizes 1, demands 118): C2 
Jobsi 8] (sizes 1, demands 76): CS 
EXAMPLE 4 ftoductioa Session 8 
There are 18 Jobs in the file 
Jobs[ l](sizes4,demands SO) : 11 7 
Jobs[ 2](size= 8,demand= ISO) : II 8 7 3 10 9 
Jobsi 3j(sizes 4.demands 82) : 8 4 
Jobs[4](sizes6.demands313): 9 2 6 8 
Jobs[ 5](size= 4,demands 1S2) : 5 11 
Jobsi 6](sizesS,demands 341): 7 8 6 
Jobsi 7](sizes7,deniaads 399) : 3 4 9 4 6 
Jobs[8I(sizes6,demands 36): 9 7 10 3 
Jobsi 9j(sizes 6,demands 17^ : 5 10 6 2 
JobsilO](sizes 6^mands 264) : 6 8 9 5 
Iobs[tIl(size=6.deimnd=l79): 9 8 3 7 
Jobs[I2](sizes4^emands 54): 4 8 
Jobs[I3](sizes7.demands287): 2 9 8 9 5 
Jobsil4](sizes6.demands 156): 8 5 2 7 
Jobsil51(sizes4.deniands 131): 7 1 
Jobs[16Ksiz^74emands 45) : 7 5 10 II 9 
Jobs[l71(size=4.demand=242): 10 2 
Jobs[I8Ksize=4.demands232): 7 5 
VirtualjCeU[ 1] (sizes 4. demands 1952): 8 9 2 5 
Vittiial_CelI[ 2] (sizes 3, demands 1453): 8 6 4 
V i t t u a l j C e U [  3 ]  ( s i z e s  6 .  d e m a n d s  1 0 S 7 ) :  1 0  2 1 1  9  7  5  
Virtual_CeU[ 4] (sizes 2, demands 177): 10 6 
VirtualjCellC S] (sizes 2, demands 131); 7 1 
VirtiiaI_CeU(6](sizes4, demandsl225): 8 7 3 4 
Virtual_C:ellt 7] (sizes 2, demands 36): 10 3 
Jobs( 1] (sizes 1, demands 50): C3 
Jobsi 2] (sizes 3. demands ISO): C3 C6 C3 
Jobs[3](size= 1. demands 82): C2 
Jobs[4] (sizes 2. demands 313): Cl C2 
Jobsi S] (sizes i, demands 152): C3 
Jobsi 6] (sizes 2. demands 34I): C6C2 
Jobsf 71 (sizes 3, demands 399): C6 CI C2 
Jobsi 8] (sizes 2, demands 36): C3 C7 
Jobsf 9] (sizes 3, demands 17^: Cl C4 Cl 
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iobs[IO] (size= 2. demancl= 264); C2 CI 
Jobs[II] (size= 2,(tenian<l= 179): CI C6 
Jobs[I2] (size= I,(leinand= 54): C2 
Jobs[I3] (size= l.deinand= 287): CI 
Jobsiuj (size= 2.deinaDd= 156); CI C6 
Jobs[15] (size= I,deiiian(l= 131): C5 
Jobs[16] (size= l.deiiian<l= 45): C3 
Jobs[I71 ($ize= I.deiiiand= 242): C3 
Jobs[l8] (size= l.denuad= 232); C3 
EXAMPLE 4 Productioii Session 9 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
Jobs[ l](stze=4.deiiiand=318): II 8 
J o b s [  2 1 ( s i z e =  6 , d e n i a i i d =  4 1 4 )  :  3  1 1 5  2  
Jobs[ 31(size= 6,deiiiand= 177): 5 7 5 2 
Jobs[ 4](size= 6.drniand= 176): 7 4 2 4 
Jobsi 5](size= 4,deinand= 284); 2 8 
Jobs[ 6](size= 6.deniand= 24): 7 2 8 I 
Iobs[ 7](size= 5.demand= 105): 11 1 7 
lobs[ 8Ksize= 6,deinand= 193): 8 7 5 9 
iobs[9I(size=6.de<nand=317); 7 I 2 10 
Jobs[10](size= 5.deniand= 164); 6 9 8 
VirtuaI_CeU[ 1] (size=4, demand^ 791): 5 2 7 4 
VirtuaI_CeU[ 2J (size= 2, demands 193): 5 9 
VutuaI_Cell[ 3] (size= 2, demands 164): 6 9 
ViTtual_Cell[ 4] (size= 3. demands 803): 7 1 8 
ViituaI_CeU[S1(size=2,demand= 318): 11 8 
Viitual_CeU[ 6] (siz^ 2. demands 317): 2 10 
Viitual_CeU[ 7] (size= 2, demands 519): 3 11 
Virtual_CeU[ 8] (sizes Z, demands 284); 2 8 
iobs[ I] (sizes 1. demands 3i8): C5 
Jobsi 2] (sizes 2, demands 414); C7 CI 
Jobs[ 3] (sizes I, demands 177): CI 
Jobs[ 4] (size= 1. demands 176): CI 
Jobsi 5] (sizes I. demands 284): C8 
Jobs[ 6] (sizes 2. demands 24): CI C4 
Jobs[ 7] (sizes 2, demands lOS): C7 C4 
Jobs[ 81 (sizes 2. demands 193): C4 C2 
Jobs[ 9] (sizes 2. demands 317): C4C6 
JobsilO] (sizes 2. demands 164): C3 C4 
EXAMPLE 4 Productioa Session 10 
There are 9 Jobs in the file 
Jobs[ I](sizes 5,dcmands 324): 4 10 7 
Jobs[ 2](sizes 5,demands 45): 9 5 I 
Jobs[ 3](size= 4.demands 72): 5 4 
Jobsi 4](sizes 6,demands 205) : 8 4 I 10 
Jobsi 5](sizes 4,demands 324): 3 11 
Jobs[ 6](sizes 6,demands 253); 5 7 2 5 
Jobsi7](sizes7,demands 126): 5 2 5 2 8 
Jobs[ 8](sizes 6.demands 185): 7 2 9 6 
Jobs[ 9](sizes 4.demands 388): 7 2 
VirtuaI_CeU[ I] (sizes 2, demands 324): 3 11 
ViTtual_CeU[ 2] (sizes 4. demands 230); 5 19 6 
Virtuai_Ceui 3] (sizes 5, demands 1348): 5 2 7 4 10 
VtrtuaI_CeU[ 4] (sizes 4, demands 331); 8 4 I 10 
Jobs[ 1] (sizes I. demands 324): C3 
Jobsi 2] (sizes I. demands 45); C2 
Jobs[ 3] (sizes i, demands 72): C3 
Jobs( 4] (sizes i, demands 20^; C4 
Jobs[ 5] (sizes i. demands 324): CI 
Jobs[ 6] (sizes i, demands 253): C3 
Johs[7] (Sizes 2.demaiids 126): C3C4 
Jobs[ 8] (sizes 2. demands 185): C3C2 
Jobs[9](sizes 1. demands 388); C3 
EXAMPLE 5 Productioa Session 1 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](siz^4,deiiiand= 95): 8 3 
Job[2](sizes4,deniands297): 7 6 
Job[ 3](sizes 5,den]ands 130): 6 2 6 
Job[41(sizes5,deinand=468); 2 7 5 
Joi)[ 5)I(sizes 4,demands468): 4 I 
Job(6](sizes4,demands462): 2 7 
Job[7](5ize=6.demands3g4); 3 5 4 5 
Job[ 8]($ize= 4,demand= 30) : 7 8 
Job[9](sizes4,demand=359); 7 1 
Job[10](sizes 4,demands 146) ; 1 5 
Viitual_CeU[ 1] (sizes 3. demands 1357): 2 6 7 
Vimial_Cell[ 2] (sizes 4. demands 1825): 4 1 5 7 
ViTtiial_CeU[ 3] (size= 2. demands 30): 7 8 
ViitiiaI_CeU[ 4] (sizes 2, deinaiKl= 479): 8 3 
Job[ I] (sizes I. demands 95): C4 
Job[2](sizes I.demands 297): CI 
Job[3](sizes I. demands 130): CI 
Job[41(sizes 2. demands 468): CI C2 
Job[5](size= I.demands 468); C2 
Job[6](sizes I. demands 462): CI 
Job[71($izes 2, demands 384): C4C2 
Job[8](sizes I.demands 30); C3 
Job[9](sizes I. demands 359): C2 
Job{10] (sizes i, demands 146): C2 
EXAMPLE 5 Productioa Session 2 
There are 12 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](sizes6,demands225); 8 18 4 
Job[2](sizes5,demands324); 4 15 
Job[ 3](sizes 5,demands 337) : 3 2 1 
Jobi4](size=6,deinand=407): 8 5 1 4 
Job[S](sizes4,demands 98): 4 6 
Job( 6](sizes S,demands 336) ; 5 3 2 
Job[ 7](sizes 6,demands 306); 3 2 4 7 
Job[ 8](sizes5,demands484); 4 2 1 
Job{9](sizes4,demands 151); 7 1 
Job[10](sizes 4,demands 74): 3 6 
Job[IlKsizes6,demands 30): 3 13 5 
Job[I2](siz^ 4,demands 36): 6 8 
Viitiial_Cell[ 1] (sizes 2, demands 366); 3 5 
Vinuat_CeU[ 2] (size= 2. demands 74): 3 6 
Viniial_Cell[ 3] (sizes 5. demands 1574): 4 1 8 6 5 
ViitiialjCeU[ 4] (sizes 3. demands 1493): 3 2 1 
Viitiial_Cell[ 5] (sizes 2. dfman«l= 306): 4 7 
ViitiiaL.CeU[ 6] (sizes 2. demands isi); 7 1 
Job[ 1] (sizes 1, demands 225): C3 
Job[2](size= 1. demands 324): C3 
Job[3](size= 1. demands 337): C4 
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Job[4](stze= I, demands 407): C3 
Job[Sl(size= l,demand= 98): C3 
Job[ 6] (size=c 2, demands 33^: CI C4 
iob[ 7] (sizes 2, demands 306): C4 CS 
Job[ 8] (Sizes 2. demands 484): C3 C4 
Job[ 9] (sizes I, demands 151): C6 
/ob[ 10) (sizes I. demands 74): C2 
Job[ll] (sizes 2, demands 30): C4C1 
Job[ 12] (sizes 1, demands 36): C3 
EXAMPLE 5 Production Session 3 
There are 8 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizesS,demaiKls 179): 18 1 
iob[ 2](size= 8,demands 206) : 8 6 8 4 7 4 
Job[ 3](sizes g,demands 418) : 6 2 5 3 4 6 
Job[ 4]($izes 4,demand= 37) : 1 3 
Job[5](size=7.demands279): 6 4 3 1 8 
Job[ 6](size= 8,demands 102) : 5 8 4 6 8 1 
Job[ 7](sizes 4,demands 54) : 1 7 
Job[ 8](sizcs 4,demands 279) : 1 6 
Virtual_CeU( 1] (sizes 2, demands 316): I 3 
VirtuaI_CeU[ 2] (sizes 2, demands 54): 1 7 
Virtual_OU[ 3] (sizes 4. demands 520): 5 3 6 2 
Virtual_Cell[ 4] (sizes 4. demands 1742): 8 4 6 1 
Virtual_CeU[ 5] (sizes 2. demands 206): 7 4 
Job[ 1] (sizes 1, demands 179): C4 
Job[2](size= 2. demands 206): C4C5 
Job[3](size= 2, demands 418): C3C4 
Jobi 4] (sizes I. demands 37): CI 
Job[ 5] (Sizes 3. demands 279): C4 CI C4 
Job(6](size= 2, demands 102): C3C4 
Job(7](sizc= [.demands 54): C2 
Job[8](size= 1. demands 279): C4 
EXAMPLE 5 Production Session 4 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](sizes4,demands361): 6 8 
Job[ 2](sizes5,dcmand= 191) : 4 6 7 
Job[ 3](sizesS,demand=48I): 8 5 6 
Job[ 4](sizes 5.demands 215) : 7 3 6 
Job[S](stzesS,demands314): 8 7 6 
Job[6](sizes4,demands33i): 6 1 
Job[ 7](sizes 6.demands 335) : 5 8 7 5 
Job[ 8](sizes 5,demands 49) : 2 7 4 
Job[ 9](sizes 4,demand= 482): 6 3 
Job[10](sizes 4,demands 283) : 1 4 
Virtual_Cell[ 1] (sizes 3, demands 1011): 7 3 6 
Virtual_CeU[ 2] (sizes 4, demands 240): 7 4 6 2 
Virtual_CeU[ 3] (sizes 3. demands 614): t 4 6 
Virtual_CeU[ 4] (sizes 3, demands 1491): 5 6 8 
Virtual_CeIl( 5] (sizes 2, demands 335): 7 5 
Job[ 1] (sizes I, demands 361): C4 
Job[2](sizes 1. demands 191): C2 
Job[3](size= 1, demands 481): C4 
Job[4](size= I, demands 215): CI 
Job(5](size= 2, demands 314): C4C1 
Job[6](sizes I, demands 331): C3 
Job[ 7] (sizes 2. demands 335): C4 C5 
Job[8](sizes 1, demands 49): C2 
Job[ 9] (sizes 1. demands 482): CI 
Job[10] (sizes I. demands 283): C3 
EXAMPLE 5 Ptoductiaa Session 5 
There are 10 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes4.deinands 196) : 2 8 
Job[ 2](sizes 6.demands 355): 3 4 2 6 
JobC31($izes54emands 89): 2 3 1 
Job[ 4](sizes 6,demands 454) : 2 8 2 1 
Job[S1(sizesS,defiiands391): 7 3 6 
Job[ 6](sizes 5,demands 64) : 8 2 1 
Job[ 7](size= 5.dmiands 200): 7 5 8 
Job[81(sizB=4.deiiiand=123): 5 4 
Job[9Ksizes6.demaiids 85): 1 7 8 2 
Job[I0](sizes5.deinands400): 2 4 6 
VirtuaIjCen[ 1] (sizes 3. demands 799): 2 1 8 
VutualjCellC 2] (sizes 5. demands 1235): 2 4 3 6 1 
Vinual_CeU[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 123): 5 4 
Viniial_CeU[ 4] (sizes 2, demands 200): 5 8 
ViitualjCeU[ 5] (size= 2. demands 676): 1 7 
Job[ 1] (sizes 1, demands 196): CI 
Job[ 2] (sizes 1. demands 355): C2 
Job[ 3] (sizes 1, demands 89): C2 
Job[4](sizes 1. demands 454): CI 
Job[5](sizBs 2. demands 391): C5C2 
Job[6](sizes I.demands 64): CI 
Job[ 7] (sizes Z, demands 200): C5 C4 
Job[8](sizes I.demands 123): C3 
Job( 9] (sizes 2, demands 85): C5 CI 
Job[101 (sizes 1, demands 400): C2 
EXAMPLE 5 Productioa Session 6 
There are 12 Jobs in the file 
Job[ l](sizes 5,demands 166) : 8 2 5 
Job[2](sizes64emands375): 8 1 5 3 
Job[ 3](sizes 4,demands 283) : 2 5 
Job[ 4](sizes 4,demands 376) : 8 2 
Job[ 5](sizes 5,demands 230): 5 8 2 
Job[ 6](sizes 4.demands 457) : 4 6 
Job[7](size=6.demands232): 1 3 2 3 
Job[8Ksizes4.demands338): 1 7 
Job[9Ksize=S.demands248): 8 7 5 
Job[I0](size=6.demand= 99): 6 5 1 2 
Job[llKsize=7.demand=473): 3 5 7 8 5 
Job[I2](sizes5.demands376): 6 4 6 
VittuaI_CeU[ I) (Sizes 5. demands 1517): 1 2 3 5 7 
ViitualjCdl[ 2] (Sizes 2. demands 99): 6 5 
VirtualjCeUC 3] (sizes 3, demands 2151): 8 2 5 
VittuaL.CeU[ 4] (sizes 2. demands 248): 8 7 
VirtiialjCeU[ 5] (sizes 2, demands 833): 4 6 
Job[ 1] (sizes [.demands 166): C3 
Job[2](sizes 2. demands 375): C3C1 
Job[3](sizes [.demands 283): C3 
Job[ 4](sizes 1. demands 376): C3 
Job[5](sizes 1. demands 230): C3 
Job[6](siz^ 1, demands 457): CS 
JobC7I(sizes {.demands 232): CI 
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Job[ 8] (size= I. demands 338): CI 
Job[ 9] (size= 2. demand^ 248): C4 C3 
Job[10] (size= 2.demand= 99): C2CI 
JobCnj (size= 2. demand= 473): CI C3 
7ob{I2j (size= I.demand= 376): C5 
EXAMPLE S Productioa Session 7 
Job[ I](sizc=4,demand=307): 6 S 
Job[ 2](size= 4,demands 483) : 2 4 
Job[3](size=4.demand=204): 8 I 
Jat)[4](size=64emand=4S7): 6 3 
Job[S](size=4.demand= 76); 6 3 
Job[ 6](size= 4,demands 300) : 3 4 
Job[ 71(size= S,demand= 304) : 8 3 
Job[ 8Ksize=4,demand= 137): 6 2 
Job[ 9](siz^ S.demand= 142): 6 S 
6 4 
8 
There are 11 Jobs in the file 
Job( Il(size= 6,demand= 87) : 
Job[ 2](size= 6,demand= 208) : 
Job[ 3](size= 6,demand= 277) : 
Job[ 4](size= 6,demand= 426) : 
Job[ S](size= 4.demand= 4S3) : 
Job[ 61(size= 4^emand= 263): 
Jab[ 7}(size= S.demand= 425) : 
Job[ 81(size=4,deinand=406): 
Job[ 9j(size= 6,demand= 463) : 
Job[I0](size= 5,demand=33I): 
Job(11 j(size= 4,demand= 475) : 
8 2 
4 I 
5 
4 
8 
8 
5 
1 
5 
1 8 
4 6 
7 
7 
4 
4 
6 
6 
I 
7 3 4 
3 8 
6 2 
Virtual_CeU[ 1] (size=5. demand= 1381): 5 1 6 2 8 
Virtual_CelI[ 2] (size= 3, demand= 277): 5 3 7 
ViitiiaI_CeU[ 3] (size= 4, deniand= 1948): 3 4 8 7 
Viitual_CeU[ 4] (size= 3, demand= 208): 4 6 1 
Job[ 1] (size= 
Job[ 2] (size= 
Job[ 3] (size= 
Job[ 4] (size= 
Job[ 5] (size= 
Job[ 6] (si2C= 
Job[ 7] (si2e= 
Job[ 8] (size= 
Job[ 9] (si2c= 
Job[10] (size= 
Job[l I] (size= 
1, demand= 
l.demand= 
l.demand= 
l.demand= 
1. demands 
I. demands 
1, demands 
1. demands 
I. demands 
I, demands 
I, demands 
87): CI 
208); C4 
277): C2 
426): C3 
453): C3 
263): a 
425): CI 
406): CI 
463): CI 
331): C3 
475): C3 
EXAMPLE 5 Production Session 8 
There are 5 Jobs in the file 
Job[ I](sizes4,demands 10): 
lob[ 2](sizes 7,demands 247) : 
Job[ 3](sizes 7,demands 240) : 
Job[ 4]Csizes 8,demands 260) : 
Jobi 5](sizes 54emands 361): 
6 i 
3 8 5 8 4 
2  1 4  6  8  
18 2 18 
8 5 8 
Virtual_CeU[ 1] (sizes 2. demands 10): 6 1 
Virtual_CelI[ 2] (sizes 3. demands 48^: 6 8 4 
Virtual_CeU[ 3] (sizes 3. demands 608): 3 8 5 
Virtual_Ccll[ 4] (sizes 3. demands 500): 8 1 2 
Job[ I] (sizes 1, demands 10); CI 
Job[ 2) (sizes 2, demands 247): C3 C2 
Job[ 3] (sizes 2. demands 240): C4 C2 
JobC4] (sizes I, demands 260): C4 
Job[ 5] (sizes I, demands 361): C3 
EXAMPLE 5 Production Session 9 
There are 9 Jobs in the file 
VirtualjCeIl[ 1] (sizes 4. demands 1153): 6 4 2 3 
Virtual_CeU[ 2] (sizes 2, demands 204): 8 I 
ViituaLC6a[3](size=3.demand= 604): 8 3 4 
Viniial_CeU[ 4] (sizes 3. demands 449): 6 5 8 
Job[ I] (sizes 
Job[ 2] (sizes 
Job[ 31 (sizes 
Job[ 4] (sizes 
Job( 5] (sizes 
Job[ 6] (sizes 
Job[ 7] (sizes 
Job[ 8] (sizes 
Job[ 9] (sizes 
I. demands 
1. demands 
{.demands 
I.demands 
1. demands 
1. demands 
I, demands 
I. demands 
1. demands 
307): C4 
483): CI 
204): C2 
457): CI 
76): CI 
300): C3 
304): C3 
137): CI 
142): C4 
EXAMPLE 5 Productioa Session 10 
There are 14 Jobs in the file 
j'obf I](sizc=6.demaads 76); 
Job( 21(siz^ 6 .demands gj); 
Job[ 3](sizes6,demands 93): 
Job[ 4](sizes 4.demands 79); 
Job[ 51(sizes 6,dcTnand= 13Q : 
Job[ 6](sizes 4.demands 473): 
Job[ 71(siz^ 6.demand= 395) : 
Job[ 81(siz^ 5,demands 409): 
Job[ 9](sizes 4,demands 249): 
Job[I0](sizes4,deniand= 69): 
Job[II](size=4,demand=244): 
Job[12](sizes 5,demands 237): 
Job[13](sizes 6.drmands 468): 
Job[14j(sizes 64emand= 479): 
4 I 5 I 
7 6 8 3 
2 4 7 4 
8 3 
2 7 
8 4 
6 8 
5 4 
I 8 
I 4 
8 4 
I 8 I 
4 3 5 
8 2 8 
1 4 
6 5 
3 
Virtual_Cell[ 1] (sizes 5. demands 1570): 2 4 8 7 
Vittual_CelI[ 2] (sizes 4. demands 1425): 8 1 5 6 
Vittiia(_CeU[ 3] (Sizes 4. demands 166): 8 3 7 6 
VittuaI_CeU[ 4] (sizes 3. demands 877): 5 4 3 
Job[ I] (sizes 
Job[ 2] (sizes 
Job[ 3] (sizes 
Job[ 4] (sizes 
Job[ 5] (sizes 
Job[ 6] (sizes 
Job[ 7] (sizes 
Job[ 8] (sizes 
Job( 9] (sizes 
Job[IO] (sizes 
Job[Il] (sizes 
Job[I2] (sizes 
Job[I3j (siz^ 
Job[14] (sizes 
2. demands 
L demands 
I,demands 
I, demands 
1,demands 
1, demands 
1, demands 
1, demands 
1. demands 
1. demands 
I.demands 
1,demands 
2. demands 
I. demands 
76): CI C2 
87): C3 
93): CI 
79): C3 
136): CI 
473): CI 
395); C2 
409): C4 
249): C2 
69): CI 
244): CI 
237): C2 
468): C4C2 
479): CI 
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APPENDK G. VmTUAL CELLS OBTAINED BY USING THE MODIFIED 
BOCTOR'S MODEL 
To compare with virtual cells, Boctor's model is modified by allowing the concept of 
machine and cell sharing. The results obtained for each example is as follows: 
EXAMPLE I 
CELLt mi.2 CEL .3 rEiJ.4 rgti % CEL1.6 fStl.7 
UiitiiiM VOL " Ml VOL VOL Mil VOL MMMM VoL Mmrnmm VOL IteMM VoL 
EXit 13 190 1. M 220 4;r.ii9 •33 435 WL 11.12 0 
EXI2 l.ll 130 965 J. cut 12 433 I.II 0 2.11 200 5.11 243 
EX13 t. lA.ll.t2 545 473 2,XS,* 0 
EXt« 2.I* 0 2.*.7,9 14*3 1133 2. 19 0 UM.II.I2 340 
EX15 1023 7.9 1430 2.im 0 2.19 0 KiblUU C73 
EXI6 I.4.T.W 990 2.4 0 3.3. •.9 400 11.12 390 
EX17 4S0 11.12 273 4.7.1.9. 790 3.5 0 
EXIS 11.12 170 1.4. 1030 XS, 410 2.19 too 
EX19 2903 XII 240 3.11 0 3.12 240 XII 0 1.2.6.19 2093 3.5 323 
EXtIO I.J.4 lOOO l.7.1fLlI.U 1970 3.5 SOS 2.9 0 610 
EXAMPLE 2 
CELLl CELL.2 CELL3 CEU.4 CELLS CELi.6 mj.7 
MitMaii VOL Vd. MMMM VOL Miitiiii VoL V<rf. VOL VoL 
EX3] 3.7. 434 I.X4.5LC1 2214 3.7 0 3.7 0 
EXZZ 2.5.6.7.1 1954 1.3 392 1.4 355 1.3 o 1.3 0 Li 0 
EX33 4.5.7 474 2.6.1 912 5.6 71 5.6 0 1.3 toao 5.6 0 
EX24 7.1 621 1.2.4.5.6. 3732 7.1 0 3.1 1S39 7.S 0 
EX23 2,4.5.6.7.1 2161 1.3 231 2.4.5.6.7.1 0 
EX36 1.3.4.5.7.1 771 I.3.4.&7.1 0 2.6. 179 
EXZ7 1.4. 272 5.7. 620 5.7. 0 4.5. 217 31*6.1 1635 5.7 0 1.7 343 
EX2S 1.3.4.5.7.1. I69S 2.6. 293 
EX39 2.i6.1 2343 1.3.4. 1094 4.7. 1437 1.4. 0 1.4. 0 
EX310 2.5 0 l.iS.6.7.1 2104 1.3.4.5L 6.1 2236 1.3.4.5.6.1 0 >1* 629 1.3.4.5.6.1 0 
CELLS 
MIIMWM VOL 
EX21 
EX32 
EX23 
EX24 
EX33 
EX26 
EX27 1.14.1 1496 
EX3T 
EX39 
EX210 
EXAMPLES 
rrai. 1 CEL CELL3 CELL4 
MiiiMiiii VcL "Tiililii VoL MIIMMII VoL MKMM VoL 
EX3i 1.2.3. 1913 4.5 2431 1.4 432 
EX32 1.4 770 2.1.4.5 2324 
EX33 1.14.5 2130 1.5 1406 1.5 393 
EX34 1.5 617 I,2.3»4. I9S6 
EX3S U4 2013 1.4 0 1.2.5.5 3657 1.4 0 
EX36 1.2.3.4 2161 1.5 399 
EXJ7 2.3.4.5 4415 1.4 2294 1.4 O 
EX» 4.5 1761 3.4 1491 1.2 2439 
EX39 4.5 363 1.13.5 2091 
EX3i0 2.3 1433 2.3 0 2,5 0 1.3.4.5 3903 
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EXAMPLE 4 
CELLL mi 3 CELI -4 CELLS mi A 
Miifcli 1 Vol. MKMM* Vcri. "1 M" VOL " ML VOL MMMhb VOL " "• Vol. 
EX4I RAN L.R3.4.C9 2fft L5 0 i.f 0 
EX42 293 1671 t.3 4Q> ll.ll 179 2.4 240 
EX43 4.t I7TT 1. II 4QS 2.3Lfl.«.7.W 3104 9.11 71 Ml 0 
EX«4 4, Sri ISM 3743 7.11 365 •.II 240 TJT 1S7» 
EX43 2,5, 114 X9 3TS 1.4.7.1* 2012 1492 
EX46 X,l» 799 M.U 547 7.9LI* 924 917 Will Q I.X4wt.t 2732 
EX«7 2S7 ;a.ii S3 L4.C.9 919 Ift. II 0 I.XS.* «64 
EX41 1.7 926 C.II I90 I.W «30 l.lt O *.7.11 172A 2.1.4.«h«.9. 2723 
BX*9 157 <.W 317 «.!• 0 I.X.4 1497 0 0 
EX4tO I.S.4.7.* 1399 3," . 334 1.4.1.19 772 •.9 Its 
CELL? CELLS 
MttUmm VoL ICl hliii VOL 
EX4I 
EX42 
EX43 
EX44 
EX43 
EX46 
EX47 
exa Utt 0 
EX49 4.7. m 992 3.1. a. 11 1479 
EX4I0 
EXAMPLES 
CELLl CEL ^ 2 CELL3 CELL4 CELLS 
MirMwii VoL mrnMrnrn Vol MMMM VoL II rHii VOL VOL 
EXSI X9 125 X8 0 2.6.7 1746 1.3.4.5 tt23 
EXS3 I.2.3.4.S. 2772 4.7 629 6.7 0 6.7 0 6.0 661 
EXS3 1.4.4.S 1S54 2.f 671 f.7 320 3.7 734 2.7 0 
EXS4 2.4 240 J.4 0 1.1.6.7. 2739 5.1 1491 L4 2S3 
EX5S i.2.4.<.a 2234 S.7 2tS 4.S 123 3.7 •35 5.7 0 
EXM 1.4 331 2.XS.7.S 21SI 1,7 713 6.6 932 1.4 0 
EX57 2.3 0 3.4.7.6 2S20 1.15.4 IM6 2.3 0 
EXSS 4.7 4f7 4.7 230 LiJw# Ml* Jl7 247 
eX59 2.3.4,* 2206 t.S.9 957 1.7 0 1.7 0 
Exaio 5.4 1346 4.7 316 4.7 0 I.XJ.4.1 3494 
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